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Introduction
Introduction

Mayor Johnson invited hundreds of diverse leaders to share their ideas and offer their recommendations on how to make Chicago stronger, safer, and better. These volunteers brought their vast and varied knowledge, perspectives, and experiences, culminating in a rich contribution of ideas to guide our incredible city.

After weeks of meetings, hundreds of hours of conversation, and bringing together nearly 400 people from across Chicago for a fast-paced series of in-depth discussions, we are excited to share this massive undertaking with all of you. On behalf of the staff at Chicago for the People, we are grateful for the effort, energy, and eagerness committee members have all shared, and know that a better Chicago is not possible without all of us. We are proud of the incredible show of commitment and dedication throughout this process.

Developing this transition report was unique from previous administrations and was not without its learning moments. Mayor Johnson had the shortest transition period in Chicago history. As a true reflection of the mayor’s principles, our process prioritized voices too often at the margins. We made every effort possible to maximize the number of people engaged in conversation. This was also the first mayoral transition in a post-COVID world, and we prioritized ensuring accessibility and inclusivity through in-person, hybrid, and virtual meetings.

With hundreds of civic leaders, business leaders, movement organizers, and activists working together, there is incredible synergy and of course at times, points of contradiction. Real life holds space for contradiction and understanding that unity of values does not mean conformity of ideas. While the report attempts to summarize the conclusions and recommendations of the majority within each subcommittee, it should be noted that some individualized positions may not be reflected to the extent that they diverge from the majority view, and that accordingly the concurrence of each participant on each issue reflected here should not be assumed. The “Bridges to Build” section of each subcommittee reports honor the divergency of viewpoints. It aims to create opportunities to continue organizing for social change, deepen community engagement, and build bridges across diverse and sometimes oppositional perspectives.

It was also important to maintain language used in its diverse expressions. While a glossary of terms is included in the appendix, readers may note mixed usage of terms like Latine, Latinx, Latino, or Hispanic, and the varied usage reflects how individuals within the subcommittees chose to identify. The community is not a monolith, and we not only acknowledge the differences, but embrace them. The subcommittee reports are submitted to uplift the unique conversations hosted within the group, so minimal edits were made to the content as the co-chairs submitted them.

This report gives voice to a deep-seated belief in citizen expertise, collaborative design, and the value of those most impacted having a seat at the proverbial table for the purpose of co-governance. While subcommittee reports list proposed stakeholder groups to be engaged, these lists should be considered a starting point and are not exhaustive.

Finally, the visual notes in this document reflect the multiple stages of each subcommittee’s process. While some are notes from a single meeting and do not highlight the final report copy, others capture overall themes and highlights.

This process is only the beginning of a conversation we hope continues throughout Mayor Johnson’s administration. This is by no means all the people, or all the ideas, needed to make Chicago a city that works for everyone. Nonetheless, a specific round of deep gratitude is extended to the staff of Chicago for the People and all the city leaders who joined us on the journey.

Forward Together,
Katelyn Johnson & Amisha Patel
—
Chicago for the People
Building Bridges and Growing the Soul of Chicago:

A Blueprint for Creating a More Just & Vibrant City for All
Executive Summary: Mayor Brandon Johnson’s Transition Committee Report

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

We cannot build a more just future without acknowledging the injustices of the past.

Therefore, we begin this report by recognizing and acknowledging that Chicago resides on the ancestral homelands of the Odawa, Ojibwe, Potawatomi, Miami, Ho-Chunk, Menominee, Sac, and Fox tribes. We also acknowledge the significant contributions of marginalized groups whose exploited labor played a crucial role in shaping our vibrant city.

OVERVIEW, PROCESS, AND PURPOSE

A diverse group of nearly 400 Chicagoans was appointed by Mayor Brandon Johnson to work together on a document to uplift the values and vision that will define his administration over the next four years. The group was organized into eleven issue-focused subcommittees and an overarching executive committee of fourteen. Mayor Brandon Johnson insisted that the committee and subcommittees reflect the breadth and diversity of the city. And they do. They include diversity based on gender, generation, and neighborhood, and include representatives from business, civic, and community-based organizations. Individuals, including those working in academia, philanthropy, trade, unions, health, government, faith communities, and public services, as well as those from disabled and LGBTQ communities, have been a part of this process by design. Chicagoans from various racial, ethnic, and socio-economic backgrounds were also at the table. Over the past several weeks the committees came together for a series of short intensive discussions about an array of pressing problems and issues facing our city. There were debates and differences of opinion, to be sure, but we have emerged with overall consensus on a collective vision and path toward a safer, more equitable, inclusive and just city. This path is grounded in, and builds upon, Mayor Johnson’s values and vision as articulated during his campaign for mayor. First and foremost, Chicago’s people are its greatest asset, this administration has rightly and boldly made a commitment to prioritize policies and programs that invest in people. That will occur on many fronts.

Chicago has 77 diverse and dynamic neighborhoods. They have existed in various states of disconnectedness, sometimes siloed, sometimes in tension, but always connected by the very land mass we call Chicago. The city is also a city of bridges, sturdy steel frames, strong cables, and even wooden planks carry us across the mighty Chicago River, connected waterways, lagoons, and ponds. A city forged in fire and surrounded by a fierce and mighty body of water, bridges are a part of our architecture and our identity. Bridge-building was an important goal of this process, and an important metaphor for our work. But in order for the bridges to be sturdy, we must engage in hard conversations, truth-telling and repair. Chicago is indeed a great global city, but any great global city must take care of the neighborhoods that contribute to that greatness.

In each of the eleven subcommittee categories there are the recurring themes that reflect the complex and layered issues that confront our city. The themes represent both positives and negatives, both challenges and opportunities. They include issues
of community abandonment that co-exist with inspiring narratives of community resilience; the need for greater transparency and accountability in government, and the unequal access to power and decision making across race, class, age, and zip code co-exists with a new commitment to inclusive co-governance. Race and economic disparity are two behemoth issues that transcend our city limits, but live here as well. The history of racism has a long and sordid past in Chicago and is still very real and present. It is important to note that it shows up differently and impacts communities differently and unevenly. Anti-Black racism has undergirded the neglect of neighborhoods and schools, the gentrification of Black neighborhoods and forced exodus of tens of thousands of Black people from the city over the past 20 years, and higher levels of violence, racial profiling, and harassment from law enforcement.

There are also a set of racial realities in Chicago beyond “Black and white.” The Latino/a/e/x community continues to experience racism in various forms based on race, immigration status, and language, which must be addressed. The city has a critical Indigenous community which has suffered historical marginalization, dispossession, and exclusion from power. The city must be deliberate and conscientious in correcting this trend and in addressing past wrongs, including in hiring, appointments, and decisions on public symbols. Diverse Asian communities and MENA (Middle East and North Africa) communities are growing in Chicago but have been under-represented in cultural, civic, and business leadership. In this area too, the city needs to make positive interventions to maximize inclusivity and equity and root out racism in all its forms. This, as several subcommittees point out, includes not just “let’s get along” programs or cosmetic diversity programs, but hard-hitting interventions that get at structural racism built into our institutions and hierarchies of power.

Another critical theme is “intersectionality,” a term borrowed from Black feminist writers and activists, but one that has wide resonance. What we mean by this is simply the interconnectedness of our various issues, issues, aspirations, and identities. None of us are one dimensional people, and our issues are not insular. For example, we cannot talk about a just housing policy without simultaneously talking about disability rights, economic justice, and race. They are not in competition with one another, they are all intimately related. The list goes on. An intersectional approach also means a coordinated approach. In order to achieve its goals, this administration will have to coordinate and work closely with state, federal and county partners.

There are many entry points to tackling Chicago’s many problems. We opted for eleven points of entry centered around sets of issues that have been of deep concern. These correlate to Mayor Johnson’s ambitious and robust campaign commitments. Even though we live in difficult times and the new administration has serious problems to address, there are also many creative solutions. We only need the resources and the will to implement them. With a mindset of abundance, a collective spirit, and a willingness to work through our differences, we can move our city toward a more just and sustainable future.

VALUES AND VISION

The subcommittees have wrestled with ways to build bridges using shared problems and collective desires as building material. The Arts and Culture subcommittee indicated that where they could not initially reach consensus, they “built new bridges and then covered them with art.” That was not always the outcome in our groups. These are hard questions and there are different perspectives all around. This was an important and generative process, even though there is much more work to do in the months and years ahead. We are determined, however, that this report will not collect dust on a shelf. We intend for it to be a living document and a North Star for the Johnson administration to work toward.

The vision and values articulated by the transition subcommittees are consistent with the vision and values uplifted by Mayor Johnson during his electoral campaign. The subcommittees advanced three large value sets that are consistent throughout the reports. The first value is the importance of the dual pillars of equity and inclusivity, and particularly racial justice. We are a big, beautifully eclectic, and disparate city. A celebration of diversity must be paired with an acknowledgement of Chicago’s gross and persistent inequalities, and with concrete mechanisms to undo them. Mayor Johnson has spoken about Chicago being a tale of two cities with extreme disparities in access to resources (including health care, housing, and education), life chances, exposure
to violence, and overall quality of life. So, the goals of equity and inclusivity must be critical components of the building a just future for a city once referred to as the most segregated northern city in America, a city with a legacy of not only racial segregation but racial violence. We can learn from that legacy and build a better future.

The second value that emerged and re-emerged in our committee work is the importance of a co-governance practice grounded in participatory democracy. Co-governance means that those communities and organizations on the frontlines of various issues need to be engaged in the work of defining, deciding, and implementing solutions that will address the suffering and injustice that they experience. Chicago has the opportunity to be a real pioneer in this regard.

Finally, engagement and accountability are key. Each of the subcommittees remind us that all the good ideas in the world are worthless if we do not map and monitor implementation. This requires ongoing collaboration, co-creation, and engagement with communities. That is the core of co-governance, a principle to which our new mayor is deeply committed. It is not simply co-decision-making, but it is co-investment of time, ideas, energy, and heart.

THEMES, ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FROM THE SUBCOMMITTEES

Based on these values, we ask the question - what is our collective vision for this amazing city of ours? These highlights represent a small glimpse of what our subcommittees had to say in response.

Fully resourced neighborhood schools are needed to make good on the goal of Education as a fundamental right for all, from pre-K through college. This must center those that have been historically marginalized: disabled students, Black and Latino/a/e/x students in underserved communities, undocumented and immigrant students, those for whom English is not their first language, LGBTQ students, unhoused students, alternative learners, and low-income students. Community colleges must be reimagined to be within reach of all our young people who want to attend. Policies must also honor the labor and dedication of educators at all levels. These were some of the highlights of a very detailed education report.

“Healthcare (including mental healthcare) for all” must be more than a slogan. It must become our reality. The Health and Human Services subcommittee insists we focus our new policies on marginalized populations who are often neglected, and that the overall challenge is to develop an “expansive integrated approach to problem solving public health issues,” with an emphasis on coordination with other agencies on illness and harm prevention, like Cook County health care system. The subcommittee report defines violence overall as a public health issue, which should be treated as such. The healing, care and service model of crisis intervention reflected in the “treatment not trauma” concept is wholly consistent with the priorities and emphasis of the subcommittee.

Housing should be a basic human right for all, and all Chicagoans should have safe, accessible, and stable shelter. That is a goal we have consensus on. The housing needs of Chicagoans exist on a spectrum. The City must create better pathways to secure and affordable homeownership, affordable rent, and policies that prevent the displacement of longtime residents for the sake of ‘progress’ and ‘development.’ We must ask what does fair and balanced development that benefits us all look like. Our unhoused neighbors, longtime and new arrivals, bear the brunt of the housing problem in the city and therefore must be our priority, their lives depend on it. We also seek to create conditions for those who have been pushed out of the city to feel able and welcome to return. The term, “Bring Chicago Home,” resonates in two ways: make ‘homes’ possible for all Chicagoans, and welcome back those who had to leave. The obstacles to realizing these goals are many, and are interwoven with other issues such as education, public safety, jobs, economic inequality, immigration status, and transportation.

In additional to a cleaner, safer, more reliable public transportation trains and busses, accessibility and affordability at all levels, and ample bike paths, an expansive view of Transportation must also factor in racism (such as racial profiling in traffic stops).
Access to clean, safe reliable transportation is related to economic security, economic vitality and an overall cleaner environment. The transportation subcommittee insisted the City “needs to work with community in planning transportation strategy.” Again, the importance of engagement and ongoing accountability were uplifted in the transportation subcommittee report as they were in all the other groups.

Our environmental justice subcommittee insists we take a holistic view of environmental issues including water safety, access to energy and safe housing, and issues of pollution and climate change. The issue of wealth disparity and racism resurface in this report as issues embedded in the way environmental issues have unfolded. Environmental racism is real. They invite us to see the rubric of a “just transition,” and the policy framework of a “Green New Deal” for Chicago as guiding principles for our efforts to realize a cleaner, healthier, more just, and sustainable city.

**Workers’ Rights and Labor** was the focus of another transition subcommittee. Workers’ rights, including the right to organize, and workplace protections are fundamental to a vibrant economy and to healthy communities. And again, consistent with the values and vision of this overall report, an emphasis was placed on vulnerable and often marginalized workers and the importance of meeting their needs. It also pushes us to look to the future in our policy plans in terms of guaranteeing future career paths for our youth, as well as formerly incarcerate returning citizens and immigrant, disabled and LGBTQ workers.

The **Immigration** subcommittee uplifted the city’s pledge to become a welcoming city and a sanctuary city, while underscoring the fact that we need to make those commitments more robust. At the same time immigrant and migrant communities need housing, healthcare, and jobs, those needs overlap with those of non-immigrant communities, therefore we need an inclusive and holistic approach in which no group feels left behind. Investment in immigrant communities is critical and respecting our immigrant neighborhoods as contributors and full-fledged stakeholders in the city's future is essential. It is also important to note that Chicago's immigrant communities are not a monolith. They are ethnically, culturally, and religiously diverse, historically, and today. In addition to other needs, language access in all areas of city business is also key.

**Public Safety (and police accountability)** was the largest subcommittee and had one of the most challenging tasks. To realize a safer, more peaceful, and just community is the goal of public safety. It was one of the most intensely debated issues of the mayoral campaign in Chicago and is a challenge that faces many big cities throughout the country as guns proliferate and violence grows.

Three areas of consensus stand out in this subcommittee report. 1) The need to “chart a new path to public safety,” relying on community-based interventions, involving strategies to de-escalate conflicts to reduce harm, giving “communities most impacted a meaningful voice, and addressing the related issues of mental health, economic disparity and disparate economic opportunities including lack of full-time year-round youth jobs, and gun proliferation exacerbated by the gun industry. 2) We cannot escape history. The subcommittee stresses the need to repair harm caused by past police practices and ongoing violence in various forms. This would include following through on full funding and support of the Chicago Torture Memorial and survivor services, and resources for the police district councils to insure greater community oversight and police accountability. 3) As Mayor Johnson has reiterated many times, our best crime and harm reduction strategy is to invest in people. We need full and expanded domestic violence services, overall investments in communities most impacted by violence, more first responder wellness and support programs, and employment and support services to formerly incarcerated persons to decrease recidivism and better facilitate community re-entry. Finally, during his campaign Mayor Johnson pledged to end programs that have not proven effective at crime and harm reduction and those which promote biased surveillance and/or violate basic rights. The City should also proceed swiftly with the implementation of the Consent Decree and ensure an ongoing policy of maximum data transparency for the public with all matters to do with public safety and policing.

Each of the eight aforementioned subcommittees focused on a single set of issues as an entry point a larger set of intersecting issues. The overwhelming majority echo the need for greater transparency, community access to data, bringing marginal
constituencies to the center of our vision for the future, and engaging community members and organizations in decision-making (co-governance) as a way of insuring greater accountability on policy matters that impact our lives.

The remaining three subcommittees cut across all the issue areas and highlight intersectionality as an anchoring approach to addressing social justice issues. The Human Rights, Equity, and Inclusion subcommittee calls for a deepening of our definition of “equity,” and reminds us of not only the ever-present legacy and reality of structural racism, including anti-Blackness, as other subcommittees do also, but underscoring the importance of strengthening services to, and inclusion of, the LGBTQ community and communities of people living with disabilities. The Economic Vitality and Equity subcommittee uplifts the importance of addressing wealth inequality as manifest in Mayor Johnson’s references to the ‘tale of two cities.’ They suggest both conventional and innovative community-centered strategies to generate revenue, allocate resources, build community wealth, and combat poverty and all its attendant ills. Economic vitality and equity are essential to realize the goals of all the other subcommittees. Greater economic vitality will require revitalizing commercial corridors and galvanizing development and infrastructure improvements throughout our neighborhoods, with local advisory panels to make sure development projects meet community needs. A thriving downtown hub continues to be important, but one that feeds into neighborhood development and is accessible to all. And last, but not least, there is the work and provocations of our Arts and Culture subcommittee. Art holds up a mirror to show us who we are and provides a window to help us imagine a better future. It is also a site of bridge-building and individual and collective healing. So, our city must redouble its investment in the arts and protect and honor the labor of arts and creative workers, many of whom labor on the margins of economic security. Mayor Johnson has offered the biblical reflection that where one’s heart is, there is your treasure. Art is the heart of this city in many ways and artists are key to helping us grow, build, unite and thrive. We must give them the security and resources to continue.

LOOKING FORWARD: NEXT STEPS

Our executive committee and subcommittees were comprised of very busy people who took time out to prioritize deliberations about the future of Chicago with an earnest group of fellow residents, many of them strangers. We will honor that sacrifice by making sure the recommendations here are kept alive and made meaningful through ongoing policies and practices. Some suggestions that rose organically from this process include, but are not limited to, the following.

One suggestion is that a manageable, but representative, subgroup of our team of 400 be convened regularly (perhaps quarterly) to monitor and support progress toward the goals of the report. When appointed that group must accept and take seriously the responsibility of engaging not only their immediate community or organization but debriefing, reporting back and engaging with the broad ecosystem of community leaders and organizers in Chicago pushing for progressive change. Otherwise, there are individual representatives but again without full community input. Another suggestion is to schedule a one-year anniversary check-in to assess progress toward the recommendations in the report, and to have that event be public. A third suggestion is to build progress reports into ongoing, and widely publicized community engagement events and platforms.

Attaining all the goals in this report might not be possible in the first hundred days or even the first year, but part of co-governance is transparency. Therefore, metrics to determine whether goals were met, and if not, why not, is a critical part of self-assessment, growth, and collaboration.
Each subcommittee has offered a range of tiered recommendations and metrics for assessing progress. These recommendations are grounded in the expertise, experience and collective wisdom of hundreds of people who have invested decades of energy navigating, analyzing, and confronting these issues. We encourage the administration to build on and invest in these insights, and not only make specific staff assignments, but perhaps appoint a designated senior advisor responsible for this task only, to oversee implementation strategies, and to manage and monitor the specific recommendations.

The revered Detroit activist Grace Lee Boggs once commented. “These are times that grow men and women’s souls.” She spoke of the daunting problems that faced her city at that time, but also of the enormous soul growing opportunities that existed for bold and innovative change. We are in such a moment in Chicago. It is a time to break with business as usual, to break long standing silences and to make good on long overdue promises. This transition report is not a list of demands, but a blueprint for building a bridge to a better future. We pledge to work shoulder to shoulder with the mayor and his team to build that bridge.

- Kennedy Bartley
- Jitu Brown
- Martin Cabrera
- Jim Connolly
- Brendan Deenihan
- Juan González
- Rev. Dr. Marshall Hatch, Sr.
- Michelle Morales
- Dian Palmer
- Richard Price
- Delia Ramirez*
- Dr. Barbara Ransby*
- Charles Smith*
- Margaret Stender
- Richard Price
- Emma Tai

*DESIGNATES CO-CHAIR
Arts & Culture
Strengthen Our Cultural Infrastructure

Acknowledge the current cultural infrastructure benefits a narrow version of the city.

Culture and art are integrated, all over the city.

Every neighborhood will have a cultural infrastructure not just bringing folks to the central arts institutions.

A diverse ecosystem holds all.

Support hyper-locality.

Invest in cultural corridors.

Repairing the History of Disinvestment.

Inclusive of life needs.

Inclusive of writing and cultural preservation.

Housing, health, rootedness, belonging.
STRENGTHEN OUR CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE

MAKE PUBLIC ART MORE PUBLIC TO DEMILITARIZE PUBLIC SPACES

SYNC WITH & EDUCATE ALDERS

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO INVEST

BUILD TRANSPARENCY FOR FUND COLLECTION & DISTRIBUTION

REDEFINE WHAT INFRASTRUCTURE MEANS

CONNECT ARTS INFRASTRUCTURE TO STATE RESOURCES LIKE THE IL FACILITIES FUND

MAKE TAX DISTRIBUTION EQUITABLE NOT PROPORTIONAL

PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING

LEARN FROM OTHER PLACES AROUND THE GLOBE

CREATE CENTRALIZED MARKETING, RESOURCES, TECH, TOOLS

CELEBRATING COLLECTIVE ACTION IN PUBLIC

(Chicago Torture Justice Memorials)

IMPLEMENTATION
STRENGTHEN OUR CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE

**LONG TERM**

- Redistributing funds to the BIPOC arts institutions
- Prioritize public arts & engagement that uplifts city history
- Create focus groups w/ neighborhood leadership

**SHORT TERM**

- Create campaigns for cultural gems
- Changing the funding formulas
- Establish a dep. mayor for arts + culture
- Ensure the Chicago torture justice memorial memorializes the movement

**FIRST 100 DAYS**

- Engage all departments
- Mapping existing projects

**PRIORITIES**
IMPROVE ACCESS TO ARTS EDUCATION

Every resident can live an artful life.
More artists stay in Chicago.

Address the historic harm to:
- Small, BIPOC arts orgs.
- Elders, seniors
- Teens, 18-24 yrs
- Southside, Westside
- LGBTQ+
- Those off public transit
- New arrivals in art space

Create & fund committed arts programming at all levels, in all schools!

Well funded arts + cultural institutions make commitments to all areas in the city.

Shift our narratives in neighborhoods.

This is where culture happens!

Expanding the definition of arts education in and out of school.

Deinstitutionalize arts.

Make public valuable again.

Vision
**IMPROVE ACCESS TO ARTS EDUCATION**

- **Listen to the harmed, who have been ignored.**
- **Bring students to artist spaces, participate with public art.**
- **Create an artist corps of permanently employed artists.**
- **Have large scale events be required to support communities beyond infrastructure repair.**

**MORE FUNDING for arts ed.**

- **Call major institutions & corporations into account.**
- **Diversify DCASE funding streams outside of tourism.**

**DEFINE STAGES of life not just by age:**
- Parents
- Returning citizens
- New arrivals

**IMPLEMENTATION**
IMPROVE ACCESS TO ARTS EDUCATION

- Increase arts funding
  - In + Out of school
- Create tech assist. for small orgs.
- Create alternative learning spaces
- Create multi-year funding streams
- Create artist corps
- Diversify DCASE funding
- Short term
- Create free programs + classes 18+
- Reveal funding data
- Shift language use
- Change special events licensing requirements
- First 100 days
- Review PPA + PAV requirements

PRIORITIES
INVEST IN ARTIST LIVLIHOODS

ACKNOWLEDGE that there's WORK outside of this committee that must also be done

MORE INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

ARTISTS can stay in CHICAGO. ARTISTS will move to CHICAGO

HOLD VALUE that CULTURE is WHAT MAKES US

COLLABORATIONS w/DIF DEPARTMENTS

GETTING the WORD out about programs that exist

INCLUSION of ARTISTS & SMALL BUSINESSES

EQUITABLE FUNDING for SMALLER FESTIVALS

MEASURING toward our GOALS w/DATA

COLLABORATIONS w/VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

VISION
**Invest in Artist Livelihoods**

**Defining what the creative sector workforce means**

**Collective bargaining for municipal hiring that mandates diversity**

**Mapping key employers/providers of jobs**

**Libraries**

**Create partnerships with private sector parks**

**Adjust zoning and permitting requirements for large fests**

**Subsidies in artists' live work play zones**

**Incentivize sectors to open creative workforce**

**Create a centralized calendar of happenings for audiences to attract folks to all neighborhoods**

**PAID Apprenticeships**

**Fund a database of benefits, healthcare, retirement**

**Implementation**
INVEST IN ARTIST LIVLIHOODS

LONG TERM

UPDATE POLICIES FOR PERMITS + ZONING

CREATE ONBOARDING + PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR CITY EMPLOYED ARTISTS

PUBLIC CALENDAR

CREATE YOUTH TRAINING HUB

CREATE SYSTEM TO COLLECT DATA & ASSESS IMPACT

MAPPING EMPLOYERS

EXPAND ACRE CENSUS, COLLATE DATA

SHORT TERM

FUNDING WORKFORCE DATABASE

ESTABLISH PAY STRUCTURES & WAGES

FIRST 100 DAYS

COLLABORATE W/OTHER WORK GROUPS

PRIORITY
Arts and Culture

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

“Culture is a precious resource that requires careful attention. It is an integral part of Chicago’s spirit and an underpinning of Chicago’s economic well-being” - Chicago Cultural Plan, Mayor Harold Washington, 1986.

Chicago is where art and culture happens. It exists everywhere and every day, directly impacting our quality of life, economic prosperity, and educational excellence. Creativity and cultural production cannot be separated from the human experience, from learning and development, and from social and political context. In Chicago, segregated and disinvested communities experience limited access to arts education, community resources, jobs, and supportive infrastructure for building and sustaining healthy lives and communities. Within impacted communities, individuals with disabilities, seniors, teens, and young adults (18-24), LGBTQIA+, and new immigrants (especially those who are undocumented) experience barriers to employment, a lack of inclusive programming and limited accessibility of venues, preventing their full participation and engagement in the arts and culture ecosystem. Small independent BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) organizations and businesses, especially those within marginalized communities who operate as community anchors, are further impacted by limited funding, marketing, and integration into city planning. Non-unionized workers, including independent artists and cultural producers, as well as employees within larger mainstream institutions, are hindered by limited support structures to positively impact their working conditions and access to benefits.
Increased arts and culture funding and support toward historically disinvested neighborhoods frequently contributes to gentrification and displacement of long-time residents, including artists and cultural practitioners, eroding history, heritage, and cultural contributions that ensure connectedness and neighborhood vibrancy. This displacement disrupts engagement and further marginalizes artists and creatives from government-supported initiatives. The Johnson administration has a unique opportunity to facilitate healing conversations and promote collaboration between groups that have historically been on opposite sides of gentrification and displacement through inclusive planning. We ask the Mayor to not undervalue these critical opportunities to bring us together and bolster our reputation as a world-class city, and to invest—and fully include—culture and the arts as a serious driver of economic development, tax base and jobs for the city, giving it the voice, placement, and reporting structure in government that it deserves and needs in order to be most effective.

**NUMBERS AND NARRATIVES**

Chicago’s nonprofit arts and culture organizations have traditionally had smaller budgets and received less local government funding compared to organizations in other metropolitan areas. Furthermore, national research has made clear that art and culture are the fourth hardest amenities to access after jobs, housing, and transportation for people of color and adults on low incomes. Many of the nonprofit arts and culture entities in Chicago are concentrated in the Loop area and along the lakefront. This concentration can lead to a disparity in opportunities and benefits, as residents in many neighborhoods may not have equal opportunities to engage with and benefit from the economic, educational, and quality-of-life contributions of the city’s arts and culture scene. Additionally, it is important to note that many artists and residents are unaware of the opportunities DCASE (Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events) and other city agencies provide to support their arts and cultural activities.

We need to think about arts & culture more expansively than we previously have. We should be thinking about it as a part of the “creative economy.” In 2015 (per DCASE report), the arts and culture sector generated $3.2 billion in total economic activity, $336.5 million in local and state government revenue, and created 85,000 creative jobs.

The **CPS (Chicago Public Schools) Arts Education Plan** (CPS, 2012) was initiated to create a policy and programming blueprint for increasing access, equity, and the quality of arts education. The development and implementation of the plan was one of the district’s leading strategies for engaging young people, to keep them in school and to provide them with the instruction needed to graduate into the professional world. The Plan recommends one full-time certified and/or endorsed arts instructor for each school, or an improved teacher-student ratio. Even with legislation that includes arts as a core subject in schools, the arts are often still relying on nonprofit programming support, celebrity donations, and teacher-purchased supplies.

A **Creative Worker Survey** (DCASE, 2022) distributed to over 300 artists found that 63% of the creative workers engaged with DCASE were BIPOC. Over 100 artists participated in creating the first **Chicago Arts Census** in partnership with ACRE (Artists’ Cooperative Residency and Exhibitions), Annas, DataMade, C.A.M.P, and Sixty Inches from Center, and over 1,000 arts workers shared their stories through the census survey on their challenges and lived experiences of being an arts worker in our city.

Therefore, the arts and culture committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals; they are as follows:
Goal #1: Fully-integrate arts and culture strategies into all economic development, health, safety, housing, workforce, and community resilience efforts

The following recommendations are – taken altogether – designed to nourish and invigorate our diverse arts and culture sector, drive economic development and tourism, enrich the creative lives of children and adults, leverage the sector to enhance neighborhood identity and health, strengthen the well-being of the cultural workforce, and enrich the spirit and pride of our residents.

If this goal is achieved, the diversity of Chicago’s cultural assets is highlighted and valued. Arts & culture are actively shifting harmful narratives about Chicago locally, nationally, and internationally. With the support of public and private partnership and investment, Chicago’s arts ecosystem is respected as a key component and thought partner in the economic development of Chicago’s neighborhoods, particularly in historically disinvested communities. Chicago residents are visiting more neighborhoods across the city outside of the areas where they live and work. Chicago leads the nation’s major cities in not just funding support but strategic, structural integration (i.e. on the 5th floor) of arts and culture across economic development, tourism, transportation, community safety, immigration, education, and labor. DCASE will focus its efforts and continue to partner with organizations across the city to delegate resources to those organizations that are closer to the work in communities (and less restricted by government bureaucracy), specifically those with racialized and marginalized residents. The 77 community
areas of Chicago and their unique histories and identities are recognized and uplifted. Other cities look to Chicago as a model for building a culture of repair, supporting artists in creating and activating public sites to confront and heal pain within our communities, especially pain caused by state and city governments. Every neighborhood has an arts corridor with active and accessible cultural spaces as a part of other infrastructural initiatives to ensure sustainability and not marginalize “cultural spaces” to beautification projects.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Ensuring $10 million from Corporate Fund remains consistent source of funding specifically for grant distribution at DCASE
- Facilitating third-party assessment to evaluate value and viability of the creation of Deputy Mayor of Arts, Culture, and Heritage to oversee and coordinate integration of arts and culture across city efforts, shepherd equitable business investments, and oversee city-wide cultural vibrancy on par with other American and international cities
- Creating a Deputy Commissioner of Nighttime Business in BACP (Business Affairs and Consumer Protection)
- Reviewing the budget allocated to the Chicago Film Office (within DCASE) as we see significant opportunity in film and TV as an economic and job creation driver for the city
- Breaking ground on the Chicago Torture Justice Memorials on the site proposed by lead organizers
- Enabling DCASE to have the authority to leverage funding and contract capacity-building delegate agencies to expand what DCASE can do with limited staff
- Increasing baseline public support for arts from other city departments to support arts and culture initiatives, with attention to ARPA-funded initiatives
- Ensuring that World Business Chicago and Choose Chicago both have representation from the cultural sector and/or creative economy at a board level to connect the business, arts and culture, and tourism communities to attract incoming conferences and conventions
- Creating a working group within World Business Chicago with representatives from the creative economy, arts, culture, business, tourism, and real estate development communities together to come up with new models of support for cultural production, funded by a % of permitting fees or tax dollars generated from instruments such as TIF (Tax Increment Financing) or NOF
• In tandem with targeted marketing campaigns, developing a city-wide asset map highlighting the many different spaces, artists, genres, and opportunities for engaging with arts and culture across Chicago. This aggregation exists in the private sector so we encourage those partnerships instead of investing in any DCASE rebranding or website adjustments

• Adhering to recommendations made by the Chicago Monuments Project’s Advisory Committee in their final report, including removal of Columbus statues and other monuments that reinforce white supremacy and stereotypes of American Indians

**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

• Building upon the work of the previous administration, continue to include arts and culture in the city’s capital bond during the next bonding cycle (2025)

• Reviewing results of the third-party assessment for the potential creation of a Deputy Mayor of Arts, Culture, and Heritage, whose charge would be to serve as the cross-city/agency/sector champion for the value of arts and culture, to ensure the city is livable for all residents and a vital world-class destination

• Funding accessibility upgrades in long-standing venues and non-traditional community art spaces in collaboration with the Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities

• Utilizing the Chicago Torture Justice Memorials as a model for funding new monuments and activating public spaces as sites for remediation, reparations, and storytelling, in partnership with directly impacted communities and social justice organizations.

• Measuring resident and tourist engagement with arts and cultural activities, including the number of visits to museums, galleries, libraries, and cultural and heritage sites. This should include the number of public art installations/refurbishments, the use of public spaces for cultural events, and participation in community-based arts and cultural initiatives

**GOALS:**

• Recognize unique needs between daytime and nighttime businesses by supporting nightlife operators, workers, performers, patrons, and residents to address their challenges and see increase in equitable businesses and partnerships

• Increase awareness about harm done historically to police torture survivors and Chicagoans due to systemic racism and oppression, creating visual representations of restorative justice, collective healing, and the city’s commitment to a just Chicago

• Mitigate burden on DCASE’s grants team and shared city resources such as comptroller’s office

• Convene nighttime businesses across the city to come up with solutions that feel equitable and create space for knowledge sharing, partnership, and mentorship
• Convene a coalition from community-based (such as the Chicago Cultural Alliance), mid- and large-sized museums and institutions annually to transparently report audience numbers and discuss ways to cross promote one another and collaborate – co-led by DCASE Commissioner, Head of Choose Chicago, and respective board chairs

METRICS:

• Measure increases in link clicks, impressions, and social media engagement outside of DCASE platforms for DCASE-issued grant applications

• Progress check on status of public monuments in Chicago

• Establish a report to assess number of re-granting organizations DCASE is partnering with now and set benchmarks for increase for 1, 2 and 3 years from now – this also promotes public/private partnership

• Call on Choose Chicago, DCASE and the State DCEO to collaborate on and disaggregate economic data around the creative economy

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

Business community (specifically Real Estate), Marketing and Comms community, monument and memorial focused institutions, cultural asset mapping organizations, large arts institutions, artist-run spaces, private philanthropy (large to medium-sized foundations), Business Affairs and Consumer Protection (BACP), Department of Planning & Development (DPD), Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events (DCASE), Deputy Mayor of Business and Neighborhood Development, third party consultants.

Goal #2: Ensure all Chicagoans have equitable access to robust and joyful arts and culture education at every stage of their lives.

If this goal is achieved, every Chicagoan will have the opportunity to benefit from art and creativity at every stage of their life. Arts education is understood as life-giving and an important and proven tool for navigating the emotional and mental health impact caused, in part, by COVID-19. Chicago students will experience a Chicago Public School system that embraces creative education as a core asset in nearly every subject at every school and recognizes the power of investment in this form of learning and engagement.

Reading and math scores are not only improved across all CPS schools, but the process to get there is humane and empathetic in approach, making schools a healing, welcoming, and nurturing space for all our young people. Arts learning and engagement extends beyond the classroom to after- and out-of-school programming with alternative learning spaces, particularly for marginalized communities such as the elderly, 17- to 24-year-olds, recent immigrants, and formerly incarcerated individuals.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Addressing disparities in available arts education across all CPS schools
- Securing more diverse, sustainable, and consistent funding, such as implementing revenue-generating tax like the Digital Ad Tax, for funding equitable arts education programs across the city

- Ensuring CPS’s new accountability measuring tool, Accountability Standards (replacing School Quality Rating Policy) includes arts education as a valuable priority in all schools

- Creating opportunities for exchanges between community-based artists and Chicago youth, bringing artists into schools, classrooms, and after- and out-of-school programming, and bringing youth to artists’ workspaces

**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Creating additional spaces throughout the city for youth to experience and engage with art

- Creating new funding programs that fill gaps that currently exist in private sector arts education funding, such as intergenerational programs and adult arts education

- Creating and investing in alternative learning spaces that are not tied to CPS curriculum constraints, including creating infrastructure and opportunities for opening up underutilized spaces in neighborhoods for community arts learning programs

- Utilizing CPS data to determine larger community arts education access needs, particularly for non-K-12 Chicagoans, older adults, immigrants, neurodivergent populations, and formerly incarcerated individuals

**METRICS:**

- Utilize CPS data to identify under-resourced schools and prioritize accordingly

- Establish an opportunity and/or mandate for an annual review of CPS’s new accountability measuring tool that includes students, parents, art educators, and others at the table
• Increase transparency between CPS data collection and organizations such as Ingenuity, DFSS (Department of Family and Support Services), My Chi My Future, to better map data by need and use strategically

• Utilize data available through the National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment of the Humanities, and IMLS to identify, partner with, and amplify opportunities across and culture programs, public spaces, and organizations.

• Use SPED and low score testing data to prioritize need

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

BIPOC community-based organizations and leaders, teaching artists, DCASE, CPS (Chicago Public Schools), Chicago Theatre, Chicago Park District, Chicago Public Library, Ingenuity, and historically well-resourced institutions (i.e. the Art Institute, Field Museum, etc.)

Goal #3: Significantly increase livability and technical assistance support for people who work in arts and culture.

If this goal is achieved, Chicago will lead the nation’s major cities in funding support for arts and culture practitioners, recognizing that support must also include access to affordable housing, transportation, health and wellness, skills training, and accessible live/workspaces. The Johnson administration’s worker-centered platform uniquely places people’s livelihoods at the forefront. Artists, arts workers, and cultural producers see Chicago as a destination and a homebase to live, work, build their careers, and raise their families with the support of a robust and well-cared for arts ecosystem. Arts and culture workers are considered a vital part of Chicago’s creative workforce. Arts workers are included in program eligibility, artists are recognized as part of the small business sector, creative businesses as small businesses, and resources are abundant for all.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Creating an Arts & Culture Project Management Organization (PMO) to hire small, local marketing businesses and local ambassadors/influencers to better market DCASE and other city funding opportunities to the arts and culture sector

• Partnering with existing privately funded initiatives like the Exploring Possibilities for Collective Intent working group and the Chicago Arts Census to create data-backed advocacy, policy, and coalition building to better support Chicago’s arts workers, exploring ways for arts workers to collectively organize to access benefits that they are currently denied, receive unemployment protection, and inclusion in affordable housing access
• Including creative workforce in existing labor conversations already underway, ensuring arts and culture practitioners are involved in the shaping and framing of workforce support programs and pilots

• Ensuring that funding opportunities reach multidisciplinary, non-commercial artists, not excluding artists or cultural practitioners operating in spaces where activism, community support, and creativity intersect, particularly support for artists facilitating art-centered healing and transformative justice spaces

• Investing in capacity building for arts-centered and cultural and ethnic-focused organizations (such as the 40+ organization members in the Chicago Cultural Alliance) often operating on a shoestring budget

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Revisiting the Cultural Bill of Rights, expanding it to encompass the rights of art and cultural workers to have equitable pay, healthcare, and affordable housing

• Bolstering existing efforts to simplify DCASE grant application processes in collaboration with an independent artist team; identify barriers that can be removed, language that can be clarified, and ways the programs and applications can be more user-friendly overall

• Increasing unrestricted grants for individuals; in the same way that general operating support is important for small and mid-sized organizations, this allows practitioners the ability to create and thrive

• Creating a fund for technical assistance initiatives for creative business owners

• Creating greater access to affordable studio space for artists, which could be achieved in part by expanding definition of cultural initiatives eligible under Neighborhood Opportunity Fund (NOF)

GOALS:

• To promote transparency and set equitable compensation standards for art workers across the city with city backing
• Increase equity and visibility in DCASE’s processes of disseminating opportunities and funding to marginalized communities

**METRICS:**

• The creation of fair pay guidelines for commissioned work at DCASE is completed and made public
• Reinstatement of Universal Basic Income programs and pilots to include eligibility for arts and culture workers
• Monitor the support provided to local artists and creative practitioners, including number of grants, fellowships, commissions, and residencies awarded across all agencies, as well as the availability of affordable studio spaces and training resources for artists
• Measure dollars: How much revenue are we generating from film / TV?
• Measure local workforce: How many film / TV jobs are originating in Chicago versus outsourcing from other states?
• Survey to BIPOC nighttime venue owners: How much revenue is coming in from your businesses? Where are your businesses geographically?
• Increase in grant funds towards artists in facilitation, transformative/restorative justice, and accountability processes to support community art making
• Review and update all grant-formulas to ensure updated attention to COLA (cost of living), health insurance and care (childcare, adult care, etc.) for part time and contract workers

**STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:**

City Council, DCASE, Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership, IATSE, other labor institutions and unions, BACP, Deputy Mayor of Labor, World Business Chicago, Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO), Chicago Arts Census organizers, DCASE grant applicants, delegated nonprofit intermediaries e, and art and culture workers impacted within the creative workforce.

**BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:**

There were points raised about the extractive nature of the Film industry, and the need for a community impact assessment where Film/TV operate in Chicago.

**ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS**

**RECOMMENDATION FOR TRANSITION ACCOUNTABILITY WORKING GROUP**
• We recommend a working group to meet with DCASE and the Cultural Advisory Council on an annual basis to review the progress, challenges, and growth areas of the transition team’s recommendations for arts & culture. The working group would include the Co-Chairs.

**NATION-WIDE REFERENCES TO BOLSTER RECOMMENDATIONS:**

• Portland - General Arts Tax https://www.portland.gov/revenue/arts-tax#toc-general-arts-tax-information
• Chicago - Arts Technical Assistance with DOH (Department of Housing) and DPD https://elevatedchicago.org/elevated-works-technical-assistance-launch/
Economic Vitality & Equity
**ECONOMIC EQUITY & VITALITY**

**The Vision**

**GOAL #1: Workforce**

★ Chicago has grown its population overall and on the South and West Sides by addressing the flight of Chicago residents due to the lack of economic opportunity.

★ A coordinated set of workforce funding and initiatives across city departments and between government entities.

★ Establish clear career paths in growth industries for people that have been historically underrepresented.

**INVEST IN OUR NEIGHBORHOODS**

★ The median wage rate and unemployment rates for South and West Sides have reached close parity with the rest of the city, especially downtown and the North Side.

★ Opportunities for well-paying jobs with upward mobility are distributed equitably across the city with no barriers to entry.

**GOAL #2: Neighborhood Development**

★ Opportunities are as equally distributed across our whole city as the talent already is.

★ We will see economic growth, reduced crime, no vacant lots, and thriving small biz in every single neighborhood.

★ Residents on South & West Sides of the city will have the same opportunities as those on the North Side, and the vitality of our communities on the South & West will look the same as the central business district.

★ We will have economic drivers in each community, such as grocery stores, entertainment, banks, inviting infrastructure, streetscapes, booming local businesses such as restaurants, boutiques, local hardware stores, etc.

★ Closing the racial & ethnic wealth gap.
The Vision: continued...

**GOAL #3 Economic Sector Growth**

Chicago will become a thriving economic global powerhouse and hub for innovation across our core industry sectors in a way that benefits all of our residents, and that simultaneously attracts more corporations, start-ups, capital investments, and talent.

**GOAL #4 Government & Procurement**

★ Entrepreneurs, business owners and developers of all sizes and backgrounds from EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD of the city will benefit from an efficient, effective, flexible and transparent local government without encountering roadblocks.

**GOAL #5 Small Businesses**

★ Any entrepreneur can start and grow a successful business that creates wealth and jobs in Chicago.

★ All have sufficient access to capital and entrepreneurship support services.

**THRIVING ECONOMIC POWERHOUSE**
Economic Vitality & Equity

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

OUR VISION OF AN EQUITABLE & PROSPEROUS ECONOMY:

• Provides opportunities for all Chicago businesses and residents to thrive and grow

• Ensures that each neighborhood, in particular, those that are in most need, are co-creators in an inclusive and community-driven growth & investment strategy

• Ensures that education and workforce training systems equip present and future Chicago workers for successful professional careers, with a strong focus on communities that have high poverty, violence, and unemployment rates

• Ensures policies and practices that are intentionally coordinated, streamlined, and transparent to remove structural barriers to the City’s public and private resources

We will know if we have achieved this vision when the opportunities are equitably distributed across our whole city, as our talent already is. We will see economic growth, reduction of crime, an elimination of the racial wealth gap, and a thriving mix of large and small businesses in every single neighborhood. The City of Chicago will be a global example of how to be an attractive business and talent destination while building an inclusive and more just economy, both in its central business district and all its neighborhoods. All Chicago residents, including and especially BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) Chicagoans and women, will have access and opportunity to high-quality jobs with pathways for careers that have opportunities for upward mobility.

Chicago will become a thriving economic global powerhouse and hub for innovation across our core growth industry sectors. Entrepreneurs, business owners and developers of all sizes and backgrounds from every neighborhood of the city will benefit from an efficient, effective, flexible, and transparent local government without encountering unnecessary roadblocks.

Any entrepreneur from any background can start and grow a successful business that creates wealth and jobs in Chicago, and all can access the capital, support, and customers they need to grow.

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Chicago is a world-class city home to a diverse population with a low cost-of-living compared to peer cities and a broad regional economy that literally rivals nations. The 2022 Global Cities Index ranks the Chicago metro as 7th in the world, just behind Los Angeles and Beijing.

We have conflicting narratives about our city’s economic reality. On one hand, we have a thriving economy with the 2nd most Fortune 500 companies of any U.S. city; over the last 2 years we saw over 100 corporate relocations and over 200 significant corporate expansions; in 2021 & 2022 we received record level of investment influx into Chicago based startups (close to $20B in Venture Capital and Private Equity Investments in each year). On the other hand, we continue to see a significant gap in wealth,
employment, and opportunities between decades-long underinvested neighborhoods on the South & West sides and the rest of the city, resulting in inequitable access to housing, education, justice, and healthcare along racial and ethnic lines.

The root cause of racialized inequity as described by UIC Institute for Research on Race & Public Policy report, A Tale of Three Cities: The State of Racial Justice in Chicago, is grounded in Chicago's historical inequitable private investment patterns and lack of equal government focus preventing the city from achieving inclusive growth across all 77 neighborhoods. Private investment has historically been directed towards wealthy, largely white communities and/or the central business district, resulting in disinvested Black, Latino, Native American, Asian, and Middle Eastern North African (MENA) communities, income inequality, and higher unemployment for these same communities. Moreover, we know that the interconnected nature of race, class, and gender creates overlapping and interdependent systems of discrimination and/or disadvantage.

Economic vitality and equity centers on the belief that utilizing both conventional and innovative means, we can and must ensure that all Chicago residents have access to good jobs, housing, services, and the resources that they need to survive and thrive. Much of the economic prosperity that we have seen in Chicago over the past half century has benefitted white residents. This has led to economic disparities among racial and ethnic groups to be wider today than in the Civil Rights Era. The poverty rate in Chicago is over 30% for Black families and around 25% for Latinx families. However, less than 10% of white residents live under the poverty line. Decades of structural racism have led to underinvestment of the South and West sides, and it is the government’s role to step in where both the public and private sector have failed our communities.

While this administration cannot undo generations of disinvestment in four years, it must robustly move in the direction of greater economic equity while ensuring that Chicago invests in community wealth building initiatives, thriving local entrepreneurship, and homegrown institutions and businesses, - including Black, Latinx, and Native businesses, and remains a welcoming & attractive business destination for corporations and investments. This work must rest upon the principle of “people before profit” and a deep and grounded understanding that investing in people - especially those most in need - is an investment in our collective future and economic growth. The City must engage in aggressive community-led and co-created efforts to create avenues for greater economic vibrancy and security for those who are economically insecure and more vulnerable to crime and other crises as a result. At the same time, the administration needs to ensure economic growth across our key industry sectors to remain competitive, both nationally and globally, to grow and attract new corporations, talent, and capital. Only a growing and inclusive economy will ensure financial stability and the means to invest in the marginalized communities and neighborhoods across the city.

**NUMBERS & NARRATIVES**

Chicago has a long history of radicalized geographical inequities, and we see the consequences of this disparity throughout econometric data, like private capital investments, net worth, unemployment, income, and poverty levels. The Urban Institute examined investments into various neighborhoods in Chicago from 2010 to 2020 and found disparities between locations based on racial representation. Predominantly Black neighborhoods - those with 81% of residents identifying as Black - received the lowest average annual investment dollars per household, $7,800. Predominantly Latinx neighborhoods only received an average annual investment of $11,000 per household. Predominantly white neighborhoods received an average annual investment of $32,000 per household. This lack of investment translates to lower overall household net worth. Across the US, Black and Latinx households have a lower net worth in 2020. Black households have a median net worth of $18,000 and $39,000, respectively. Looking across all asset classes, the greatest disparities appear in home and other real estate equity, and value of investment accounts.

While the Chicago metro area has an average unemployment rate of 4.5%, we have within Chicago’s 77 community areas, 37 – almost half – with unemployment rates over 10%. These areas are all on the South and West sides of the city. The unemployment rate in 2021 for Chicago’s Black population (16%) was triple that of Chicago’s white population (5%).
Unemployment rates for Chicago's Latinx (8%) and Native American (8%) populations were nearly double that of Chicago's white population (5%). The unemployment rate for Chicago's young adults, ages 18-39, was over 9%, the highest among all age groups.

With all of this in mind, the Economic Vitality and Equity Committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals; they are as follows:

**Goal #1: Build City processes that are efficient, transparent, community-centered, cross-collaborative, all in support of a growing a transformative and inclusive economy.**

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Identify top 3 administrative barriers for small businesses- particularly Black, Latinx, and Native-owned and community-driven development projects and work with each City department and a working group of impacted partners, to conduct an audit and develop a plan to address these challenges- including staffing needs, inter-departmental collaboration, approval complexity and speed, and opportunities to improve how the City supports these partners within existing budgets.

- Assess current economic development subsidy programs and develop criteria to determine which projects are prioritized and expedited for funding and approval, particularly among small businesses and developers who grow out of these communities and those seeking to invest in Black, and Latinx, neighborhoods.

- Design all relevant City policies and programs with community institutions and small businesses, not for or around them, so that City Hall departments and City Council members make creating community wealth easier.

- For large institutions that receive public support, create transparency in job projections, local hiring efforts, and how much they purchase from diverse entrepreneurs to create true business diversity in our City.

- Establish a Department of Neighborhood Equity and Repair. It would report directly to the Deputy Mayor of Neighborhood & Economic Development and house the City’s commitment to improving livability among our most vulnerable communities.

  - Driven by racial justice data and outreach among communities, this Department should establish Community Development Councils that would help neighborhoods create, refine, and implement new and existing Quality of Life Plans.

  - Work to expand and increase investment in the city’s Community Wealth Building Initiative to support development projects that are community-led and collectively owned.

  - It should continue to assess and refine strategic investments before expanding “Invest South/West,” and house key initiatives including Climate and the Office of Equity and Racial Justice.

  - Utilize the Public Building Commission to advance more Municipal developments beyond libraries and firehouses in disproportionate impacted communities. (Municipal Markets- Food, Resilience Hub- Emergency Climate)

- Establish the Office of the Ombudsman to coordinate the development process across City departments.

  - This Office would offer concierge service and technical assistance to community-driven developers and entrepreneurs seeking to invest in previously underinvested neighborhoods, particularly Black, Latino, Indigenous, and immigrant communities, and improve processes for these partners to move forward on their projects more efficiently.
• This office would create a regular convening of government agencies across all levels and geographies to ensure coordination of resources and processes.

• To streamline approval processes for community-driven projects among underinvested neighborhoods, it would establish hiring criteria for senior leaders to focus on innovation, collaboration, and racial equity, and steward solutions to reduce unnecessary regulations and restrictions that impede growth and participation among small businesses, particularly home-grown entrepreneurial ventures.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

• Digitize the procurement process.

GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

• Create an Equity Score for all city programs and initiatives.

• Build closer internal and external government cooperation by promoting inter- and intra-governmental collaboration and building strategic partnerships with large businesses, financial institutions, and anchor institutions.

• Invest in flexible government processes and systems that cede power back to the community.

• Define end goals in applications.

• Small business owners consider Chicago to be a great place to do business, in Chicago overall and with a focus in Black, Latino and other historically marginalized communities.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

• Public and private investment, increased wealth (assets).

• Increased buy-in from city, county, and state executives.

• Reduction in redundancies across city processes.

• Length of time to receive a building permit, business license and payments by Community Area.

• Track growth in new business licenses across geographies and by race/ethnicity and gender, to allow the City to track parity.

• Survey businesses who interact with the City - when acquiring or renewing licensees, or applying for or receiving financial assistance - to ask if Chicago is a great place to do business, and track whether the net promoter score for this question is at or above 8 out of 10 over time.

• The proportion of institutional contracts secured by diverse entrepreneurs is growing each year.
KEY STAKEHOLDERS TO BE ENGAGED:

Each community should be able to present, collectively, what it wants to invest in, through an intersectional community council that includes permanent stakeholders and residents. We also need representatives from our small business community, the local Chambers of Commerce, university leaders, and representatives from labor.

Goal #2: Invest in innovative solutions to address capital needs, particularly among underserved communities and small businesses.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Establish a working group/task force of a broad range of economic experts to study the concept of, and develop recommendations on, the establishment of a Public Bank to address the lack of capital that is accessible in Black communities, along with Latino, other immigrant, and low-income communities. This working group should also address alternative sources of funds to support these plans including facilitating the expansion of private and nonprofit lending and philanthropic investment in Black, Latino, and Native American communities.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Launch innovative solutions to address the funding gap for smaller businesses and Black & Latinx real estate developments in underserved communities, including:
  - Explore opportunities for social impact bonds to leverage investment in underserved communities and underfunded public institutions, including the concept of a pension obligation bond mandate to allocate a minimum percentage towards real estate projects in underserved communities.
  - Work with philanthropic stakeholders to increase the allocation and flexibility of funding for local CDFIs.
  - Keep a portion of City Pension Fund assets invested in Chicago real estate developments with the mandate of hiring local residents from under-resourced and underserved communities.

GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

- Small business owners and developers secure the capital they need, in Chicago overall and on the South and West sides.
- Small business starts are growing faster each year, in Chicago overall and on the South and West sides, than the national average.
METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

• Business ownership, especially to track measurable progress for Black, Latino, Indigenous, and women-owned businesses.

• Survey businesses who interact with the City - when acquiring or renewing licensees or applying for or receiving financial assistance - to ask if they have sought specific forms of capital over the last 12 months and if so whether they secured the amount they required.

• Track relevant dollars disbursed vs. dollars committed each year across geographies and homegrown businesses.

• The proportion of City financing disbursed to small, homegrown businesses relative to what was budgeted is growing each year, in Chicago overall and on the South and West Sides.

• Conduct an annual survey of large institutions that receive public support to track how much of their spending was invested in diverse Chicago entrepreneurs, disaggregated by industry and entrepreneur demographics.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

Developers of color and mission-driven developers, small business community, community leaders, intersectional community council.
Goal #3: Invest in equitable and inclusive workforce development strategies to build resilient economic clusters and communities.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Establish and convene a multi-stakeholder committee with employers, businesses, educational partners, workforce development, workers’ rights, and community organizations to create a new model to make all jobs into “good jobs,” jobs that raise working families’ living standards and intentionally benefit historically excluded workers and communities.5
  
  - This committee will define and research what makes a good job, through focus groups composed of people with lived experiences, to surface solutions. Its objective will be to connect workers to jobs with thriving wages.
  - The committee will include Chicagoland businesses for this work and celebrate models of ‘good’ employers, accelerate their growth, foster respectful work sites that address harassment, and remove language barriers in recruitment and programming.
  - This committee will make recommendations of where City funds and investments should be leveraged to grow the number of “good jobs” and “good employers” in Chicago.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Identify and remove barriers that prevent BIPOC Chicagoans and women from obtaining and thriving in these jobs, such as addressing the childcare needs for all residents via leveraging City funds and investments.

- Create Local Career Pipelines that engage students, both in high schools and other target population programs like ESL programs, to create paid apprenticeships to trades, manufacturing, technology, healthcare, and other sustainable careers, including tracking and reporting on local career pipeline, with a goal to increase percentages.

GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

- The number of successful job placements within Chicago small businesses is growing, in Chicago overall and on the South and West sides.
METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

- Unemployment rates, measured across race/ethnicity and gender
- Median wages/incomes, measured across race/ethnicity and gender
- Workforce in “good jobs” reflect the diversity of the city
- Reduced discrepancies in the unemployment rate by neighborhood (currently ranges from 2-25%)
- Track job postings from small business owners vs. job placements with City or County assistance each year across geographies.
- Conduct an annual survey of small businesses who accepted City workforce assistance, and track whether the net promoter score for this question is at or above 8 out of 10 over time.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

Workforce solutions should be co-designed with employers, labor unions, worker centers, educational partners, workforce development, workers’ rights, and community organizations representing survivors of particular harms.
Goal #4: Promote Chicago’s unique assets and amplify positive narratives across every neighborhood to attract businesses, talent, capital, and industry.

**Near Term Recommendations:**

- Use the profile of Mayor Johnson to align stakeholders and actively promote the city as an attractive place to start and expand a business, relocate businesses, build a career, and invest capital across every neighborhood and sector.

- Establish a plan to change the narrative about Chicago in a way that celebrates our diverse and unique cultural richness while highlighting our quality-of-life advantages.

**Goals to Measure Progress:**

- Increase and sustain confidence in Chicago’s economy and our government processes.

- Create a plan to ensure that our values (equity, workers’ rights, etc.) are a competitive advantage in attracting and retaining businesses and development.

- Increase the number of corporations who have relocated to Chicago and who have significantly expanded their presence with a focus on Black, Brown, and Native communities.

**Metrics for Success:**

**Near Term:**

- Increased number of relocated and expanded businesses

- Increased number of businesses opening/locating on the South and West sides

- Increased number of and increased investment in local, homegrown Black, Latinx and Native businesses

- News coverage of BIPOC business success stories

**Long-Term:**

- Changed perception of Chicago to a highly attractive destination for corporations, talent, and capital
KEY STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

We should include representatives from the business community, including key business organizations, community leaders, neighborhood Chamber of Commerce representatives, university leaders, startup incubator leaders, and labor representatives. We should also engage community organizations, churches and other non-profits that are invested in our communities.

Goal #5: Build out an economic growth strategy that focuses on equitable prosperity.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Double down on our core industries (manufacturing, life sciences, transportation and logistics, food innovation, finance, and technology as the core enabler across all these industries) with a strong focus on equitable prosperity that provides access to job opportunities & professional growth across all Chicago neighborhoods and accelerates a closing of the wealth gap between the different resident groups of Chicago. Additionally, we suggest using emerging industries like Cannabis as a role model for truly inclusive growth, connecting sector growth in communities with high unemployment

• Ensure Chicago as a top destination for tourism, conventions, and business meetings that benefits all neighborhoods, including encouraging DCASE (Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events) and Choose Chicago to support home grown cultural events on the South & West side to build attractions beyond the CBD

• Work with our Chicago sport franchises to create both more place centric entertainment districts driving economic growth (e.g., Wrigley field) AND investments in primarily Black, Brown, and Native communities on the South & West sides

• Create multiple initiatives to make Chicago a Black Hub for our growing industries (see Atlanta’s growth strategy), including considering housing incentives for graduates from HBCU’s to locate in Chicago, and putting a focused spotlight on the creative story tellers and creators as part of the "creative industry"

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Increase the tax base of Chicago by growing its population to over 3 million, increasing the number of businesses, both large and small, in Chicago, and attracting more capital investments enabling a fairer distribution of tax burden across the city’s residents, property owners (both commercial and residential), and businesses

• Work with public/private sectors to increase the size of the City’s tax base and make our tax system more equitable, including by reducing the dependency on property taxes

• Identify a few billion-dollar investment initiatives that bring public and private collaboration that put Chicago on a trajectory towards a highly attractive and globally admired city while benefiting all residents. This effort needs to include the integrated pursuit of federal grant & investment opportunities (e.g., Chips Act) by the city’s, regional, and state economic development organizations, the various academic institutions, community organizations, and the private sector

• Build an industrial policy that addresses workforce development, land use, and industrial investments in a way that balances the need for economic growth with equity goals and the needs of the community. This industrial policy needs to include
growing and enabling job opportunities for our residents without a college degree.

GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

• Become a global leader in our core industry sectors (life sciences, logistics, food and agriculture, financial technology, tourism, and advanced manufacturing)

• Increased tax base, both individually and on a corporate level

• Achieve tax fairness and predictability, including by reducing reliance on property taxes

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

• The metrics below need to include race/ethnicity and gender dimensions with a focus on Black, Latine, and other historically marginalized residents on the South & West sides

• Ranking/position of Chicagoland and Chicago in each of our key industry sectors, both domestically and internationally (goal of at least top 3 in the US and top 10 globally)

• Number of building permits issued by Community Area

• Number of business licenses issued and renewed by Community Area

• Number of construction projects under way

• Unemployment rate across Community Areas and industries

• Wealth gap and life expectancy gap across Community Areas and ethnicities

• Economic growth across all communities vs the national average

• Local funding levels for schools and social services such as libraries by community area

KEY STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

• A representative sample of small business owners throughout Chicago, including those who received City support and those who requested help but were denied

• Business support organizations such as local chambers of commerce

• Community Development Financial Institutions

• Commercial property owners, including local business owners and out of town absentee landlords

• Institutions with significant procurement budgets

• Formerly incarcerated constituencies
• Workforce preparation organizations who can help train and subsidize the workers that small business owners need

• Technology stakeholders who might develop an application that allows for tracking and consistent data that can be used to track outcomes

• Faith-based organizations

**BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:**

• Free Childcare for all

• Child savings / City issued guaranteed college funds for babies born in Chicago

• We discussed specifics of the mayor’s tax policy and tax incentives for corporations but did not reach consensus. Ultimately, we reached agreement that the mayor should work to grow the tax base and reduce the reliance on property taxes

• Creating a Public Bank

• Reparations Task Force to convene current Reparations committees - to create an Office of Freedman Bureau- Modeled after California recommendations

• A committee/working groups on neurodiversity hiring (public health)

• Bridges between solidarity economy networks and business sectors

• Business and Higher Education, training with community networks to address community safety

• Taste makers and Cultural Ambassadors from Chicago, the entertainment, fashion, and music industry

• Connecting the Food Cluster and Health Tech Clusters with local hiring and shared ownership

• Industrial and Manufacturing clusters, and environmental and climate stakeholders to create mutual accountability framework to keep communities

• Cannabis, renewable energy sources, and other emerging industries such as psilocybin

• Establish tax incentives and other creative supports or public strategies for businesses that provide “good” jobs-those that raise working families' living standards and intentionally benefit historically excluded workers and communities

**ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS**

• Economic development should be approached and measured using quality of life indicators, including the quality of public safety, housing, and environmental sustainability

• Public safety, holistic neighborhood development, affordable homeownership, ETOD (Equitable Transit Oriented Development) and transit are critically connected with economic vitality and equity and will require intentional coordination
and co-investments to realize our vision of a thriving and prosperous economy

- Need to invest in opportunities for youth, especially in the summer

- Identify shovel ready sites to increase site selection by priority industries (incentivize communities and businesses for location and growth of sectors in communities of high unemployment and high unused land).

- Make Intentional connections with high schools, community colleges and apprenticeship programs. Black men are vastly underrepresented in construction trades.

- Create a streamlined process for career advancement

- In an industry with average hourly wages of $50 and full benefits for workers, fewer than 5% of construction apprentices are women, and only 8% are Black. The construction industry should be held accountable for this disparity, particularly on publicly funded projects. The City should set hiring goals on these projects by race and gender, as other municipalities already have, to achieve greater parity with the City’s demographic makeup by 2027 (the end of Johnson’s first term).

- Continue the transition committees into an accountability task force on reporting back to stakeholders of progress.

- Make clear the connection between health outcomes, disparities and life expectancy and economic opportunity

- Engage employers around intentional strategies to connect justice-involved individuals with “good jobs”
Education
**GOAL #1**

**LOVING, LIBERATORY & FULLY STAFFED SCHOOLS**

- Prioritize highest needs schools that have been historically underfunded for resources
- **Resource Audit**
  - Inventory/prioritize/assess: School resources and what those schools are lacking
- **Near Term**
  - Expand early childhood access free/full day for all 3-4 years old with robust SPED & ELL programming
- **Long Term**
  - Ramp up quality pipeline for Black and Brown educators that is also open to working mothers
  - Remake CPS into a sustainable community School District
  - Prioritize underfunded schools

**GOAL #2**

**A JUST CITY FOR OUR STUDENTS, FAMILIES, AND THEIR COMMUNITIES**

- Free, stable wifi for all students
- Increase access, connection to park district activities for youth
- Access to free public transit
- Make a commitment to reuse empty schools to diminish class size, expand ECE programs, etc.
- **Long Term**
  - Expansion of violence interrupts in areas of high violence
**GOAL #3**

**DEMOCRATIC & PEOPLE POWER FUELED SCHOOL GOVERNANCE**

**NEAR TERM**
- Announce a youth submit/annual listening sessions with youth
- Inform youth of job opportunities and programming

**LONG TERM**
- Fully empowered LSCs and no ALSCs
- Institute summer plans for all HS students, either enrichment, summer jobs, or college classes

**GOAL #4**

**PROGRESSIVE REVENUE TO DRIVE EQUITY AND FUEL INVESTMENT IN YOUNG PEOPLE**

**NEAR TERM**
- Audit and reallocate TIF funds to invest in areas that need it the most
- Commitment to eliminate student-based budgeting
- Audit where money is being wasted and reallocate
- Be transparent about funding

**LONG TERM**
- Address 20,000 homeless students
- Audit neighborhoods for wifi access, speed, and accessibility

**GOAL #5**

**ROBUST COLLEGE AND CAREER PROGRAMMING AND PIPELINES**

**LONG TERM**
- ID money for grow-your-own teacher and educator pipeline programs for Black and Brown students and teachers and administrators
Education

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Chicago is a city with a rich tradition of powerful community and labor organizing that has struggled against deep inequities entrenched by structural racism. Efforts to maintain segregation have been a mainstay of public policy since the Great Black Migration at the turn of the 20th century. Efforts to enact school reform have been no different. In 1995, the Illinois General Assembly began the era of Mayoral control for the Chicago Public Schools by giving then Mayor, Richard M. Daley, the power to unleash an era of school reform focused on accountability, high stakes testing, austere budgets and zero tolerance policies.

Since 2002, Chicago Mayors have closed, reconstituted and turned-around (when all staff are fired and rehired) over 200 schools, overwhelmingly in the Black community. These actions created immense harm, disrupted learning, exacerbated violence, increased displacement, and undermined confidence in one of our most treasured institutions.\textsuperscript{1} During the same period, the Chicago Public Schools opened almost the same number (193) of privatized charter, military and contract schools.\textsuperscript{2} This process also decreased the number of Black teachers from 43 percent of the district to 20 percent today. Additionally, during this period, students with disabilities faced illegal budget cuts to their services under the budget cuts of Rahm Emanuel’s administration, from 2016-18, which led to state oversight by the Illinois State Board of Education.
The subsequent protests, coalition efforts and revival of strikes demanded greater equity and investment in public education. This 20-year phase of resistance culminated in the election of the city’s first educator Mayor, Brandon Johnson, someone who organized against the original school closings and participated in the (2015) Dyett Hunger Strike to reopen a closed school for the first time during this 20 year period.

We have come full circle. Instead of closures and privatization the Johnson administration should invest in children and build a sustainable community school district where every child has the ability to attend a free, public institution, from birth through college, within walking distance from their homes with equitable staffing, services, after school programming, course offerings and educational opportunities to counteract the historical inequities faced by BIPOC families and students.

This new and holistic approach is more important than ever in a district that continues to see BIPOC students disproportionately impacted by violence, the school to prison pipeline, economic disparities and dropping enrollment, with 92,300 fewer Black students in CPS today than in 2002. Additionally, 20,000 students experiencing homelessness, and 4,000 newcomers this year alone, require housing, special education, language services, and more. All of these issues have been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, requiring more resources and personnel to address the growing needs of a student body already besieged by inequality.

In a school system that is a majority Latine (46.6%) and Black (37.8%), CPS schools are segregated by race and ethnicity as well as poverty. About 91% of Black students and 89% of Latine students attend schools where 75% or more of the student population are eligible for free or reduced lunch and face the greatest environmental contamination, abusive discipline practices such as restraint and seclusion, inadequate staffing and services for students with disabilities, insufficient housing supports, a lack of Black and Latine educators, obstacles to obtaining a college degree, disproportionate numbers of suspensions and expulsions, and a dearth of culturally relevant materials.

We hope this examination of our educational landscape will be a living and breathing document that sparks conversation and transformation with and for the young people who are on the front lines creating a city that reflects our fundamental needs and dreams.

**VISION:**

As a former teacher, Mayor Johnson will work to ensure that every student in Chicago—regardless of their race, income or zip code—receives a fully resourced, equitable, safe, and healthy learning environment. The next 4 years will advance our goal to make public education accessible to all of Chicago’s youth from birth through college. Chicago is a decade removed from the greatest closure of Black and Latine schools in our city’s history. The new administration rejects the failed and racist policies of the past. Instead, the administration will seek to establish sustainable community schools from birth to the City Colleges, providing academic, health and social support beyond the school day. This will address the needs of our students experiencing homelessness, bilingual and ESL students, students with disabilities and the need to create an educator pipeline that corresponds with the racial makeup and cultural needs of our student body.

Building sustainable community schools alongside quality affordable housing and tackling the violence epidemic, with more holistic measures that provide resources and trauma intervention for students and families, will create an environment for students to thrive in their schools and on their blocks.
School communities need direct investment and guarantees of staffing and program offerings. Every school should have a library and librarian, adequate clinicians and counselors, thriving arts offerings and sports programs and teams. The Mayor of Chicago embraces his obligation to be actively fighting in partnership for the revenue required to fulfill those basic needs for every school in the city.

TO GET THE SCHOOLS CHICAGO STUDENTS DESERVE, WE HAVE 5 GOALS:

1. Loving, Liberatory, and Fully Staffed Schools

2. A Just city for our students, families and their communities.

3. Democratic and people powered school governance

4. Progressive revenue to drive equity and fuel investment in young people

5. Robust college and career programming and pipelines

KEY STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

Key stakeholders to engage include students (particularly those who are most impacted by current disparities including Black and brown students, English Language Learners, students with disabilities, etc.), youth council members, parents/guardians/families (particularly those who are most impacted by current disparities, Local School Council members, community based providers, community members, teachers/other school personnel (bus drivers, custodians, etc.)/administrators, clinicians, district and private early childhood educators.

The education committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals; they are as follows:
Goal #1: Loving, liberatory, and fully staffed schools

Every community will have the resources required to dismantle learning systems built on scarcity. In community, we will co-create the schools our young people deserve. Our schools will champion the individual cultures, identities, talents, abilities, languages, and interests of each student. In our schools student needs will be met. In our schools, we will:

- Recognize the intellectual curiosity, personal passions, and dynamic diversity of our students as an asset, not a deficit;
- Develop and expand program and school models that meet specific student needs, while deepening connection to neighborhoods;
- Define and support student success holistically, investing in culturally- and linguistically-relevant curriculum and assessments;
- Establish a trauma-informed standard of care that meets the academic and social-emotional needs of students by default, not by exception;
- Use student and school-level data to intervene with support, not punitively;
- Ensure that our students see themselves in the stories of the adults who serve them, expanding pipelines for Black and Latine educators and for working parents; and
- Invest in the adults who serve students by ensuring a living and competitive wage and safe work conditions, without exception.

Rooted in adequacy, equity, and anti-racist action, all school communities - including those serving BIPOC students, newcomers, diverse learners, LGBTQ+ students, & others long-harmed - will thrive.

Near Term Recommendations:

- Communicate an informed vision of equity, and plan for its realization: Develop the vision collaboratively with stakeholders through surveys, standing advisory groups, and community meetings. Release a report on the current state of schools in comparison to the vision, with clear benchmarks for reaching new and existing equity goals, including hiring and developing more Black and Latine educators, expanding high-demand programs and supports in targeted schools (including under-enrolled schools), and meeting student and community needs for equitable and green facility investments.

- Make the expansion of the Sustainable Community Schools model a district priority, including the creation of a dedicated department within CPS. Consider how other priorities, including dual language, special education, and early childhood intersect with expansion.

- Support newcomer students: Develop a comprehensive model that allows school communities to effectively serve newcomer students. Learn from schools already serving in this capacity, and expand resources where needed.

- Birth-to-Five: Review the current approach to birth-to-five public service and education, and work with CPS, sister agencies and CBOs to improve services and transitions.
**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- **Expand equitable school practices:** Maintain focus on equity goals established in the first year and continue to meet implementation benchmarks for supports for BIPOC students, newcomers, and diverse learners.

- **Continue to expand Sustainable Community Schools:** Engage in feedback gathering with new cohorts of SCS participants, and use best practices garnered through this process to effectively increase the number of participating schools to 200.

**MEASURING PROGRESS:**

**NEAR-TERM:**

- **Equity plan:** Release of an initial vision and plan, and achievement of immediate goals around equitable distribution of programs and resources, student outcomes, staffing diversity, and facility equity.

- **Expansion of Sustainable Community Schools:** 50 participating schools.

- **Newcomer students:** Develop and implement a model for schools serving newcomer students, with a goal of doubling the number of schools meeting standards of the model.

**LONG-TERM:**

- **Equitable practices:** Meet intermediate goals around equitable distribution of programs and resources, student outcomes, staffing diversity, and facility equity.

- **Expansion of Sustainable Community Schools:** 200 participating schools.
BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:

In a system of scarcity, people and providers with the same goals are often in positions where they must compete for their livelihoods. Resolution of these tensions is dependent on creating a city where cooperation is possible. In a system where adequacy and equity are present, bridges can be built:

- **Across identities:** This includes bridges that ensure BIPOC students, newcomers, diverse learners, and LGBTQ+ students, see themselves in the curriculum, in the educators who serve them, on their sports teams, and in careers.

- **In our approach to repairing past harm:** This includes addressing the harm done by school choice and closures in communities while ensuring individual students’ needs are still met.

- **In our staffing model for schools:** This includes reviewing and modifying staffing and budgeting models for school-adjacent services like food provision, janitorial services, and landscaping to better meet school and community needs.

- **Across provider groups:** This includes bridges between community based and district providers of early childhood services and bridges between agencies serving young people in order to expand services from birth to five.

Goal #2: A just city for our students, families, and their communities

Chicago’s new administration has the opportunity to partner with communities to transform its public schools system from one with historic, structural inequality to an equitable district that prioritizes the needs of communities most impacted by the affordable housing crisis and school privatization. Historically, Chicago Public Schools have remained separate and unequal – with affluent families in predominantly white communities having access to well-resourced schools with many Black and Brown students relegated to schools impacted by generational disinvestment, gentrification and consequent spikes in violence. Families from historically underserved and underfunded schools now have the possibility to experience the transformative, equitable educational opportunities they so deeply deserve. Access to robust, accessible, free public transportation and bussing for CPS is vital for public school students particularly with disabilities. Communities that are impacted by Chicago’s digital divide should have access to free stable Wi-Fi and free laptops for students. Schools can also be utilized as safe spaces for youth from Black and Brown neighborhoods to gather. There should be an expansion of restorative justice\(^6\) and violence interrupters in areas with high levels of violence with increased access and connection to Chicago Park District activities for our city’s youth. There is also an urgent need to develop affordable high quality housing and new programs with wraparound support for all 20,000 students and their families who are experiencing homelessness.

Now more than ever, there should be increased coordination between governmental agencies (CPS, Department of Human Services, Department of Family & Support Services, Head Start, Illinois State Board of Education, Chicago Park District) with aligned internal systems. Including interagency data sharing and transparency would significantly improve access to services for youth and families. The goal of inclusion of those most impacted by the education system can be actualized through the creation of a permanent youth council that can share recommendations based on lived experiences in schools and communities.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Audit unspent ARPA funds and simplify access/process for local community organizations to apply for grants and receive budget updates.

• Develop robust marketing plan around CPS programs that are currently available in collaboration with organizations serving students/families

• Develop a permanent youth council to advise Mayor’s on critical issues pertaining to youth and education issues

• CPS has the opportunity to create new Social Worker and Counselor positions in the form of crisis intervention specialists that are housed within schools that respond to individual and school wide crises. Crisis Intervention Specialists can be used to provide therapeutic resources and guidance around school-wide crisis planning.

• Create a plan with youth and communities for how to expand violence interrupters - train community members that includes youth in the development of curriculum

• Review CPS bussing processes to understand procurement process, bus driver pay, models in other districts, state law - make a goal like no child is commuting more than 30 minutes

• Audit neighborhoods for Wi-Fi access for speed and accessibility including access to laptops to ensure that students are able to conduct their school work especially over Zoom

• Hire a point person to sit within Deputy Mayor’s office to coordinate interdepartmental processes and praxis.

• Full implementation of the Chicago Early Childhood Integrated Data System to create integrated, real-time, comprehensive early childhood data system on every Chicago child birth to 5 years old that is accessible to policymakers, families researchers, and advocates

• Support policies that are in line with the Bring Chicago Home Campaign

• Create plan / structure to locate and develop housing for unhoused students and view models around providing affordable / high quality housing for families experiencing homelessness - Boston is an example

• Review the existing private management of facilities to assess whether management could be brought in-house at CPS (e.g. custodial work, supplies and equipment).

• Expand dual enrollment opportunities to include Juniors and Seniors

• Support schools that use green energy to power adjacent residential electric and food systems.

• Create new mentorship programs with adults that are culturally responsive and provide new resources to address the trauma experienced by youth affected by sexual and physical violence

• Develop curricula that incorporates the history of struggles for justice in Chicago that lifts up the work of leaders such as Marion Stamps and Rudy Lozano
MEASURING PROGRESS:

LONG-TERM:

• All students have access to free, stable Wi-Fi
• All students have access to free public transit
• Expansion of violence interrupters in areas of high violence
• Increased coordination between CPS, Department of Human Services, Department of Family & Support Services, Head Start, Illinois State Board of Education, Chicago Park District resulting in aligned goals and increased access to services
• Full implementation of Chicago Early Childhood Integrated Data System prioritized to create integrated, real-time, comprehensive early childhood data system on every Chicago child aged 0-5, to be used by policymakers, family researchers, and advocates

BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:

• Create new practices that center restorative justice
• Free developmental education (math & English) at City Colleges, instructor development support for professors
• Create position of Officer of Social Emotional Learning
• Expansion of dual enrollment - include junior and seniors
• Expand access to early childhood education: DFSS has been severely under-enrolled for years
• Identify students in early childhood and get them aligned with appropriate services
• Dual language as a strategy for all of Chicago, conception of a dual language district

Goal #3: *Democratic and people power centered school governance*

Youth, especially Black and Brown youth that come from historically underserved neighborhoods, deserve to participate in a school system that listens to their voices, with leaders that look like them, and that serve their needs. This should entail a permanent youth council that informs policy and implementation; regular youth summits, listening sessions, and surveys; full year jobs and Career & Technical Education apprenticeships for all applicants; and fully empowered Local School Councils (with trainings in partnership with community based organizations) and future elected school board with fully resourced training and support. The administration should develop a plan to restore powers to Local School Councils whose authority was restricted due to privatization policies and practices. Additionally, we recommend that the Mayor’s office work with the ILGA to ensure that undocumented parents have the ability to serve on the new elected school board and that there are financial supports in place for working parents to serve on the board. There also should be increased coordination and information sharing between educators and service providers who support young people, increased transparency around Request For Proposals processes, and shared decision-making that is not centralized on a district level.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Engage parent / guardian advisory board for the Elected School Board to include non-resident voice and change current policy to allow undocumented folks to sit on the school board.
- Create a permanent youth council, a youth summit, and a youth survey.
- Establish paid support for youth council and provide compensation to youth council members and elected school board members
- Provide training to youth council members to prepare them to voice their opinions/needs and not be tokenized and engage them in putting together youth summits, identifying work opportunities, and creating summer plans for students.
- Establish more stringent project labor agreements to ensure BIPOC and low income students and communities get priority to apprenticeships and city jobs.
- Provide 100 paid Local School Council trainings, which can utilize curriculum and training materials from the LSCs for All coalition.
- Make the distribution of “Home Language Surveys” mandatory not only for CPS and Charter schools, but for anyone taking care of or teaching children 3-4 years old.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

- Survey and engage the public, families, community annually and report on the data.
**MEASURING PROGRESS:**

**NEAR-TERM:**

- First permanent youth council is established.
- A mechanism is created for schools to be accountable to youth council and student voice committees that prevents repercussions from school administration.
- Increased infrastructure for the Office of Equity.

**LONG-TERM:**

- Department of youth created
- Multiple youth summits completed coupled with parent/caregiver engagement

**BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:**

- Every school has a Dean of Climate and Culture that understands restorative justice, school climate and culture.
- The liaison between Local School Councils and the district is independent.
- Schools on probation still have Local School Councils with full power.
- Increased transparency around Friends Of (fundraising arm for LSC) and their fundraisers is needed.
- Training should be done in collaboration between Community Based Organizations and Local School Council relations, with a manual redone from a community-based perspective.

**Goal #4: Progressive revenue to drive equity and fuel investment in young people**

Brainstorm ways to reallocate or secure funding to ensure that young people have equitable and safe educational and programming experiences throughout the city, and especially in neighborhoods that have been historically underserved and under-invested. There is no other way to address the epidemic of violence in the city and guarantee that the 20,000 young people who apply for, but are denied summer job opportunities, will now have available opportunities to do so year round. This will entail auditing and recalibrating Tax Increment Financing funding to invest in areas with the most need. The state will need to fully fund the Evidence Based Funding model, end Student Based Budgeting, find progressive revenue policy solutions, and clarify access to state and federal funding streams for job expansion.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Do a deep dive into the budget for inequities, which includes replacing student based budgeting with a model that aims to fully fund neighborhood schools and diminish contracts related to high stakes testing.

• Explicitly identify how funding will continue once COVID/ARPA money runs out, considering options such as progressive revenue such as the cannabis tax, infrastructure dollars, federal funds for physically accessible schools, engaging major corporations and businesses, etc.

• Audit and explore reallocation of Tax Increment Financing funds, partnering with community organizations and the broader public.

• Identify and support progressive revenue streams that lower property tax burdens, fees and fines on working families while ensuring that the wealthy pay their fair share.

• CPS should apply for electric buses with federal infrastructure grants to help with CTE programming and pulling services back into district positions to create environmentally sound practices and policies with student job pipelines infused.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Work with the state to determine ramped up paths to fully fund Evidence Based Practice and provide new funding to Community Schools.

• Coordinate federal, state, and county funding.
MEASURING PROGRESS:

NEAR-TERM:

• Announce a process goal of radical transparency where the books are open to being audited.
• Have identified and lined up funding sources for when COVID/ARPA money ends.

LONG-TERM:

• Fully funding evidence based funding.

BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:

• Review the expenditures of CPS Headquarters
• Develop a funding agenda.
• Sustain the Chicago Early Learning Workforce Scholarships.
• $175M CPS pays in pension should be given back to the CPS.

Goal #5: Robust college and career programming and pipeline

We aspire to create clear pathways for students from underserved communities to pursue higher education and enter the workforce through strengthened ties and programming between CPS, community colleges and local universities. This would be the foundation of a system that supports current students and seeks to re-engage students who are outside of the system.

School counselors should be equipped with the necessary tools to adequately support students pursuing a post-secondary education. We seek the growth and development of a pipeline for Black and Brown educators through the offering of full scholarships to local universities for any CPS graduate seeking a future as a teacher or principal.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Audit, identify, and set goals for increasing Black and Brown teachers and administrators, and English Language Learner / bilingual education expertise.
• Examine and grow models such as Grow Your Own teacher and educator pipeline programs.
• Engage current parent mentors and the Parent Engagement Institute on how to expand over next 3 years
• Provide instructor development support related to cultural responsiveness for teachers teaching Black and Latine students.
• Monitor and address the impacts of school privatization and mass closures on the sharp decline in the number of Black teachers and administrators
• Address disparities in the number of Latine Principals. Latine students make up almost half of CPS students yet fewer than 2 out of 10 principals are Latine.

• Create a full time recruitment and retention specialist to fill staffing vacancies

• Train counselors on how to support students not following the traditional four-year education pathway.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

Establish information hubs across the city with resources pertaining to pre-school to high school education, associate's degree programming, other trainings and credentialing programs

MEASURING PROGRESS:

NEAR-TERM:

• Create a four year plan with parent mentors and the Parent Engagement Institute with goals to measure progress against.

• Fill staffing vacancies, especially for Special Education Classroom Assistants and Child Care Assistance Program positions.

LONG-TERM:

• Creation of full scholarships to local universities for CPS graduates seeking to become a teacher.

• Development of regulations around youth employment to prevent exploitation.

• Educator / principal pool is reflective of the student body.

BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:

• Offer vocational/trade resources at all schools, even IB schools, as early as middle school so that younger kids know which school to pick.

• Increase coordination with park districts and libraries.

• Review of Chicago City Colleges and drop in enrollment.

• Increase offering of certificate programs.

• Support the development of programs that create a pipeline of BIPOC entrepreneurs (using the Grow Your Own model) to mitigate impacts of colonialism/capitalism in partnership with City Colleges of Chicago

• Improve retention of Black/Brown educators.

• Improve pay parity
ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

- **Funding**: Finding sustained, dedicated funding is a continuous challenge.

- **Mindset shift**: There is a zero sum mindset where groups are being pitted against each other as opponents that is unnecessary. We need to move away from zero sum politics and mindsets toward building a broader coalition.

- **Imagination**: It is time to reimagine what education can look like. We need to move past crisis mode and to have the courage to imagine, planting seeds for long term solutions.

- **Infrastructure**: We need to center and build infrastructure and capacity for equity, building the foundation with anti-racism as part of it. We need to discover what this looks like operationally and consistently, putting resources toward it and not centralizing responsibility solely in the Office of Equity.

- **Equity & Community**: Throughout all of the goals lead with equity and community engagement, the community needs to be at the table, and power needs to be shifted so that stakeholders such as students or parents do not become tokenized.

- **Assess**: Assess what is currently being done, what is working and not working, and keep the things that are working and expand them - don’t start from scratch and reinvent the wheel.

- **Transparency & Collaboration**: A need for more transparency and coordination / collaboration came up again and again – things need to be publicly accessible and shared amongst all stakeholders.

- **Values**: The administration needs to create a written, explicit value statement that publicly acknowledges that harm has been done and a commitment to listening moving forward in order to rebuild trust with communities that have historically been harmed and underserved / under resourced.
Environmental Justice
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

**MAIN THEMES**

- Ensure things are not happening in silo -- need to be mindful of thinking through cross-collab to have success w/ policy recommendations.
- Where does city meet state, how does city expand leveraging of federal resources, what role does county play, etc?
- How does Chicago not just set goal for modernizing/electrifying building but do so in a way that brings in community based orgs?

**LONG-TERM GOALS**

- Just transition
- Department of environment with environmental justice lens
- Replace all lead service lines
- Include decision makers outside of Chicago

**NEAR-TERM GOALS**

- End shutoffs of gas & electric
- Hire community outreach staff
- Progressive water billing
- Create jobs for lead service line replacement
- Enforce environmental regulations
- Create cumulative impacts ordinance
- Find funds for public transport after COVID & run out 2024.

**METRICS NEEDED**

1. Stats to quantify "healthy home"
2. Use similar metrics as IL cannabis policy
3. Develop & use existing metrics to measure healthy homes
BREAKOUT SESSIONS #1

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT

* Collaboration
* Accountability
* Transparency

COMMUNITY IMPLEMENTATION

MOST IMPACTED COMMUNITIES CO-GOVERNING!

DOE must be INCLUSIVE & INTERSECTIONAL with housing, education, and practices

"IF WE AIN'T INTERSECTING THE QUALITY OF LIFE THEN WHAT ARE WE DOING?"

WE NEED AN OPEN FRAMEWORK about what lives in the DOE vs. what lives in the Mayor's policy team.

"WHAT POWER ARE WE GOING TO GIVE TO THE DOE?"

If you don't make it powerful, it won't have the tools to protect the communities.

JUST TRANSITION

How do we protect the livelihoods of frontline workers?

JUST A TRANSITION MOVES AWAY FROM DIRTY ENERGY WHILE PROTECTING WORKERS & THOSE AFFECTED BY ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM & HISTORIC POLLUTION.

Utility Justice

The safety nets that have been in place are ERODING. We must prioritize historically marginalized communities.

How can our rates be structured differently?

Folks pay almost 30-35% of their income to utility bills!

HOW DO WE LIFT UP MORE VOICES FROM THOSE MOST AFFECTED?

Due to tensions between labor and EJ groups, a neutral convener needs to initiate discussions for MEDIATION.

WAGE DIFFERENTIAL

If you have to leave your job that pays less due to the need for a just transition, the gap between pay should be covered.

SUPPORT...
**BREAKOUT SESSIONS #2**

**GREEN NEW DEAL for HOUSING**
- Difference between public & subsidized housing MUST ENGAGE IMPACTED RESIDENTS!
- Some people need a new roof before new solar panels!
- Money is the real barrier here!
- Requires regional leadership/interagency collaboration to secure
- Who is going to lead the charge?

**GREEN NEW DEAL for TRANSPORTATION**
- Needs to include leadership outside Chicago where policy & funding decisions are made
- Must emphasize accessibility
- Ensure that there are multiple safe, reliable, clean modes of transit that reach all communities

**GREEN NEW DEAL for WATER**
- We currently outsource our water bill—no clear path for getting bills rectified
- Water justice

**GREEN NEW DEAL for AIR**
- Reform & new regulations to address harms from pollution.
- City just reached a settlement with the federal government that they engaged in environmental racism!

**SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS**
- There is lack of awareness around energy efficiency and how to move forward.
- Stabilizing housing is key. More manufacturers are required to disclose their materials' toxins.

**WHAT ARE THE METRICS THAT WILL POINT TO ACTUAL CHANGES MOVING FORWARD?**
- Not just in underserved communities but designing system to get from point A→point B, being able to move freely throughout Chicago area.

**KEY ISSUES**: Lead, affordability, flooding, how dept. of management is run
- Lack of trust
  - Need to reinvest in communities if there are issues with the water bill and proper staffing, we need to invest!

**WE NEED TO REFINE HOW WATER IS MANAGED HERE!!**

**WATER JUSTICE**
- There is an opportunity for systems change

**CO-PRODUCE AN ORDINANCE ON CUMULATIVE IMPACTS**
- Green new deal for air
Environmental Justice

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

ARTICULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND HISTORICAL IMPACTS

For too long, our city has both failed to address environmental injustice and continues to perpetuate environmental racism in its own decision making—creating sacrifice zones in Black and Brown communities where industrial pollution persistently accumulates. This legacy can be traced back to decades of environmentally racist policies and segregation systematically concentrating polluting industries and hazardous facilities, mostly on the Southeast and Southwest Sides, and the broader South and West Sides, particularly through land use, planning, zoning, and permitting.\(^8\) Polluting industries have influenced City decision making, preventing rigorous enforcement of existing laws they repeatedly violate to avoid operation disruptions while communities subsidize these industry profits with their lives.

Colonialism, environmental racism, and segregation jointly harm the health and well-being of Black and Brown Chicagoans. This includes Indigenous Chicagoans whose long-term sustainable stewardship and land sovereignty have been violated. The intersectional burdens of environmental racism are complex and vast: from cumulative impacts of pollution, to industrial toxins, to the decades of austerity divesting our public institutions of schools, transportation, and housing, environmental injustice impacts every aspect of Chicagoans’ lives.

The Johnson administration is uniquely positioned to usher in the path to a Green New Deal that communities have fought for in the struggle for environmental and climate justice, protecting Chicagoans most affected by pollution and taking action on joint solutions for climate change and environmental racism. Solutions can, and must, intersect with overall efforts to dismantle institutional racism and create a more equitable Chicago. These changes must be implemented in every arena where decision making occurs, where resources are distributed, and where authority is held.

NUMBERS & NARRATIVES:

- Black Chicagoans are \(~3x\) as likely to die from exposure to pollution—a major contributor to heart disease, asthma and premature death—according to the City’s 2020 Air Quality & Health Report.

- Since 2016, at least 75 facilities on the Southeast Side have been inspected for violating the Clean Air Act. In 2020, one-third of all air toxic releases in the city of Chicago, more than 300,000 pounds, were released from eight facilities located on the Southeast side.\(^9\)

- Little Village has the second worst air quality in Illinois, and Chicagoans living near heavy-traffic corridors are exposed to the most polluted air across the city, particularly on the Southwest Side.
• Over the last decade, Chicagoans have experienced on average an 80% increase in their water bills, with the largest debt burden held by majority Black, Latine/x, and Asian communities, and the lowest income households paying up to 19% of their income, over 6x the 3% international affordability standard. Rising energy burdens are already 3x higher among people in Chicago with low incomes, and 1.5x higher among Black households, compared to the city average.

• Nearly 150,000 water shutoff notices were issued between 2007 and April 2018, 40% of which were issued in five of the city’s poorest zip codes on the South and West sides.

Contextualizing the Data: Ongoing discrimination against low-income communities of color is built into current City laws, regulations, and practices, and these policies drive disparities in outcomes for communities. For example, the Industrial Corridor System Fund Ordinance designates areas, mainly in Black and Brown communities, as “receiving zones” for industry moving out of “conversion” areas on the North Side of the City—including companies earning special incentives if they do move—effectively paying industry to vacate more affluent white communities redeveloping and phasing out industrial land uses to set up facilities in and near lower-income Black and Brown neighborhoods, maintaining and expanding environmental harm. Information Needed: Despite some more aggregated quantitative and qualitative data, there is still a lack of thorough and transparent real-time monitoring at the fence line of industrial facilities to truly capture what is being released into communities. Decision-makers in the new administration will need to both increase access to such information and devise procedural justice that values the experiences of impacted residents who are best suited to co-govern with the administration to address the harms with robust solutions led by community ideation and expertise.

This committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals; they are as follows:
Goal #1: Ensure effective Environmental Justice oversight and responsiveness

VISION STATEMENT

Many Southeast, South, and Southwest Side communities in Chicago have fought to prevent or shut down polluters from harming residents due to extreme deficits in environmental policies and City action, some of which failed to protect communities, and others of which have been principal drivers of harm.

This was recently exemplified by the previous administration’s active facilitation of the relocation of a metal shredding facility from a white, affluent North Side neighborhood to a low-income, working-class Southeast Side community of color. Community organizing and federal findings of discrimination pushed the City to drop the permit for General Iron and enter into a Voluntary Compliance Agreement with many directives to address deep racial disparities produced by City laws and practices. With the City’s permit denial recently overturned and a stated commitment to appeal the decision, the Johnson administration will move with accountability and put the health and well-being of communities first.

To combat environmental racism, the concentration of polluters in Black and Brown neighborhoods, and the higher vulnerability of residents in these areas to environmental harm, the City will fundamentally re-envision how all neighborhoods in Chicago can be places where residents, natural resources, and business enterprises not only co-exist, but thrive in mutually beneficial ways.

The City will have firm regulations to address cumulative impacts of pollution and an administration that is resourced to implement and fully enforce them. The City will embed the voice of communities in the decision-making process related to environmental decisions made by the administration to move an environmental justice and climate action agenda.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

Deliver on commitments to the Executive Order on Environmental Justice, comply with the Voluntary Compliance Agreement, and complete the Chicago Environmental Governance Study.

- Continue Environmental Equity Working Group (EEWG) with impacted community representatives, environmental leaders, and partners. Create a community advisory body to provide strategic counsel on City environmental initiatives to replace or supplement the EEWG.
- EEWG leads, co-designs, and completes the baseline Cumulative Impact Assessment (CIA) paired with a transparent and community-centered, comprehensive study of current environmental enforcement and laws aimed at protecting communities from toxic pollution—and CIAs should be used to inform decision making in all relevant policy areas.
- Continue Interagency Working group convened by Office of Climate and Environmental Equity (OCEE) and Department of Public Health (CDPH) where agencies should create EJ Action Plans committing to reform internal policies, programs, and practices to protect EJ Neighborhoods from intensive industrial and transportation use burdens.
• Protect EJ Neighborhoods, as described in the EJ Action Plans, by implementing plans once developed. Until a map designating EJ Neighborhoods is adopted, use currently available data such as the City’s 2020 Air Quality and Health Index to identify priority communities.

• DPD develops updated zoning regulations, such as alteration or elimination of permitted-by-right or special use status for manufacturing, recycling, waste-related, and other intensive industrial land uses in Commercial, Manufacturing, and Planned Manufacturing zoning districts starting with EJ Neighborhoods.

• Restrict new or renewed permitting for pollution sources in EJ Neighborhoods. CDPH develops standard and special conditions to attach to air pollution control permits and certificates of operation, as well as a compliance history tool to inform permitting, and more, starting with EJ Neighborhoods.

• Leverage DOE to intervene in an appeal process for permitting to advocate for the community.

Require robust impact assessments of any planned developments and potential new or expanded facilities by passing a strong cumulative impacts ordinance and complementary ordinances

• Ensure ordinances give EJ Neighborhoods crucial protection against business interests and ensure a just community review process for both new and renewal proposed operating permits.

• Expand the City’s community air monitoring network to increase the concentration of fence-line monitors and community sensors in EJ Neighborhoods designated in baseline CIA.

• Develop an electronic emission inventory collection tool to ensure up-to-date accounting of all emission sources and controls at permitted facilities.

Enforce existing laws using the full range of powers granted by municipal code

• Shift away from relying on minimum fines and minimally consequential settlements as the central enforcement strategy, and direct inspectors to continue to issue citations for repeat violations of the law by a facility prior to negotiation close for an initial violation—removing a perverse incentive for companies to prolong the negotiation process in order to avoid escalating fines or prosecution for repeat offenses.

• Utilize existing CDPH authority to issue air pollution violations and end the routine practice of dismissal of air pollution charges, issue emergency or non-emergency abatement orders to halt industrial activities that have been identified as short-term threats to human safety or the environment, seek injunctive relief in Circuit Court, and modify annually renewed operating permits with more conditions to address violations.

• Commit to and enforce no diesel truck traffic streets in residential communities.
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Review, reform, and develop new City regulations across planning, zoning, and environment issues, including Industrial Corridor processes and Planned Manufacturing Districts.

- Conduct ongoing evaluation of environmental ordinances and recommend changes to improve environmental protection for city residents.

METRICS

NEAR TERM METRICS:

- Measure change in enforcement of citations for violations by Chicago-area industries.

- Increased participation by EJ Neighborhood residents and others in key decision making.

LONG TERM METRICS:

- Implement robust data collection and public reporting mechanisms to track progress, ensure accountability, and facilitate transparency in climate policy and program implementation.

- Increased air monitoring deployments measure decreases in pollutants of concern, particularly in EJ Neighborhoods with the most severe cumulative impacts.

- Measurably improved health outcomes, reduced racial and neighborhood disparities.

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

Community-based organizations (CBOs), EJ groups representing communities most cumulatively impacted, and others, to leverage collective expertise, resources, and support for effective action in key processes, which should include ample public comments and input.

Goal #2: Fully resource a new Department of Environment with a focus on environmental justice

VISION:

A Johnson administration will reinstate and robustly invest in a Department of Environment with a focus on environmental justice. The Department will be led by a highly qualified Commissioner and will be well resourced and staffed with the expertise to forward policy solutions that reduce pollution, increase equity and strengthen collaboration with community and other
City departments. The City will now use and expand upon the full existing municipal code authority to significantly increase environmental inspection, enforcement, and accountability by bridging collaboration across departments.

A new DOE will co-govern with EJ communities, bringing community-driven decision making and transparency to zoning, permitting, and more. A new DOE should also be permanent and immune to budget deficits that often show up as budget cuts to important environmental programs. A new DOE will ensure Chicago’s climate and environmental goals are met, implement and build upon and alongside the strategies and goals of the Office of the Environment and Environmental Equity (OCEE), pursue federal, state, and philanthropic funding to support these goals, and coordinate resources to meet the needs of Chicago communities, especially those that have been historically underserved.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Complete Chicago Environmental Governance Study currently underway; use its findings to determine the best way to organize the City’s environmental functions, ensure robust staffing, implementation capacity; and present findings to all departments, offices, and agencies; alderpersons; and the public.

- Appoint a strong Commissioner with decision making and enforcement power, professional competence and grasp of environmental, environmental justice, and climate policy solutions.

- Create a Deputy Mayor for Environmental Justice in the Mayor’s Office responsible for implementing environmental justice directives of this report and the Green New Deal.

- Reinstate the role, directive, and coordinating power of the Chief Sustainability Officer role previously housed in the Mayor’s Office back to the Mayor’s Office.

- Dedicate substantial funding in the FY2025 budget to reinstate a new DOE and directive power on environment to Mayor’s Office in 2024. Match or exceed funding for previous Department: $5 million budget and additional supplementary foundation support.

- Include line items to hire inspection and enforcement staff, empower and train inspectors to make full use of municipal code to issue meaningful citations of corporate polluters who prioritize profit over the health and safety of residents.

- Create and implement a plan and public process with EJ Neighborhood resident input delineating roles and duties between DPH, DOE, and DOL, with mandated inter-agency coordination.

- Actively pursue and leverage Chicago's share of billions of dollars of state, federal, and local investment coming online in the very immediate future via CEJA, IRA, and IIJA to deliver on climate action, equity, and environmental justice priorities outlined in this report. With OCEE as near-term lead and DOE as future lead or key participant, center equitable community-led solutions to ensure communities of color receive the benefits of this unprecedented funding.
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Significantly increase staffing, authority, and budget sizes to address environmental issues.
- Staff the Department with policy issue area experts leading programs and policymaking.
- Hold inter-departmental hearings to efficiently assess and implement sustainability strategies.
- Implement ongoing Community Impact Assessments with rigorous tracking and evaluation.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

NEAR TERM METRICS

- Increases in staffing for the environment, including environmental enforcement and inspections.
- Increases in budgets for offices and Departments with respect to environment, environmental justice, climate, the Green New Deal, and other relevant issue areas, including to cover costs for implementing EJ Action Plans and fully utilizing municipal code authority.
- Specific metrics relative to each Department’s EJ Action Plans to enable tracking and evaluation.
- DOE evaluates all administrative use of CIA’s and material outcomes in EJ Neighborhoods.

LONG TERM METRICS

- Decrease emissions from industrial facilities and other buildings, especially in EJ Neighborhoods, improving City-wide air quality.
- Increase participating departments in City-wide inter-departmental work.
- Increase in the number of provided public meetings and meaningful public comment processes measure participants and engagement quality.
- Evaluation metrics for DOE and inter-agency projects with tangible health benefits, and more.

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

To achieve (1) economic inclusion and savings, (2) reduced pollution burden, (3) equitable access to critical infrastructure, and (4) community health and resiliency, we need collaboration and accountability of many of the departments in City Hall, and collaboration with the state and federal governments. Additionally, refer to Goal 1 stakeholders who are also relevant here.

BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:

While the group agreed that the Department of Environment should be created anew, there was not complete agreement about timeline—concerns were raised that a DOE created hastily in 2023 would not ensure enough time for appropriate staffing, funding, and delineation of roles.
**Goal #3: Achieve a Green New Deal for Water**

**VISION:**

Chicago will ensure access to clean, affordable drinking water for its residents, protect our abundant freshwater, and fortify our water system to be resilient to climate change. Mayor Johnson and the administration acknowledge that access to water is a human right.

Chicago will adopt innovative ways to expedite the replacement of all lead service lines, focusing on replacement in Black and Brown communities facing highest risks from lead exposure and other pollutants, while finding sustainable funding sources to ensure the cost burden does not fall on Chicagoans who are least able to afford it. The administration will co-govern with EJ community leaders, with a joint decision-making table guiding lead service line replacement and prioritize access to training and job opportunities generated. Chicago's Department of Water Management must re-establish trust with Chicagoans through a renewed commitment to public service, equity, transparency, and authentic community engagement, and maintain sufficient staff and resources to expedite lead pipe replacement and carry it out in an equitable manner.

The City will foster a climate resilient coast that maximizes public access to greenspace, buffers against flooding and protects from infrastructure damage, prioritizing green and natural infrastructure solutions. Inland, urban flooding challenges will be met when stormwater infrastructure upgrades are coordinated with other water infrastructure improvements, including lead service line replacement.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

**Greatly accelerate the pace of Lead Service Line Replacement (LSLR)**

- Prioritize communities facing cumulative lead exposure, homes with exposure to other environmental contaminants or prior water shutoffs, existing public health disparities, neighborhoods with high disinvestment in water infrastructure, and low-income households.

- Prioritize child-centered buildings: childcare facilities, home-based childcare, and schools.

- Reconvene and expand the LSLR Working Group with an emphasis on co-governance with community leaders and greater public input.

- Adopt a Right to Entry provision to help contractors expedite the replacement process.

**Conduct an assessment of LSLR expedition and per-unit cost savings in other municipalities that have successfully implemented their own measures.**

- Restore trust and build community engagement and supplier diversity capacity at the Department of Water Management

- Coordinate with relevant sister agencies to implement proactive, transparent planning for critical water infrastructure improvements, rebuild public trust, and leadership on clean water outcomes.

- Provide LSL inventory and replacement progress updates in a timely, transparent, and publicly accessible manner.
• Strengthen DWM’s commitment to public service, equity, transparency, and authentic community engagement toward delivering safe, clean, affordable water to all and proactively implementing climate resilience strategies.

• Build workforce opportunities with community organizations, including a training-to-contracting pipeline that ensures the City’s water infrastructure work is supplied by diverse contractors from majority Black and Brown communities impacted most by water injustice.

• Increase transparency and community engagement around the Capital Improvement Program budget process, particularly around water infrastructure improvements.

Protect Chicago’s shoreline and neighborhoods against erosion, flooding, and other threats to our infrastructure and well-being

• Prioritize community-directed and co-governed restoration and revitalization of Chicago’s waterway systems in areas that have been burdened by industrial pollution.

• Partner with local stakeholders to restore neglected parts of Chicago’s shoreline using green and natural infrastructure solutions, prioritizing actions that reduce coastal hazards and risks to people and built infrastructure.

• Rebuild Chicago’s neglected shoreline and develop a plan to protect DuSable Lake Shore Drive.

• Advance programs, projects, and policies with community organizations and stakeholders to increase green stormwater infrastructure construction across the City.

• Launch education efforts to help Chicagoans identify if they are currently being served by an LSL, and take steps to secure testing, filters, and enrollment for LSLR.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Achieve replacement of 40,000 LSLs by 2027.

• Develop a regional watershed-based stormwater management strategy.

• Work with Chicago Park District to prioritize dredging of Southeast Side harbors and channels.

• Develop a clear strategy and budget for the implementation and long-term maintenance of green stormwater infrastructure.

• Impose stricter requirements on new construction to include stormwater management systems, such as developing retrofitting plans with commercial building owners to reduce runoff from buildings and parking lots and increasing green bedding programs.

• Implement Great Rivers Chicago recommendations to meet Clean Water Act water quality rules.
METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

NEAR TERM METRICS:

• Establish an inclusive Water Justice Advisory Council following the federal advisory council model, including an accompanying dedicated full-time employee equivalent.

• Completed inventory of current green stormwater infrastructure efforts by City departments.

• Provide public data on LSL inventory, water infrastructure construction and investment, community engagement resourcing.

• Number of disconnected households and households with insecure access.

• LSL replacement should accelerate on a timeline of 6,000 LSLRs by spring 2024.

LONG TERM METRICS:

• To achieve 40k LSLRs by end of term: replace 8k by end of year 2024, 10K in 2025, 12K in 2026, and 14K by end of 2027.

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

Residents directly impacted by water injustices; environmental and public health advocates; housing rights and homeowner groups; Labor and contractors.

Goal #4: Secure a just transition to an equitable decarbonized Chicago

VISION:

A decarbonized Chicago will build upon the current commitments of 100% clean energy by 2040, a fully decarbonized city transportation system by 2040, and a balanced transition of public, residential and commercial buildings to decarbonized solutions. With a focused strategy putting economic justice and just transition at the helm, the city and its underserved communities will benefit from this investment so these communities are not left behind.

This can be achieved by decarbonizing Chicago’s building and transportation sectors through reducing energy use, eliminating fossil fuels, and powering with clean, renewable energy. This must include comprehensive funding, public engagement, workforce training, and access to long-term, family-sustaining careers with an emphasis on community benefits, preserving public and affordable housing, and upholding social justice.

A transition to a clean energy future will create employment opportunities for Chicagoans rooted in supporting workers’ economic self-sufficiency, upward mobility, and overall continued welfare, with a focus on increasing access to jobs for historically disinvested people and communities who have been excluded from career track, family-sustaining employment. Frontline workers and community members will receive direct access, input, and jobs from planning to implementation. Programs such as community benefits agreements, access to (pre)apprenticeship programs, and local hire provisions for building and maintaining the buildings and surrounding infrastructure will be key aspects of ensuring this vision on the ground.
To ensure a just transition, frontline communities and workers that have faced the disproportionate burden of industrial and environmental pollution around and inside their homes must receive the abundant co-defined benefits from clean energy and decarbonization.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

**Secure family-sustaining green jobs with worker protections and wealth-building opportunities for frontline workers and historically disinvested people.**

- With the Deputy Mayor of Labor Relations, the Deputy Mayor of EJ, and DOE Commissioner convene a Just Transition Advisory Group with impacted trades, and climate and environmental justice stakeholders to create an equitable Just Transition Workforce Plan that creates family-sustaining green jobs with strong worker protections via targeted workforce development and contractor incubation for the following priority groups: Black and Brown workers, EJ Neighborhood residents, immigrants and asylum seekers, displaced workers including gas workers, youth, low-income workers earning below 80% of Area Median Income, women, LGBTQIA+ workers, and returning residents.

- Conduct a workforce gap analysis.

- Leverage federal, state, and local programs to align with the needs of Chicago communities. Partner with local initiatives to recruit, train, certify, and support workers and diverse contractors, including but not limited to partnering with CPS, hiring CBOs, and other groups to ensure targeted prioritization and strong recruitment-to-career pipelines.

- DOE, DOL, and other City agencies create a public equitable contractors and workers scorecard to track and report their participation in City-funded and supported projects with goals increasing annually.

- Compensate CBOs for their involvement in advising just transition and environmental justice policies, and reform City’s procurement and administrative practices to fund, build, and nurture community-centric solutions with CBOs advising on policy, regulation, and implementation.

- Invest in small business incubation with the goal of creating clean energy service providers.

**Accelerate Just Transition to Clean Buildings**

- Require all new buildings and major renovations to use efficient, all-electric equipment and build rooftop solar-ready infrastructure starting in July 2025 to align with the building code update, and incentivize the adoption of heat pumps, all-electric equipment, and renewable energy technologies.

- Establish energy performance targets for reduced energy use and on-site greenhouse gas emissions standards for buildings over 25k sq/ft. and require that buildings meet the standard by 2040 with interim emissions reductions targets.

- Conduct a building energy use analysis to guide development of an indoor emissions standard.

- Develop policies to retrofit existing buildings, including measures to address indoor air pollution by transitioning away from fossil fuel heating, cooling, and cooking. Prioritize divested areas first, including public and affordable housing, small-to-medium multi-family residences, and small businesses.

- Develop a policy on cooling that would require buildings and landlords to supply adequate cooling or functioning cooling equipment in homes and workplaces during the cooling season, aligned with the existing heating ordinance.
• Establish a Community Accountability Board to ensure the clean buildings policies and projects benefit neighborhoods equitably and help under-resourced buildings receive assistance.

• Reform Solar Permitting Processes and reduce costs by using SolarAPP+.

**Provide Affordable, Accessible, Clean Transportation for All**

• Employ beneficial electrification to electrify the City fleet by 2035 and assist Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) to electrify the transit bus fleet no later than 2040.

• Invest in Equitable Transit Oriented Development.

• Invest in public electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure in BIPOC communities and provide financial incentives to significantly lower or eliminate up-front costs of home EV chargers for low-income EV owners.

• Require new truck-intensive facilities, including warehouses, to be electric truck-ready.

• Adopt and expand best value procurement and the US Jobs Plan at CTA and sister agencies.

• Prioritize Bus Rapid Transit to provide high-quality transit service in areas where it does not exist today.

**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

**Secure family-sustaining green jobs with worker protections and wealth-building opportunities for frontline workers and historically disinvested people.**

• Implement the Just Transition Workforce Plan and launch a Just Transition Fund within the Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership to provide for a wage differential, apprenticeships, equitable job placements, and wrap-around services to ensure access and create critical opportunities for frontline community organizations and diverse contractors and primes.

• Create City Climate Corp public workforce for entry-level green jobs and path to (pre)apprenticeships.

• Update the City’s Climate Action Plan to achieve a full transition away from fossil fuels by 2040 including robust job creation and business incubation for priority groups.

**Accelerate Just Transition to Clean Buildings**

• Deploy community solar on all public owned rooftops to benefit the most disinvested communities via a community benefits agreement co-governed with subscribers, maximizing state incentives.

• Explore additional opportunities to accelerate decarbonization, including a municipal aggregation agreement to procure 100% renewable energy and establishing a geothermal utility.

• Support an equitable transition of existing and new public, residential, and commercial buildings to decarbonized solutions by prioritizing benefits for, and investment in, marginalized communities; and protect public health without increasing energy burden or compromising accessible services.
• Support the development of permanently affordable green social housing.

• Review and remove as needed select permitting and zoning barriers to quickly, safely build and renovate affordable housing and eligibility barriers to the many residents in-waiting.

• Prioritize decarbonized affordable housing in any publicly funded housing development, giving priority access to development of City-owned or controlled parcels to neighborhood-based organizations, promoting shared ownership models.

**Provide Affordable, Accessible, Clean Transportation for All**

• Plan for an integrated, equitable transportation system responsive to community needs, and provide multiple safe, reliable, clean modes of transportation, including public transit, reaching all communities.

• Provide dedicated and sustainable funding for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure through the establishment of a Chicago Bike and Walk Fund.

• Demonstrate Chicago’s leadership in regional and state transportation funding decision making by prioritizing mobility justice approaches to addressing mobility barriers for marginalized communities, equitable transit access, and clean multimodal infrastructure, instead of highway and roadway expansion.

• Pursue equitable decarbonization of freight and vehicles while using CIAs to prevent further concentration of truck-intensive facilities in EJ Neighborhoods.

**METRICS FOR SUCCESS:**

**NEAR TERM METRICS:**

• Establish interim buildings efficiency targets; measure indoor and outdoor emissions reductions

• Periodic measurement of greenhouse gas emissions from these sectors: electricity, commercial, residential, electricity, transportation, industry, agriculture, and agriculture/land use and forestry.

• Number and percentage by priority groups of diverse contractors securing bids and persons recruited, trained, and employed in family-sustaining, green jobs with worker protections in clean energy, clean transportation, clean buildings, green infrastructure, and other relevant sectors in scorecard.

• Increased number and types of projects created through City-funded and supported investment.

**LONG TERM METRICS:**

• Emissions reductions in new and existing buildings, including in EJ Neighborhoods.

• Reduce CO2 emissions 20% in 4 years.

• Distribution of transportation funding to clean transportation such as biking, walking, electrified transit, and electrified
freight; and percentage of trips taken by walking, biking or transit.

- Percentage of electricity consumption from clean resources.
- Percentage of buildings with rooftop solar.

**STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:**

Local community engagement, with an emphasis on BIPOC and EJ communities; federal and state advocates; public and affordable housing and renters’ rights groups; labor unions and workforce development partners; building developers and contractors; local utilities; heat pump and all-electric equipment manufacturers, renewable energy developers; and research institutions and financial institutions.

**BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:**

An overwhelming majority agreed that moving away from fossil fuels in buildings is essential to climate action given 68% of Chicago’s GHG emissions come from buildings, but not unanimous consensus on electrification.

**Goal #5: Guarantee utilities are provided in a fair, equitable, and affordable manner with an investment emphasis in communities facing the greatest utility burden today**

**VISION**

All Chicagoans must have reliable, affordable access to electric, gas, and water service, where low-income communities and communities of color facing the highest utility burden today are provided with sustainable, long-term means to afford their utility bills. A Chicago that prioritizes utility justice means that no Chicagoan forgoes essential heating and cooling, or lacks connection to necessary services, in response to high utility rates and a structural inability to pay.

The City will prioritize utility justice as a foundational piece of a larger strategy of community investment, poverty reduction, and housing displacement and foreclosure prevention, this will require intentional investment and structural changes in the face of increasing fossil fuel prices and a widespread heating affordability crisis, with a commitment to prevent ongoing cost-shifts of infrastructure upgrades to lower-income customers.

A franchise agreement for the City that leverages shareholder funds will lay the foundation of investment needed to build community climate infrastructure and prepare our grid for increasing electrification. Mayor Johnson and the administration will improve and expand assistance and debt relief programs for homeowners and renters and develop sustainable funding long-term to address water rates.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

Address the rising cost of gas and electric bills, reduce impacts of fossil fuel emissions on indoor air quality, and reach climate goals by supporting electrification transition.

- Create an ordinance to implement a building performance standard for new building construction.
- Expand the city of Chicago Home Repair Program by increasing the budget, building out wrap-around energy burden reduction services, and creating a comparable program for renters.
- Establish utility protections and support for low-income Chicagoans, such as coordinating services for bill assistance, efficiency, electrification, and weatherization; increasing funds for assistance and efficiency programs; integrating health, housing, and energy services; and setting energy burden goals.
- Ensure a strong franchise agreement with provisions for more than $100 million in shareholder dollars for community-based climate infrastructure projects in environmental justice and R3 communities, customer financial assistance and arrearage relief, and a community energy and equity advisory council as one part of a multi-layered oversight strategy.
- Center community input in the ComEd franchise agreement via creation of a Chicago Clean Energy Partnership that provides a framework to study, plan, implement, and report on clean energy progress in Chicago, advised by a Clean Energy Community Advisory Board.

Address the rising cost of water and sewer bills by restructuring water rates, improving water savings for income qualified customers, and creating a water efficiency program

- Prohibit utility shutoffs, expand robust and non-onerous assistance programs, and ban the practice of placing liens on people’s homes due to nonpayment of water bills.
- Address historical impacts from shutoffs and punitive financial mechanisms by assessing and contacting impacted households, deploying debt relief programming and restoring water service.
- Expand City’s current Utility Billing Relief (UBR) program to include renters and multifamily housing up to 250% of the Federal Poverty Line, with funds for emergency plumbing assistance.
- Conduct a cost-of-service study and explore alternative affordable water rate structures for residents and businesses of Chicago to proactively address the water affordability burden, and cap customer bills at international water affordability standard of 3%.
- Use FY2024 billing system funding to bring billing internally to DWM so the Department can assist directly with inaccurate billing and implement restructuring to progressive rates.
- Increase funding into its Meter Save program to ensure all households have access to speedy, safe meter installation, which is proven to lower water bills.
• Create a water efficiency program provided by DWM to further reduce water leakage from older fixtures and plumbing, improving the health and safety of residents while also delivering cost savings and new workforce opportunities.

• Support expansion of efficiency programs and comprehensive system planning approaches for gas, electric, and water utilities.

• Maximize administrative participation in and advocacy for robust planning mechanisms that can best align utility deployment in Chicago with environmental justice and municipal climate goals.

• Utilize planning as a means to support expansion of efficiency programs to deliver energy/water and non-energy health, safety, and other benefits to Chicago households.

• Support expansion of energy efficiency programs, comprehensive natural gas system planning—including yearly cost-benefit analyses of electrification—and other efforts to address rising utility bills.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Work with the Illinois Commerce Commission to establish a progressive residential electric and gas rate structure for utilities serving Chicago.

• Implement a reformed water rate structure that incorporates multiple customer classes; tiered, usage-based rates; income-based affordability programs; and other potential features for all water customers within the City of Chicago.

• Pursue a second phase municipalization study to further explore how the City could municipalize its electric distribution service to support decarbonization and utility justice goals.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

SHORT TERM METRICS

• Collect and publicly release key data bi-annually related to rates, debt, bill discounts, shut-offs, reconnections, UBR uptake rates, and lead pipe replacement progress.

• Reduce utility disconnections by 25% in one year.

• Report on the progress made on installation of water meters on currently non-metered properties, in line with the installation plan developed during the first year.

• Assessment of existing gas, electric, and water efficiency programs and their enrollment by census tract.

LONG TERM METRICS

• Lowering utility burden by reaching the affordability standards of 6% of income for energy and 2.6% for water and sewer.

• Reduce utility disconnections by 80% in four years.
STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

Local community engagement, with an emphasis on BIPOC and EJ communities; environmental and public health advocates; public and affordable housing and renters' rights groups; labor unions and workforce development partners; local utilities; and research institutions and financial institutions.

Goal #6: Achieve a Green New Deal for Schools

VISION

Under the Johnson administration, all Chicago Public Schools (CPS) students, educators, and staff will learn and work in buildings that emit zero emissions; where the air, walls, and water are now clean and healthy. CPS Buildings will be a hub connecting Chicagoans to jobs, health care, childcare, and shelter on extremely hot and cold days. We will install rooftop solar panels and school gardens to teach students what science and a healthy planet can do while teaching them the STEM skills necessary to prepare for the green jobs of the future. Climate justice, environmental justice, and racial justice curriculum rooted in anti-racist practice will be taught across subjects.

Schools, particularly in communities with historic disinvestment and environmental pollution, have been neglected and fallen into disrepair. CPS is in desperate need of basic facilities repairs, health and safety upgrades, and energy efficiency retrofits. CPS has major programmatic, structural, health and safety issues that must be addressed: lead and asbestos abatement; ADA fully-accessible schools (not first-floor only); critical Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning upgrades and replacements; lead paint and pipes removal and replacement; PCB remediation; green spaces and gardens; heat pumps and solar power; electrical and internet/Wi-Fi capacity upgrades; washroom upgrades; adequate spaces for Career Technical Education (CTE) labs.

A GND for Schools will make Chicago a leader in decarbonizing school buildings to make them healthier and safer, improving academic performance because we must do better for our students, our community, and our planet. By investing in the GND for Schools, we will maximize climate action impact, create family-sustaining green jobs—especially for youth—lower utility burdens for the district, and see numerous health benefits for Chicagoans.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Use the educational facilities master plan (EFMP) to make the case for a massive investment into modernizing and decarbonizing our schools and revitalizing disinvested communities.

• Reflect priorities including Greening Schools, Sustainable Community Schools as a framework by which we do school and support community needs, including programmatic investments such as CTE/Workforce Development and Green Economy Jobs

• Transform the community engagement process to build support for increased school funding.

• Utilize utility energy, gas, and water efficiency programs for every CPS Building.

• CDPH develops a plan addressing asthma and other health impacts from pollution in schools.
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

Retrofit school buildings to be green schools, including: weatherize CPS schools to make them more energy efficient; remediate for lead, asbestos, and mold; install new electric, energy efficient heating and cooling systems and new ventilation systems; install solar panels at CPS schools to produce clean energy and source 100% of the energy from renewable sources; implement composting, community gardening, sustainable practices; replace old fixtures and plumbing to ensure lead-free drinking water; and beneficially electrify the school bus fleet.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

NEAR TERM METRICS:

- GND for Schools plan embedded in the Educational Facilities Master Plan.
- Designate 5 top priority schools to complete climate facility upgrades and climate curriculum.
- Fully fund retrofits for schools in the lower third of the CDC’s Social Vulnerability index.
- Cut school energy costs and reduce CPS’ projected deficit.
- Improved learning conditions for students across the City.
- Reduced district-wide emissions.

LONG TERM METRICS:

- 50 Schools impacted by cumulative pollution in historically disinvested neighborhoods are retrofitted with climate and environmental facility upgrades.
- 40 new schools implementing Sustainable Community Schools model with climate curriculum.
- 50 priority schools designated in the lower of schools in the CDC’s Social Vulnerability index to get fully funded retrofits and improvements.

STAKEHOLDERS:

By law, students, school staff, parents, community stakeholders, CACs, LSCs, CTU, and principals must be included in the development of the EFMP; MWRDGC to ensure they can collaborate to support workforce development and youth green corps, as well as build green schoolyards, develop green school facilities, and DWM to deliver high quality drinking water to schools and communities.
ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

Intersectionality: Health & Human Services—Environmental racism deprives communities of well-being and longer lives. All cumulative impact goals are underlined by the social vulnerability of communities that are also receiving the most pollution exposure and experience lifetime health consequences and shortened lives as a result. Transportation—Full decarbonized electrification of City fleets and CTA buses, and addressing transportation pollution, like prohibiting diesel trucks on residential streets; Housing—Decarbonizing existing buildings, including public and affordable housing, and expand energy and water efficiency programs to improve health and safety; Education—Green New Deal for Schools; Workers Rights & Labor—Just transition worker protections and workforce development prioritizing divested community resident access across clean energy, transportation, water, food, open space infrastructure, as well as in oversight and other roles; Immigration—Chicago will see an increasing number of “climate refugees.” Little Village and the Southeast Side are both some of the most severely cumulatively impacted communities in Chicago and Illinois—and both are immigration strongholds. Little Village is hosting one of the largest shelters for 200+ asylum seekers, who are now also impacted by pollution.

ADDITIONAL IDEAS/RECOMMENDATIONS

FOOD JUSTICE:

Food access and security link directly to environmental and racial justice. 37% of Black residents and 29% of Latine/x residents are food insecure, compared to 19% of residents overall. The City must pursue a just food system, mitigate climate impacts, and leverage growing as resilience.

• Continue the Chicago Food Equity Council, build its capacity, and secure it via ordinance.
• Expand Community Growers Program to increase food justice in divested communities.
• Provide water access funding for: immediate emergency drought mitigation, ongoing access by lowering fire hydrant permitting costs, and water harvesting and catchment via incentives.
• Inter-agency collaboration with Chicago Food Equity Council in support of local food systems as a key pathway to reaching City climate goals, including creating a staff position focused on food justice and food systems in DOE, DPD, CDPH, and OCEE.
• Create a comprehensive farming infrastructure support program with CBOs.
• Adopt a business license for urban farm enterprises for production and sales of whole, unprocessed fruits and vegetables to their target markets.
• Restructure the Mobile Prepared Food Vendor license with street vendors to ensure access and affordability for small vending operations and licensed traditional fresh street food preparation.
• Create policies to improve conditions, pay, and benefits for food chain workers.
• Develop and implement a strategy for growing and supporting farmer’s markets across the City.
WASTE:

Chicago generates over 4 million tons/year of waste and ~9% is recycled, compared to over 75% in cities like Los Angeles. 22 million pounds of plastic ends up in the Great Lakes each year. City support for circular economic practices, including significant improvements in recycling, will benefit all.

- Expand and codify a citywide curbside composting program and update City code to require recycling and composting reporting for high rise, commercial and institutional buildings.
- Create a waste and recycling characterization aimed at increasing recycling and diversion rates.
- Contract an independent evaluation of the Managed Competition system with recommendations for improvements, restructuring, or an alternative way of managing waste and recycling hauling.
- Prohibit City facilities from purchasing plastic and polystyrene service ware, plastic bags, and bottles and encourage conversion to reusable options that support a circular economy.

OPEN SPACE AND BIODIVERSITY:

Promote and preserve open spaces as a vital overarching strategy to drive multiple environmental goals. The presence of accessible, free, natural spaces within Chicago is directly connected to air quality, quality of life and the environment. We have seen a decrease in the number of open spaces—parks, forest preserves, conservation areas, and recreation areas—from Chicago's rapid urbanization of surrounding areas.

- Prioritize funds for parks and vacant land in divested communities, ensuring equitable allocation to remedy prior divestment in majority Black and Brown communities, including providing year-round essentials such as readily accessible and supplied restrooms.
- Collaborate with native organizations to identify and restore key land areas back to indigenous stewardship via a cultural conservation easement or other appropriate mechanism.
- Execute collaborative City-wide and regional approach to wildlife monitoring and management.
- Update City's Sustainable Development Policy to incorporate bird-friendly design.
- Update Chicago's Nature & Wildlife Plan to protect and conserve local wildlife.
- Expand Bureau of Forestry funding, including tree planting and care for city trees.
Health & Human Services
HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

**GROUP #1 | MENTAL HEALTH**

- **GOAL #1**
  - CDPH expands and improves direct service provision

- **GOAL #2**
  - CDPH is adequately staffed and funded

- **GOAL #3**
  - Chicagoans are met in different areas in their mental health

- **GOAL #4**
  - Mental health is safe, accessible, affordable, and convenient

- **GOAL #5**
  - Improve coordination within the city and across the region

---

**HOW CAN WE SET UP COMMUNITY HOSPITALS AS SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES?**

**NEED TO ELIMINATE SILOS**

- Reimagining public health centers
- It's about the full ecosystem

**IT'S BEEN A HUGE DISSERVICE TO COMMUNITIES NOT HAVE PROPER STRUCTURES OF CARE**

**NON-POLICE PILOT RESPONSE**

- HR challenges with staffing—from funding to hiring

**DIRECT SERVICE PROVISION**

- 24 HR centers
- Mental health clinics
- Follow up services
- Peer support
- Epidemiologists

---

**EVERYTHING**

**WE’LL DO WITH MENTAL HEALTH IS NOTHING IF WE DON’T HAVE ADEQUATE SERVICES IN HOUSING.**
GROUP #5 CONSIDER EQUITABLE BUDGET PRIORITIES TO REFLECT THE NEEDS OF EVERY CHICAGOAN & ENSURE OTHER BUDGETS DO TOO

GOAL #1
ENSURE THAT THE CITY APPLIES FOR STATE + NATIONAL GRANTS AND GETS MONEY OUT THE DOOR QUICKLY

GOAL #2
CREATE AN ALIGNED MISSION STATEMENT FOR CITY AGENCIES THAT'S BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL, AND THAT MOVES BEYOND VALUES INTO OPERATIONALIZING

GOAL #3
DELINEATE WHAT SHOULD BE ADDRESSED THROUGH DIRECT INTERVENTION AND WHAT WILL BE EXECUTED THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS

GOAL #5
CONSIDER EQUITABLE BUDGET PRIORITIES TO REFLECT THE NEEDS OF EVERY CHICAGOAN AND ENSURE OTHER BUDGETS CONSIDER HUMAN SERVICES

COMPLIANCE TO CITY GRANTS IS BURDENSOME

GATEKEEPERS IN THE SYSTEM THAT PREVENT SERVICES

RACISM IS THE IMPEDIMENT

BIGGEST IMPEDIMENT IS BUREAUCRATIC COGNITIVE DISSONANCE

BUDGET IS ALWAYS A CONSTRAINT. WHAT ARE CREATIVE WAYS TO EXPAND THE PIE?

INVEST IN STRENGTHENING LANGUAGE ACCESS

EXPAND YOUTH EMPLOYMENT. COORDINATE WITH CHA ON SHORT + LONG-TERM HOUSING

CONSIDER BUDGET PRIORITIES THAT REFLECT EVERY CHICAGOAN’S NEEDS AND ENSURE OTHER BUDGETS CONSIDER HUMAN SERVICES
Health & Human Services

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Creating the conditions to guarantee the health and well-being of its population is the central purpose of government. The environment and economic, physical, and human structures organized by people reflect the underlying principles and conditions that socially determine the health status of the people.

The United States has never accepted the notion of health care as a fundamental human right, nor that all human rights (to food, housing, education, etc.) are intimately bound and cannot be separated. Based on a market-based ideology, the United States has deliberately undermined its public health infrastructure over the past 50 years. It is not a coincidence that deaths in the United States from SARS-CoV-2 (for USA overall 111/100,000) is much higher than for 20 peer Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. 10

This most recent pandemic exposes the fact that the United States does not have a functioning public health system. By Constitution, health care is a power reserved for the states and so we have at least 51 state health departments and a number of municipal departments with the power and authority to protect the health of the public. 11

Relative to other big-city health departments the Chicago Department of Public Health is understaffed and underfunded. Before the Covid-19 pandemic, the dollars that the City’s corporate budget allocated to CDPH comprised under 20% of the agency’s budget; today, City funds constitute less than 10% of the total budget. This means approximately 90% of the budget is categorically determined and cannot be flexibly used or redirected to meet Chicagoans’ needs because it is grant funding received from the federal government (CDC, HRSA, HUD etc.). Each of these grants also have an expiration date, which means that programs can only exist for as long as competitive grants are won to fund them, which sends a message that public health programming is optional and disposable rather than a central City government priority. Furthermore, over the past decade, funding for CDC had fallen by 2% after adjusting for inflation and further cuts to federal public health funding are now being made, putting CDPH’s funding streams in jeopardy. Last, the disappearance of Covid-specific funding by the federal government, which enabled CDPH to remain afloat during the pandemic, now creates a crisis for the department. CDPH is facing a 69% decrease in its budget in the next two years due to the end of federal funding programs upon which it has relied to this point.

The health and well-being of a people is determined by the decisions we make as a society. As Jaime Breilh argues, health should be “understood as a complex, multidimensional process” and not “reduced to the narrow limits of disorders and perception of the degree of individual well-being.”12 We need to address the social determinants of health, which, according to the National Institute of Medicine, make up 80–90% of the modifiable factors determining human health, with medical interventions constituting only 10–20% of relevant factors shaping health. Policy together with public funding for direct service provision in communities are the two core tools for addressing the social determinants of health and thereby improving public health. Medical care should be understood as a supplement to—not substitute for—essential social care systems.

Nancy Krieger’s ecosocial theory gives us an important tool to use while thinking about our people’s lack of health and how we can build collective health. As she writes, “The collective challenge is for we who value health equity and human rights to contribute our part to the global project of ensuring the terms whereby all can thrive, alive in the sensuous possibilities of living engaged, generative, and loving lives on this planet, for generations to come.”13

The underperformance of our nation during the Covid-19 pandemic is not a surprise. Alongside defunded and widely privatized public health infrastructure, Americans not only do not have the best health care system in the world, we have one of the worst among peer wealthy nations, with dramatically inferior (and now declining) life expectancy and quality of life.
Health is not simply “good” or “bad.” The critical (but not the only) categories around which power and oppression are structured (Class injustice, Racial/ethnic injustice, and Gender & Sexuality Injustice) are nuanced and together create the health and well-being of populations of people.

Those people with more power and privilege generally have better health than those with less power and privilege. The health inequities exist in step wise fashion across populations. In a similar fashion, structural racism has never existed in America as simply Black or White. When we lump data together under Asian, Latinx, or “Other,” for example, we hid the most vulnerable and marginalized communities (e.g. Some Southeast Asian, Mexican, Central & South American Indigenous peoples, Native Americans, Native Hawaiians—all of which also feature significant internal variations based on income, gender, and geography).

Health and wellness in fact are the result of social processes that are structured by systems and policies in the socio-economic and political context that produce hierarchies of opportunity based on one’s social identity. The social determinants of health are determined by structural drivers of health inequities. This, in turn, determines the material circumstances, behaviors, and biological and psychosocial factors that are seen, more proximally, as impacting health. Chicago, under a progressive administration devoted to protecting workers, students, and families that is assuming office in the wake of the clear failure of existing US public health models, has a unique opportunity to reimagine public health by creating a truly public, community-led model of public health for a nation in need of dramatic changes to its health systems.

This mayoral transition is happening at the same time as several seminal events. First, Chicago is experiencing an influx of residents who identify as LGBTQ as they flee other municipalities who are legislating discrimination against trans-individuals and creating environments that are unwelcome to the LGBTQ community. Second, our population is aging in ways that will place a significant stain on our resources for older adults, with an 80% increase in the older adult population expected by 2050 in
Third, the nature of work has changed, leaving large proportions of Chicagoans engaging in work that is precarious and unstable, with the goal of a stable job with benefits and stability now increasingly under threat. The demographic changes that have been ongoing in Chicago for over a quarter of a century have accelerated. Since 2010, the growth of the City’s population has been slower than other large cities. In 1980, less than a quarter of Black Chicagoland residents resided in the suburbs. “By 2020 the share residing in the suburbs had doubled to about half of the total Black metro area population... Chicago’s Black population is one of the largest in the U.S. (second only to New York) and continues to be a major center of Black political leadership, culture, and community.... Between 2000 and 2010, the city of Chicago lost 25% of its Black residents. During this same period, the population of whites fell 5% while the Latinx population grew nearly 9%.”

In considering the health and human services needs and opportunities in the city of Chicago at this point in history, of particular concern are the needs and opportunities of ‘special populations.’ While this term has been used to reference a variety of population characteristics since it emerged in the 1970s with respect to people who abused substances, the HHS transition team used it to focus on social groups who are made vulnerable by our current socio-political structure and therefore need ‘special’ consideration. This includes but is not limited to people who identify within the LGTBQIA+ populations, older adults, disabled Chicagoans, people racialized as Black and other racial/ethnic groups, people who only speak a language other than English, immigrant and refugee groups, formerly incarcerated people, and people experiencing poverty. These are groups of individuals who used to be referred to as ‘at risk’ or ‘vulnerable’ to harm or disease. We recognize that the needs and opportunities of these groups demand ‘special’ attention because of the way interlocking systems of oppression produce structural violence that marginalize their experiences. We examined these experiences as a group recognizing the margins as a place of power.

A focus on marginalized ‘special populations’ also keeps us grounded on the public health principle of health equity, which reflects the fact that to most efficiently benefit the entire population, public health needs to focus on those who are subjected to greatest risk and disadvantage. This requires recognizing and rectifying historical injustices which impact health and assigning resources according to need. It also requires us to adopt an intersectional lens which appreciates the experiences a person faces due to their dynamic and intersecting identities. What is needed is an approach to population health and human services that brings a truly health equity-guided approach to public health that is focused on addressing the social determinants of health that shape health for everyone.

The public sector should exist as a system of care, but privatization, inefficiencies, lack of coordination, and bureaucracy are currently preventing our city government from achieving its full potential. When it comes to caring for our most vulnerable citizens, these issues are not only frustrating, but they are also actively causing harm. When human services are an afterthought, budget allocations are not equitable and societal issues are not fully addressed. The consequence of this refusal to invest in people upfront is that we then fail to prevent disease, disability, and violence and instead continue to irrationally rely on reactive and ineffective medical, policing, and incarceration systems.

**VISION:**

We envision a Chicago in which all of the health and human services needs of our constituents are anticipated and met throughout a person’s life and in which each person is provided the specific support they need to grow, thrive, and live healthfully. We have found that the current system is inequitable, scattered, and—despite the best efforts of the thousands involved—insufficient to meet the City’s needs now and into the future.

This Vision will not be achieved through the flip of a switch, but through coordinated, short- and long-term actions to develop and maintain the system of Health and Human Services that Chicagoans deserve. With this understanding, we propose a vision of an equitable and robust public system of care for all Chicagoans that we must work towards. When we have achieved this vision, a person’s race/ethnicity and class will not predict their destiny or health outcomes because the effects of structural racism and historical disinvestment will no longer persist. Every person will have the same, equitable opportunities to thrive.
With all of this in mind, the Health and Human Services Committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals; they are as follows:

**GOALS:**

**Goal #1: Fight for policy and structural changes that transform the lives of Chicagoans.**

Develop a policy agenda grounded in compassion and solidarity to fight for people’s right to health and wellbeing.

**RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Fight for changes in policy at the federal & state levels that guarantee access to health care as a basic human right. Advocate for universal access to health care, including parity for behavioral and dental health, that is high quality, safe, affordable, and culturally respectful personal and population health services.

- Advocate for access to fresh food, universal child care and early learning, and other basic needs to be met for every Chicagoan.

- Approach everything through an equity and anti-racist lens considering the needs of special health populations, including but not limited to older adults, people who identify as LGBTQ, undocumented residents, people whose primary language is not English, people with disabilities.

- Highlight the role of the Chicago Board of Health as a leader in policy issues.
• Support investment in IDPH state laboratories, particularly the one located in Chicago

• Expand the number of hours of homemaker services available to Chicagoans through MOPD, especially since this enables undocumented people to get in-home help.

Goal #2: Realize the potential of the Department of Family and Support Services (DFSS) to be a leader for the human services sector.

As a municipal body, DFSS has a unique power to convene community-based organizations (CBOs) around their shared work. Convenings could be useful for shared learning, conversation, and ensuring best practices across the sector. This power is not currently being actualized. DFSS also exists in a silo, a reality that is perhaps compounded by the office not being located in City Hall.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Developing a mission statement for DFSS. Without a mission, the default driving force becomes compliance, which only serves to bolster bureaucracy and stifle the creativity needed to make improvements. A mission statement could help improve efficiency and coordination.

• Improve communication among city departments. While many agencies offer integrated, wraparound services to meet whole people and whole families, city departments remain stubbornly siloed. CBOs have cited examples of having to tell one city department what was happening at another. Consider establishing formal linkages to improve communication, prevent duplication, and create opportunities for integration. Improved communications could also provide opportunity for convenings around topics that cross city department boundaries, such as childcare and early learning.

• Focus on data collection and sharing. The city’s unique vantage point in the human services ecosystem provides an incredible opportunity to collect data from across the sector. Prioritizing this could demonstrate valuable leadership for CBOs by helping them build from good data.

• Lead with equity. A city with such vastly uneven outcomes requires budget priorities that are equitable in response to existing need. The robust system of care we envision can only be achieved with equity underpinning every step. The Chicago Food Equity Council can be an important partner for this effort in advancing food justice.

• End poverty-wage jobs in human services. Commit to paying a living wage and investing in the wellbeing of all city workers and all workers providing city-contracted services.
Goal #3: Optimize the city’s role as funder by ensuring no money is left on the table.

Even with the “claw back” of federal funds, there are grant opportunities from federal and state government that only the city is eligible for. Unfortunately, our city has often missed out completely on applying, and even when we do apply, our lack of coordination with other levels of government or private sector partners has produced weak applications.

Further, even once a grant is received, it often takes entirely too long to get the resources out into community, especially for delegate or partner agencies. Burdensome restrictions to receive these funds have caused crippling slowdowns.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Examine processes with an eye towards ensuring accountability and maximized use of public funds as determined by the administration’s goals. Consider how this might also work across city departments.

- Consider a nonprofit partner to dispense funds. Many other cities use separate 501c3s, such as The Fund for Public Health in New York City, to dispense funds more easily to partners.

- Listen to community and delegate agencies. To ensure any efforts made are moving in the right direction, the voice of grant recipients should be considered. Organizations who offer grants of their own may especially have useful insights.
Goal #4: Develop, enhance, and invest in integrated approaches to addressing the whole person.

People living in poverty rarely have just one need. This can frequently mean interacting with multiple city departments to address different challenges in their lives and the lives of their family members. When every department requires separate burdensome paperwork and processes to receive services, it can amount to an incredible amount of work to get help meeting basic needs, adding more stress to an already stressful circumstance.

Leadership in the sector should mean understanding this reality and using it to reshape both any provision of services and the funding of delegate agencies. A robust system of public care should always have the myriad dimensions of people and families at the forefront.

Near Term Recommendations:

- Delineate what will be addressed through direct service and what will be executed through partnerships to ensure optimal functioning of a robust system of public care. More about this consideration is addressed in the “Bridges to Build” section.

- Consider a community info exchange. While the city need not share private data across departments when not appropriate, sponsorship of a community info exchange could help mitigate the challenges of duplicating paperwork at different departments, making it easier for residents to seek and receive care. This could be built off the current 211 system created in partnership with the County and United Way.

- Consider ways to align care and delivery of services across city departments and levels of government. The challenges of whole households require holistic solutions. Explore existing models of integration and consider how they could be bolstered, supported, and expanded. Consider partnership within other city departments, like Chicago Housing Authority, the library, and others, to optimize this work.

Goal #5: Declare a human services state of emergency.

When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, we witnessed unprecedented cooperation among the sector. Everyone rose to the challenge of keeping our residents safe. The waning of the pandemic does not have to mean the end of this cooperation. Since COVID-19 exacerbated the challenges of our most vulnerable neighbors, we are currently in the midst of a crisis of people unable to meet their basic needs. In fact, the new wave of migrants have strained already fragile systems. Declaring this reality from the Mayor’s office would draw vital attention and could pave the way for a new day in addressing these massive challenges. We need to learn from the pandemic response and apply the lessons to this current crisis.
We acknowledge and support the Mayor’s previous declarations and commitments around the crisis of domestic violence, and do not wish to minimize or negate that important step. We only ask that crises like food insecurity, homelessness, and other forms of extreme poverty be approached with the same gravity.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Make a public declaration of this crisis from the Mayor’s office. No previous administration has been willing to bring this issue to the forefront. We implore Mayor Johnson to break this tradition.

- Stand up coordinated response systems. Like the COVID-19 war room, our human services crisis will require structures and systems to ensure communication and coordination. Focusing on our vision of a robust system of public care can help to orient these efforts in the right direction.

Ensure this work is done equitably. As previously stated, our Chicago neighborhoods face vastly different challenges, but the areas with the most concentrated poverty and unmet basic needs deserve greater attention and investment.
Goal #6: Build a Public Health Infrastructure that promotes and protects the health and well-being of Chicagoans and the communities in which they live.

RECOMMENDATION:

- Create a Chicago/Cook County Study Commission to examine the possibilities of building and maintaining a strong organizational infrastructure for public medical services and public health.
  - There are many areas where closer cooperation between the City of Chicago, the County of Cook may improve the health of the region. In order to fully consider a whole range of possibilities an Independent Commission should be established with in the first year of the administration and be given the staff and at least a two-year time period to prepare a report that considers a wide range of options for closer cooperation and possible transformation of governmental structures dedicated to the health of the people. This Commission should make recommendations about where clinical services should be organized and what is best carried out by governmental public health agencies. (e.g. Primary Care, Behavioral health, STI services, lab, vaccines etc.)

Goal #7: Improve Surveillance & Data Infrastructure

RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Decolonize Data. The city should be specific in capturing data, and not lump large, diverse groups of people into generic categories like Asian, Hispanic, Indigenous, etc, which hides and creates misleading information about oppressed peoples. Data broken down across population groups (race, ethnicity (including sub-groups) gender, disability and geographic levels will give us a more complete picture of health and well-being. Expand beyond the “traditional” health data to include business, tax, law enforcement and other administrative data.

- Invest in & expand Chicago Health Atlas: Merge this data with Cook County data and create opportunities for community members to understand and access this information. It must be easy to disaggregate data. Provide training for community residents, organizations, and schools to use an expanded Health Atlas.

- Sponsor a local conference with local health departments, NIPHC and academic institutions to explore how we can create a regional equity-centered public health data system.

- Work with other local health departments and academic institutions to address the serious delays and issues with the Illinois Department of Public Health data infrastructure.

- Building on Healthy Chicago Equity Zones invest in a community-based participatory infrastructure across the city with communities leading research efforts to frame their own questions, produce their own data, and most importantly construct solutions.
Goal #8: Ensure prevention as a core activity:

- CDPH should be a regional leader in championing preventive health measures. It should educate, coordinate and advocate for gender specific and culturally respectful clinical preventive measures. It should lead on population specific activities. (Violence prevention; Food borne illness prevention; avoidable deaths from oppression (e.g. worker hazards, unhoused, hungry, low wealth people.)

- Leverage other city departments and institutions (e.g. Libraries, Parks, CBOs) to anchor population focused prevention resources and activities.

- Document the impact of investments (or disinvestments) in schools, parks, community services on the health of Chicagoans. (i.e. Health Impact Assessments; Anti-racist assessments)

Goal #9: Advance Environmental Health

RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Accelerate the schedule for Replacing lead pipes
  
  i. There is no “safe” level of lead exposure. Lead exposure from paint, dust, soil remain the most common sources of lead for lead burdened children. However, lead from contaminated drinking water can account for a significant amount of lead for individual children, and are a major source of lead on a population basis. Most Chicago homes (about 80%) are still supplied with drinking water through lead pipes. This makes Chicago one of the worst cities in the nation for lead levels in drinking water.

  ii. This will require a major (in the Billions) investment in our city’s infrastructure. It is useful to remember that one of the earliest and most important public health investment in Chicago’s physical infrastructure occurred 1892 – 1900 when the reversal of the Chicago River was completed to prevent repeated Cholera, Typhoid fever and other infectious disease outbreaks.

  iii. Lead pipe replacement plans should prioritize facilities that provide services to children such as home providers, centers, schools, parks, etc. since children are the population with the highest risk to suffer from the effects of lead poisoning.

- Strengthen Environmental Justice activities:
  
  i. Recognizing the long history that Chicagoans have played for environmental justice, (from Jane Addams to Hazel Johnson) strengthen the public health workforce in this area.

  ii. Increase Environmental Justice staff within CDPH.

Goal #10: Recognize the Health Workforce is the most important component of the Public Health Infrastructure

Public health is everything and all city agencies need to intentionally address how their mission and day to day activities impact the health of our people. The Chicago region is rich with educational institutions of all types dedicated to producing well trained health workers. The city needs to promote programs which make these opportunities available to all regardless of class, race, immigration status etc. The City’s agencies should be an important classroom for training new health workers and investment need to be made in present city worker’s allowing them to keep up to date and expand their skills necessary for a healthy region.
The 266 Corporate/City funded CDPH FTEs in 2023 represent a 60% decrease in corporate funded positions compared to 2000. The 85 CDBG-funded CDPH FTEs in 2023 represent a 56% decrease in CDBG-funded positions compared to 2000. The 754 Grant-funded CDPH FTEs in 2023 includes 400 positions that are short-term positions linked to COVID funding. Even if the COVID funded positions are included, the 754 Grant funded positions represent a 26% decrease in grant funded positions compared to 2002.

**HEALTHY**
- Normal mood fluctuations
- Performing well
- In control mentally
- Physically and socially active
- Not using substances to cope
- No or limited to gambling

**RESPONDING/REACTING**
- Irritable/Impatient
- Nervous
- Sadness/Overwhelmed
- Forgetfulness
- Trouble sleeping
- Intrusive thoughts
- Low energy
- Muscle tensions/headaches
- Decreased activity/Socializing
- Muscle tension/headaches
- Regular/but controlled substance use/gambling

**INJURED/STRUGGLING**
- Negative attitude
- Anxiety
- Poor performance
- Poor concentration
- Restless disturbed sleep
- Recurrent images/nightmares
- Increased aches/pains
- Increased fatigue
- Avoidance
- Withdrawal
- Increased substance use/gambling is hard to control

**CRISIS**
- Angry outbursts/aggression
- Excessive anxiety/panic attacks
- Suicide ideation
- Can’t perform duties, control behavior, or concentrate
- Can’t fall asleep or stay asleep
- Sleeping to much or too little
- Constant fatigue
- Not going out
- Substance/gambling addiction
- Other addictions

**RECOMMENDATIONS:**
- Propose a hiring plan to increase the number of CDPH staff on the corporate budget.
- Increase the cadre of Public Health Nurses in order to expand home visits to newborns, expand support of school nurses, have a nursing presence in all aspects of the CDPH’s work.
- Increase and expand the number and role of Community Health Workers. Support the establishment of appropriate training and “stackable” credentials which afford CHW the respect, flexibility, and autonomy they deserve.

**MOVING THE POPULATION TOWARDS FLOURISHING**
- Increase investment in Health educators of all types (especially CHWs) and expand community health education that is culturally respectful and linguistically specific.
Goal #11: Acknowledge Violence as a Public Health Issue: A measure of well-being

Violence cannot be prevented or controlled without considering the entire range of violence against people in Chicago. This includes the daily systems of violence rooted in protecting dominant white, heteronormative, ableist and patriarchal power structures. Until failing to teach our children how to read, endangering workers on the job, failing to provide basic human rights (e.g. food, clothing, and shelter) failing to address structural racism are seen as the acts of violence they are; we will not make significant progress on decreasing individual level violence. Mobilization of all aspects of government and civic communities will be necessary to address violence in our community. The level of violence is an important and critical measure of health and well-being.

Goal #12: Overhaul the mental health system

Mental Health on a Spectrum

Mental health occurs on a spectrum. Depending on the individual and social environmental conditions self-care, support from family & friends, community support, and sometimes medical support might be needed. The stigma of behavioral health needs and seeking help has been addressed. In the United States behavioral health (and oral health) is often treated as a luxury and available only to the wealthy. Chicago envisions a time where behavioral and oral health have parity with physical health care.

In addition to re-investing in behavioral health services for those in crisis or unable to access treatment; we must invest in community services that help move the entire population curve to a healthier state. This means schools, faith institutions, parks and recreation services that help more people flourish and protect them from negative symptoms.

Inequities in mental health service access stem from decades of disinvestment in Chicago’s public mental health infrastructure. In the 1990s, Chicago had 19 city-run public mental health centers alongside an alcohol treatment center during a period in which CDPH was the largest provider of outpatient mental health services in the city. Between 2009 and 2012, Illinois slashed $113.7 million from its budget for mental health services, causing at least two state-operated inpatient facilities and six Chicago clinics to close. Today CDPH has only five mental health clinics remaining and provides an extremely limited range of services to a small number of the city’s residents. Research has been able to measure the impact of the closures of CDPH mental health centers, showing that emergency mental health transports increased immediately following the closures in blocks surrounding the shuttered clinics. Alongside this defunding of public mental health services, Chicago’s Cook County Jail has become the biggest mental health care provider in the state and one of the largest in the country. It is estimated that large portion (30-50%) of the 6,000 people incarcerated in the jail on a typical day suffer from some form of mental illness. Many of these individuals have repeatedly cycled through the jail and the state prison system as an indirect consequence of the state’s decision to reduce funding for hospitals and community case workers.

Public systems have a unique and inherent accountability that is not guaranteed in the private sector. Although the private sector has stepped in, with the assistance of public funding, to try to fill the gaps in mental health care left by the closing of CDPH mental health centers, the scope of the problem is massive and there is still significant unmet need. In some cases, this has amounted to persistent lengthy waitlists and eligibility requirements limiting access to care for residents. Although the Trauma-Informed Centers of Care model from the previous administration sought to address this need, the funding from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) used to support it will soon expire, and no plans were left to enable continuation after 2026. Further,
when community does not have meaningful opportunity to voice what is or is not working for them, systems run the risk of adopting colonizer mindsets—the belief that those with privilege and power know what is best for those who lack it.

The legacy of the closure of the CDPH centers is evident a decade later, with data indicating that wards with high rates of behavioral health-related 911 calls tend to be concentrated in areas of the city where public mental health centers were closed. This is particularly evident on Chicago’s South Side, where disinvestment led to a swath of public mental health center closures. This underlines the fact that defunding public mental health care undermines community safety and leads to the criminalization of mental illness, trauma, and poverty.

**RECOMMENDATIONS:**

**CDPH should expand and improve direct service provision by personal focused behavioral health care.**

Reopening and fully staffing all 14 mental health centers in phases. Additionally, identifying a number of these centers that will also house 24/7 Mental Health Crisis and Stabilization Centers to support both continuous community care and acute crisis response. These 24/7 Centers should be placed in the areas that have received the highest number of behavioral-health-related 911 calls over the last year. Setting up CDPH Mental Health Centers to provide substance use disorder treatment services with medication-assisted treatment and harm-reduction services. In addition to appropriate staffing by behavioral health professionals, community health workers should be hired to staff mental health centers, crisis response teams, and to engage individuals with high levels of unmet need via community-based services.

**Note:** While the full committee is supportive of expanding access to care, there are differing views on the best strategy to achieve this implement goal.

**CDPH should implement better accountability and coordination systems for mental health clinics receiving public funding to improve scope and quality of service.**

Organizations receiving City funding to provide mental health services should provide publicly accessible, transparent reports on number of people served, types of services provided, cost of services provided, staffing, what proportion of cost was covered by City subsidies, number of people turned away and reason for denial of care, and a community needs assessment and how their organization is responding to stated community needs and priorities.

**Mental health should be safe, accessible, affordable, and convenient for every resident of Chicago.**

We need to identify additional locations such as libraries as a way of providing preventative care, create and utilize telehealth/mobile centers, explore more field positions possible in collaboration with sister agencies (eg, Park District, CPS, CTA)

**CDPH should expand non-police crisis response and integrate it with sustained crisis-prevention services.**

**Work to improve coordination with agencies across the City, County, and State.**
Housing
**GOAL #1**  PROVIDE UNHOUSED WITH SERVICES OF THEIR CHOICE AND SAFE, QUALITY AFFORDABLE HOUSING

- Safe, affordable city
- Welcoming city
- Services targeted to unhoused
- Urgency & priority for unhoused
- Close disparities for BIPOC communities

**GOAL #2**  DEVELOP, ENABLE, AND SUPPORT HOMES THAT ARE QUALITY, AFFORDABLE, SAFE, AND HEALTHY

- Thriving & equitable city
- Less segregation
- Close proximity to amenities
- Greater stability to families and renters

**GOAL #3**  PRESERVE AFFORDABLE & VIBRANT COMMUNITIES

- Stability for people of color, disabled folks, and low-income residents
- Affordable housing
- Free and accessible amenities
- Flourishing neighborhoods
**Goal #4**  
**Tenant Rights**
- Protection from displacement and unsafe housing
- Ability to build lives and thrive in housing of choice

**Goal #5**  
**Improve Municipal Housing**
- Housing is a human right!
- Access to wealthbuilding through homeownership
- Transparency at CHA
- Social housing open to all who want/need it
- No stigma around government funded housing
- CHA voucher holders respected by landlords

**Goal #6**  
**Increase Opportunities for Homeownership and Wealth-Building**
Housing

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Historical policies around housing and neighborhoods have most harmed current and past Black, Latine, immigrant, low-income, and middle-income residents. Communities that were redlined have also faced a deep and long-term harm to residents’ – particularly Black residents’ – overall ability to build wealth, achieve economic success, and live healthy lives. Residents with a disability have been significantly burdened by lack of housing that is accessible to them, lack of quality options in affordable developments, and lack of location of appropriate housing and near transportation and employment. Families forced to double-up with others have also been excluded from people who are considered homeless and are therefore ineligible for most housing programs for unhoused residents or not counted as part of the impacted population. Equal access to rental assistance and rental subsidy programs for all, no matter their immigration status, has not been properly addressed by the City of Chicago. Residents returning from prisons/jails or with criminal records face significant barriers to finding stable housing and employment, and have been significantly harmed and limited in achieving the basic supports to live successful lives. Geographically, the South and West side residents of the city have been most impacted, facing underinvestment, gentrification and wholesale demolition of longstanding communities.

Although attempts have been made to undo systemic racism in housing and homelessness services by the past administration like the Department of Housing’s Racial Impact Assessment on the Qualified Allocation Plan; historically, these communities have not been meaningfully engaged or heard in the planning processes and decisions affecting them. City officials have not always sought community-designed solutions, instead only asking for responses to top-down decisions. The City should require Departments and Sister Agencies provide linguistically and culturally accessible information to residents, including for people with disabilities, rather than requiring language access for a few departments. A renewed approach would make a strong effort to provide easy to access opportunities for engagement that meet residents in their communities and tie outcomes to community-defined priorities.

NUMBERS & NARRATIVES

Unfortunately, though some progress has been made, housing is not yet fully treated as a human right in today’s Chicago. Over the past twenty years, Chicago’s Black population has declined by more than 260,000 due to years of disinvestment combined with rising housing costs, neighborhood challenges, and missing employment opportunities. Chicago’s Latine population grew by 5%, increasing from 779,000 in 2010 to 820,000 in 2020, according to census data, but affordable housing options are not keeping up with the demand.

Moreover, Black households are disproportionately represented in those who are experiencing homelessness; more than 70% of unsheltered Chicagoans sleeping rough are Black, and roughly one in four Black students experience homelessness while at CPS. Housing targeted to extremely low-income households is scarce. There are 25,000 people waiting for a Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) Housing Choice Voucher - on a list that has not been open since 2014 - and 180,000 people waiting for site-based public housing.
At the same time, in many community areas - predominantly on the South and West sides - nearly half of renters are severely cost burdened - meaning they spend more than 50% of their income on rent. These are the very same neighborhoods subject to decades of disinvestment that has resulted in significant population loss, as shown in the maps on the previous page.

The Department of Housing (DOH) has made efforts to address affordable housing disparities such as passing the City’s first-ever Equitable Transit-Oriented Development policy designed to drive investment near transit in disinvested communities and prevent displacement in neighborhoods, but more needs to be done and a focus on homeownership and wealth building cannot be overlooked. Additionally, it is imperative that DOH work together with the Department of Family of Support Services, Department of Public Health, and the Chicago Housing Authority to address the needs of residents in the lowest Area Median Income (AMI) levels and that find themselves unhoused.

In too many parts of the city, new development is reducing the number of affordable housing units while pushing prices up - as shown on the image above, 2-4 flats are disappearing across the city. In some neighborhoods, they are being converted to large single-family homes for affluent owners, eliminating a large stock of naturally occurring affordable housing and closing a path towards asset-building used by working-class and immigrant families over the past century. In other neighborhoods, they are being lost to demolition, the foreseeable result of long-term systemic racism and disinvestment in Black and Brown neighborhoods.

As Chicago seeks to build itself into an equitable city where each resident can thrive, we must keep present inequities in mind to ensure that we don’t leave them for the next generation to fix.

**VISION**

If implemented, this set of priorities following this statement puts Chicago on a path towards being a thriving and equitable city where housing is a human right. In this Chicago, individuals of all income levels can choose to live in the neighborhood of their choice in close proximity to transit and the amenities they prioritize, without being unduly burdened by high rents or threatened by unsafe conditions. Such a city would be less segregated, would close disparities in health and well-being for residents of color, would provide greater stability both to families that own and those that rent, and would give communities real power through accessible and meaningful forms of public engagement to shape their own development.

In this city, revitalized South and West sides have been built based on the goals and designs of the communities there today. All residents would have access to homeownership and a range of initiatives would expand access to quality, affordable housing for those with disabilities. This is a city that protects tenants from displacement and unsafe housing conditions across all 77 community areas so that tenants can build lives and thrive in housing of their choice. This Chicago would reorient decades of policy and move with urgency to provide affordable, accessible, permanent, and safe housing and supportive services to its unhoused residents. All City and Sister Agencies will have strong and open partnerships with the communities it serves, there will be no stigma around public housing, and voucher-holders will have safety and stability. This Chicago would overcome the devastation of the racial and ethnic wealth gap created by redlining and other structural racist policies and offer abundance for people of color, those with disabilities, aging adults, and low-income residents.
GOALS

Goal #1: Provide all those who are unhoused with services of their choice and safe, quality, accessible, affordable housing

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

In Chicago, throughout the course of a year, more than 65,000 people experience homelessness. This number includes people living on the streets, in shelters, and staying temporarily with others or doubled-up. Chicago can and must do better. If we reach our goal of providing those who are unhoused with permanent housing with services, we will see:

- Safe, quality, affordable, accessible, housing with services targeted to those who are unhoused is distributed equitably throughout the city taking into account historic disinvestment and neighborhood needs. Paths to access housing and quality of housing are the same in every community.

- Chicago is a welcoming city that provides safe, accessible, and stable shelter, housing, and services to all who are here.

- Recognizing that homelessness has been a significant, unaddressed crisis in the city for decades, Chicago moves with the same urgency and priority for resources to address homelessness among long-term residents as it has to address crises such as COVID-19 and homelessness for new arrivals.

Mayor Johnson has set an ambitious agenda when it comes to addressing homelessness which includes creating local, dedicated funding for housing. Many of the solutions outlined in the policy section on homelessness involve the need for additional resources, so it is recommended that in the near-term the focus is on creating new funding resources. This committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals. Recommendations that were top priorities are in bold and have more detailed implementation steps; they are as follows:

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Support policies that are in line with the Bring Chicago Home campaign to create a dedicated revenue stream through increasing the real estate transfer tax on properties valued over $1 million to create permanent housing and services for those who are unhoused.
  
  - Work through steps in state law necessary to revise transfer tax
  - Work to line up aldermanic support for proposal
  - Increase public engagement and education to underscore how housing and homelessness impacts other challenges the city faces like public safety, education, health, and more

- Allow shelters by right and to ensure that aldermanic and community input are not barriers to building new low-income and affordable housing
  
  - Understand current zoning process and where things get blocked
• Research models from other cities and aldermanic processes for gaining community input
• Draft revisions to zoning code and community input processes

• Create a position in the mayor’s office to focus on homelessness including enacting a shared set of principles and goals, including Housing First, for all city departments and sister agencies, inter-governmental and inter-agency housing coordination, and collaboration with community providers and stakeholders.

• Use community outreach to launch a citywide assessment of public buildings and empty schools to discuss repurpose

• Provide funding to increase salaries for services staff in supportive housing programs in order to allow housing providers to hire and maintain staff. Increasing staff capacity would allow supportive housing programs to fill 1,000 current vacancies.

• Stop barring people from exiting the Blue Line CTA station at O’Hare overnight which prevents them from connecting to the 24/7 Haymarket drop-in center to get connected to housing and other services.

• No one who is experiencing street homelessness should be asked to leave a location unless permanent housing is offered

• Expand shelter beds and flexible emergency response during extreme weather including more low-barrier and non-congregate shelter and create a transparent database on availability of shelter beds. Provide funding to make shelters accessible.

• Require transparency in program utilization data for the Chicago Low Income Housing Trust Fund’s Rental Subsidy Program that looks at race and nationality of tenants and landlords. Address barriers impacting equitable access and participation for Latine people, and other communities of color.

• Preserve the city’s Single Room Occupancy buildings: Establish SRO census in year 1
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Provide long-term rental assistance to those at-risk of homelessness before they become homeless
  
  • Conduct research on which at-risk populations are most likely to become homeless
  
  • Pilot new model of homelessness prevention targeted at those most likely to become homeless that can provide a long-term subsidy to keep people in their homes

• Direct DFSS to work directly with CPS to match the most vulnerable students with housing

• Create pathways to GED achievement or high school graduation for the unhoused through partnerships with the City Colleges and CPS

• Address the barriers to housing for returning residents including passing a city level ordinance that supports and enhances the county-level Just Housing ordinance

• Improve coordination and communication to create a more responsive 311 and shelter transportation system that is accessible to people with disabilities.

• Increase opportunities to develop workforce skills including trades, volunteer opportunities, and skills building opportunities

• Learning from the lessons of the pandemic, create cross-sector partnerships to fund affordable housing with integrated health services

GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

• Create dedicated funding stream to address homelessness through permanent housing with services

• Make shelters permitted uses in some zoning categories in Chicago and community discussions on housing development ensure that the rights of those most marginalized are accommodated, all segments of the community are considered as equal stakeholders and their needs and concerns are articulated, and mediation is provided to build consensus and ensure that compromises do not prevent any group from accessing housing.

• Establish rental assistance program that provides rent assistance to those at-risk of homelessness before they become homeless

• Shelter and housing programs for long-term Chicagoans, including those with disabilities, new arrivals, and other asylum seekers are integrated into one accessible system with new resources identified serving everyone

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

NEAR TERM:

• Doubled-up households are included on waiting lists for housing and eligible for new housing programs

• New city-funded housing programs do not require a social security number

• Unused city buildings have been identified to be used for housing
- Ballot measure passes giving permission to raise tax
- New policy proposal to revise shelter and housing zoning practices drafted and enacted

**LONG TERM:**
- New dedicated ongoing funding resource is available for permanent housing with services
- Oversight Committee developed and staffing infrastructure put in place to administer implementation of funding stream
- Available rental subsidies for those experiencing homelessness have doubled
- Coordinated entry list has seen a 10% decrease in numbers
- Numbers of those experiencing homelessness while doubled-up have decreased by 5%
- No affordable housing projects rejected due to processes that exclude the most marginalized
- Through expansion of resources, no SRO housing stock lost from city baseline established
- Pilot to provide rental assistance shows results in preventing homelessness and has been expanded to serve more households and made permanent
- Shelter system meets the needs all people experiencing homelessness and is fully accessible

**STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:**
- Experts on homelessness, experts on fair housing, impacted individuals (people with lived experience of homelessness including youth, low-income renters, those with disabilities, returning residents, youth exiting foster care), housing providers, developers and lenders, government agencies, service providers, identity focused organizations, community organizations, workforce and labor organizations, and funders.

**Goal #2: Develop, enable, and support homes that are quality, affordable, safe, and healthy across Chicago**

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**
- Dedicate more funding towards constructing affordable housing.
- Target more funding towards subsidies to create housing at income levels of 30% AMI or lower.
- Allow IHDA to allocate City resources, like Tax Exempt Bonds, if DOH is not able to utilize the resource in a timely manner.
• Waive fees, fast-track approvals for new affordable housing buildings, and improve interagency coordination between DOH, DPD, CDOT, DOB, IDHA, the CHA, and other agencies.

• Instruct the Buildings Department to review regulatory changes that may make it more affordable to build high-quality and safe multi-story housing (example: allow single-stair mid-rises with appropriate safety features)

• Transfer vacant properties facing tax foreclosure to non-profit and community developers for use as affordable housing

• Begin forming partnerships with CLTs, non-profit and mission-driven developers, and small landlords in communities of color.

• Better prioritize existing programs that allow new and/or smaller developers to partner with more established developers.

• Allow ADU’s by-right citywide and complete an assessment of the financing and permitting processes and barriers to enable ordinary homeowners to create ADU’s

• Ensure Accessibility Requirements are being met, such as allocating a certain number of units to be up to code and increasing multifamily housing.

• Develop more consistent mechanisms and tools for community involvement which enable communities to take an active role in planning for communities, neighborhoods, and the city as a whole rather than on a project-by-project basis, prioritizing communities of color.

• In particular, develop tools for aldermanic offices to create robust but time-sensitive community input processes to enable intentional conversations and help residents understand the tradeoffs posed by different stances towards development.
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Develop additional financing tools for affordable housing.

• Specifically, look to develop financing tools that don’t require federal and state tax credits, which are administratively complicated and difficult for new developers to use.

• Expand opportunities for housing development along transit lines. Specific changes only to be determined after process of gathering feedback from city residents in every community, but potentially including:
  • Not requiring zoning changes near transit for the creation of three-flats near transit. Legalizing three-flats by right near transit.
  • Lowering or eliminating parking requirements near transit.
  • Enhancing existing density bonuses near transit and/or applying them to more zoning designations.
  • Enhancing existing density bonuses near transit specifically for affordable housing.
  • Continue to update accessibility standards for new construction and rehabilitation, including building on existing accessibility bonuses included in the Connected Communities Ordinance.
  • Enable further density or height bonuses for accessible buildings.
  • Convene stakeholders to review balance needed to create more affordable housing via ARO
  • Accelerating and building capacity to ensure that all new buildings are accessible, including homes

GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

• Rather than relying on inconsistent funding sources like in lieu-of fees for Chicago’s Affordable Housing Opportunity Fund, create consistent, dedicated, local funding for affordable housing solutions.

• Increase current production of deed-restricted affordable units by 20-25% on an annual basis with an emphasis on strategies to create housing at 30% or below of AMI

• Increase current production of CHA units by 35% over four years

• Reduce the time it takes a close on affordable housing utilizing City and CHA resources

• Increase the total amount of affordable housing funding beyond inflation rate (all sources - LIHTC, CDBG, etc.)

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

• Reduction in the time between financial allocations to projects and the spending of the same resources. Currently the average timeline is 2-3 years from commitment to closing.

• Number affordable units built, both city-wide and neighborhood-level, distinctly measuring “typical” units at 60% AMI and units targeted at 30% AMI.
• Change in distribution of investment across the city on a community area basis (DOB data).

• Number of units built by Black and Brown developers.

• Percent change in rent or cost of owning, in comparison with other US cities.

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

• Elected officials, policy making and organizing coalitions, local community groups focused on housing justice, labor, grassroots organizing groups.

• Community-engaged and equitable researchers

• Development community - particularly re: intergovernmental coordination and permitting.

BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD

Committee members agreed that the ARO does not serve all of the purposes that the city has given it. Many of the units built under the ARO are small studios or one-bedroom units rather than family-sized units, and many of them are not genuinely affordable to Chicagoans - 60% of regional AMI is higher than the median income in more than thirty of Chicago’s community areas. Though there was no consensus regarding if or how the ARO should be modified, most agreed that there is a need for more deeply affordable and family-sized apartments that require additional city, state, and federal funding and/or policy changes.

Goal #3: Preserve affordable and vibrant communities

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Preserve and add to the city’s existing stock of affordable 2-4 flats

  • Expand budget allocation for existing programs

  • Raise and expand deconversion fees to more areas of the city. Build city infrastructure for Community Land Trusts, and ensure that the funds can be easily accessed directly by them.
• Implement a sliding scale of deconversion fees and exemptions as in the Affordable Housing Preservation Act

• Consider expanding strategies like the Pilsen Deconversion Ordinance to other areas of the City to create a minimum density and prevent deconversions

• Implement ETOD to ensure that existing 2-4 flats are preserved as affordable

• Create a funding stream that will provide grants and zero-interest loans to tenant associations seeking to exercise their right of first refusal

• Allocate funds to increase accessibility of existing 2-4 flat buildings

• Substantially increase resources for home modifications, so people can stay in their own homes and get needed access improvements

• Discourage vacancy and real estate speculation in low-income communities
  
  • Focus year 1 on communities where 50%+ of the housing stock is vacant
  
  • Evaluate state, Public Building Commission, community organization, and community developers’ options for vacancy seizures to repurpose properties for affordability
  
  • Implement assistance for homeowners to discourage further vacancies

• Implement ETOD recommendations to preserve and add affordability in transit-rich locations

• Explore using TIF surplus to fund community land trusts

• Reform property taxes to encourage affordability and keep existing renters and homeowners in their communities
  
  • Evaluate options for homeowners as well as renters in buildings with <6 units or market-driven affordability
  
  • Engage with the Cook County Assessor’s Office and the ILGA on solutions such as the Data Modernization Act to improve the efficiency and fairness of the assessment process

**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

• Assist homeowners facing financial difficulties with mortgages, maintenance and taxes

• Make programs navigable and seamless for residents

• Audit homeowner assistance programs to identify barriers

• Identify and implement options to help homeowners with tax liens, utility debt, and other city fines and liens to clear title on their homes and retain affordability

• Discourage vacancy and real estate speculation in low-income communities

• Target funding to rehabs in hyper vacant communities to prevent further demolition

• Create mechanisms for renters to have a pathway to homeownership

• Fund a Tenant Opportunity to Purchase (TOPA) program.

• Support creation of the South Shore CBA Housing Ordinance.
GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

- Ensure stability of communities of color, including additional tracking for those with disabilities.
  
  - Number of homeowners and renters and duration of homeownership/rentership for communities of color, for those with disabilities, by neighborhood

- % Change in rent or cost of owning (mortgage + taxes), by neighborhood
- % Change in rent or cost of owning (mortgage + taxes), for transit-rich areas
- Foreclosure rates (precursors to vacancies), by neighborhood

- Ensure significant, non-displacing investment and resourcing into Black, Latine, and immigrant communities
  
  - Location and value of loans from banks (lending rates), by neighborhood
  - Population changes by race and ethnicity, by neighborhood
  - Value of public investments, by neighborhood
  - Conversion rate for vacant units to occupied units, by neighborhood

- Reorient ChiBlockBuilder to meet local community needs
  
  - Conversion rate for vacant lots to occupied units, by neighborhood

- Expand access to housing for residents with disabilities
  
  - # of housing vouchers for disabled residents, by neighborhood
  - # of units preserved or created for disabled residents, by neighborhood
STAKEHOLDERS TO BE ENGAGED:

- Elected officials, policymaking and organizing coalitions, local community groups focused on housing justice, grassroots organizing groups, disability advocates
- Community-engaged equitable researchers and Implementers Banking institutions and credit unions, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, CDFIs

BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:

The group was not able to discuss the strategy of preserving affordability via projects offering new housing opportunities in areas that have historically experienced disinvestment, such as the 18th & Peoria project. While not strictly preservation, this strategy was brought up in submitted memos and creating affordability in new developments is an essential component of preventing gentrification.

Goal #4: Protect Tenants’ Rights

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Pass policies like the Just Cause Eviction ordinance and enforce city and state bans on source of income discrimination
- Support rent stabilization legislation at the state level
- Fund fair housing testers to root out discriminatory practices around tenant source of income and criminal history
- Replicate learnings from the Housing Stability Community Response Team (HSCRT), an effort to bridge city and community efforts to address the threat of eviction in communities hit hardest by the pandemic.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Provide property tax abatement and other relief efforts to increase stability for renters and family-owned buildings and properties
- Fully fund and codify the City’s Right to Counsel pilot program
- Analyze the Right of First Refusal pilot program outcomes in Woodlawn for potential improvement and expansion across the city
- Complete a Racial Equity Impact Assessment on the Residential Landlord and Tenant Ordinance
- Publish an online landlord/rental registry
- Require building inspections every five years
GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF EFFORTS:
• Meet with tenants and homeowners of small units in most impacted areas (with highest rise in taxes, highest rates of displacement, high percentage of long-term owners, etc.)
• Comprehensive city-wide study of rental market availability and metrics across the city potentially partnering with Cook County to identify systemic issues.

RENT STABILIZATION:
• Devote resources from the Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA) in Springfield
• Identify the goal of the rent stabilization and the metrics/data collected
• Identify key sponsors in State House and Senate

FULLY FUND THE CITY’S RIGHT TO COUNSEL:
• Seek funding in next budget even if partial funding is most feasible
• Analyze the outcome of the pilot and funding model

PUBLISH AN ONLINE LANDLORD REGISTRY:
• Conduct cost analysis
ANALYZE THE RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL:

• Work with Department of Housing’s existing analysis

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF EFFORTS:

• Determine how many people apply, how many are approved and receive tax relief, and if the program is meeting its goal demographic.

RENT STABILIZATION:

• Analyze the effects on the supply of housing (increase or decrease?)
• Analyze the effects on rental rates (does it actually stabilize, reduce, increase?)
• Track displacement (did it help or hinder displacement?)
• Track length of stay in units

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

• Tenants and landlords
• Community-based organizations, including the City’s Delegate Agencies Advocacy groups
• Business sector stakeholders
• Multi-family mortgage lenders Other government agencies like the Cook County Treasurer’s Office.

Goal #5: Improve Municipal Housing

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Enact a freeze on transfer of CHA land for non-housing uses. (In certain cases, there may be room for other community needs like first floor retail, bookstores, etc)
• Start planning process of Chicago Social Housing Pilot Program
• Establish an independent quarterly land appraisal and audit report from CHA in order to know the value of the land we have and where and how money is being spent
• Rebuild the amount of municipal housing back to the 1999 Faircloth limits

• Complete a Racial Impact assessment and evaluation metrics for Invest South/West and other programs

• Request a quarterly report from CHA detailing the number of new people housed, the average unit turnover time, and the overall occupancy rate

• Withhold funding for CHA projects that don’t produce housing until CHA has plans to fulfill its current housing commitments

• Evaluate and audit current social work program within Chicago’s senior buildings

• Identify locations and apply for a Choice Neighborhood Initiative grant in YR 2024

• Use the 5 year housing plan as an opportunity to coordinate city and CHA commitment to addressing affordable needs and as an accountability tool. (DOH will start planning this summer)

• Establish a We Will citywide plan advisory/steering committee that includes residents, public officials and advocates to support oversight and accountability.

• Ensure CHA is in compliance with the state Public Housing Access law requiring public housing authorities not to review crimes older than 6 months and the Just Housing Ordinance

• Apply for Choice Neighborhood Initiative grant for existing MI communities or PBS8 buildings (identify sites/properties). Use Woodlawn Park as a precedent to leverage dollars for additional neighborhood investment.

**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

• Performing regular audits on housing programs, allocated funds for housing, particularly CHA funds, in order to track funds, understand where HOPE VI funding has gone and how it’s been leveraged.

• Perform an audit of the Plan for Transformation and Moving to Work Programs

• Ongoing independent appraisal on CHA land

• Create a transparent, searchable, and updatable waiting list as a practice at HUD

• Create city of Chicago HUD guidelines to address the way we would like to use HUD dollars

• Create a homeless preference at CHA

• Align development incentive use with outcomes related to racial equity, track these outcomes in a transparent and effective way, identify priority areas for incentive use based on racial equity needs, and then align public incentive use with these areas.

• Require a Housing Plan that includes community engagement for how CHA is going to complete the PFT.

• Consider more integrated comprehensive neighborhood development that aligns with Invest South/West, Equitable Transit Oriented Development, and the Transit Supportive Development Plan for the Red Line Extension.
• Establish/implement a Chicago Social Housing Pilot Program
• Hire social workers to work with residents of Chicago’s 170 senior buildings

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

• Consider applying for Choice Neighborhood Initiative grant for existing MI communities or PBS8 buildings (identify sites/properties). Use Woodlawn Park as a precedent to leverage dollars for additional neighborhood investment.
• Require a Future Housing Plan for how CHA is going to complete the Plan For Transformation.
• Concrete long term transparency for the city, developers and residents
• Expand Housing Choice Voucher Exception Rents to 200 percent of Fair Market Rent or allow them to be converted to cash in select community areas that are currently inaccessible to voucher holders as a means to promote equity
• Better and proactive inspections for health and safety standards are needed for all renters
• More substantial renter rights and protections against retaliation and displacement
• Greater instruction and resources to landlords to follow and abide by renter protections
• Democratic process for electing CHA board members with CHA voucher holders involved
• Increase usage and funding for programs like the CHA choose to own program

GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

• Taskforce to study social housing, particularly European models and what it could look like in Chicago
• Create universal metrics to measure the impact of affordable housing. E.G. We will know this initiative works if we house X number of residents at 30% AMI.
• Create an enforcement body and enforcement criteria for affordable buildings that do not create the impact they were supposed to have (see above)
• Racial Impact assessment of Invest South/West and other projects
• Audit CHA regularly to see where money is being spent
• Standard appraisal process for city, county and state
• City (OERJ) created an internal equity dashboard and is finalizing a dashboard for the Chicago Recovery Plan. In addition to tracking what legislatives processes were executed, the city can build on this model to better understand where investments are happening that are aligned with the goals of this plan. Metropolitan Planning Council’s Equitable Financial Incentive tool shows how development incentives have been spent. Further evaluations of development incentives should include LIHTC. Programs can be redesigned to focus on equity in the ward process and defining clear goals for use while aligning them with the desired outcomes for increasing housing affordability and building community ownership.
• Determine what actions related to housing can be done through Executive Order,
• Establish a special task force or by internal administrative change to determine next short/mid term actions on housing

**STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:**

• Black and Brown residents on the south and west sides
• CHA residents and local advisory committees (LAC and CAC)
• Residents and CBOs from communities most impacted
• Elected officials
• Advocacy organizations and practitioners
• Research intuitions that can help leverage the city’s capacity

**INTERSECTIONALITY:**

• Establish strong and proactive leadership in the Mayor’s Office to take advantage of federal resources that can help leverage development costs for housing and mixed-use projects.
• Retain and build on the interdepartmental collaboration modeled on the ETOD working group and sustain ETOD grants for capital and technical assistance to community-led projects.

• The City should require the creation of comprehensive land use plans and regular updates on a 10-year cycle. The City should systematize planning, using neighborhood plans to inform citywide plans.

• Commit the City of Chicago to replacing all its lead service lines in 10 years, to be accomplished in a way that is affordable for low-income residents.

**Goal #6: Increase Opportunities for Homeownership and Wealth-Building**

**Near Term Recommendations:**

• Support land trusts and cooperative housing models across the city, prioritizing communities of color and communities undergoing gentrification.

• Find ways for the private banking industry to invest more in Black and Brown communities by continuing to build out Lending Equity Ordinance to combat predatory lending practices.

• Expand outreach, counseling, and resources for prospective homeowners
  
  • *DOH prioritizes resources toward homeownership such as their Tiny Homes pilot program, City Lots for Working Families Program or 2-4 flats initiative*
  
  • *Issue single-family mortgage revenue bonds (would be highly valuable in this economy)*
  
  • *Offer incentives for homebuyers interested in communities of historical disinvestment*

• Expand the Accessory Dwelling Unit program to every ward in the city

• Mirror the pre-apprenticeship requirements that we have on the state level. Requiring all contractors performing work on the housing redevelopment for the City of Chicago be associated with a certified Department of Labor recognized training school. This will work as a bridge to assure more people of color enter into good paying construction jobs. This will also promote opportunities for local contractors

• Establish a fully-funded reparations commission to create economic policies that can support wealth building for descendants of enslaved Black Americans.

• Educate high school aged youth on the homebuying process, home maintenance, credit scores and more

**Near Term Recommendations:**

• To address displacement in South and West side communities, increase the existing incentives and create new ones necessary for developers to build quality housing for purchase by new working-class homebuyers
• Establish financial assistance opportunities for households that have been hardest hit by increasing property taxes to try to keep long-term residents in the neighborhoods where they grew up.

• Partner with banks and lenders to create specialized loan products for Chicagoans with steady incomes and encourage for Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) to not be a barrier for service

• City of Chicago partners with banks and guarantees low to no interest loans with reduced credit requirements to the low-income households, communities and descendants of those affected by redlining, predatory lending and contract buying (city will cover costs if loan is defaulted).

GOALS TO MEASURE PROGRESS:

• Revisiting on a quarterly basis the progress of homeownership in the Black and Brown communities.

• Increased development in underserved communities in the city.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

• Measure funding towards homeownership and asset-building on a neighborhood basis, ensuring that disinvested communities on both the South and West sides receive equitable funding towards repairing the harms of disinvestment.

• Reports on loans rendered in any period of time by race, community area and ITIN status

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

• Low-income homeowners, advocates, banks, nonprofit lenders, community development financial institutions, existing co-op owners
Human Rights, Equity & Inclusion
HUMAN RIGHTS, EQUITY & INCLUSION

**GOAL #1**
NEAR TERM (1 YEAR)

**STRENGTHEN MAYOR'S OFFICE FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES**
- Greater funding and public access to services
- Amplify, connect, coordinate, and accelerate the work related to disabilities
- Streamline accommodation and other requests
- Recommend establishing a Mayor’s office for mental health

**GOAL #2**
NEAR TERM (2 YEAR)

**PROTECT AND INVEST IN OUR LGBTQ COMMUNITY**
- Identify key funding streams
- Identify and create a key point person/small team on LGBTQ+ affairs
- Training on forms, data collection, culturally competent interactions

WE KEEP EACH OTHER SAFE
GOAL #3

INCREASE ACCESS & AFFORDABILITY OF HEALTH SERVICES AND HOUSING FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

Near Term - 1 Year

Engage change management process through an equity lens with all department commissioners.

Modernize and increase the accessibility of the City’s IT systems and Department of Human Resources + Procurement.

Build off the work that previous Chief Equity Officer began.

Hire intergovernmental coordinators/liaisons across city departments to coordinate with county and state departments to strategize resource management.
Human Rights Equity Inclusion Report

CONTEXT AND HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

In a diverse and often divided city, we must guarantee human rights for all residents, ensure equity in all facets of city life, and maximize the inclusion of all groups, especially those historically marginalized and left out, including Black, Brown, and Asian communities, our LGBTQ+ neighbors, youth, disabled Chicagoans, religious minorities, unhoused persons, incarcerated and formerly incarcerated individuals, poor and working-class residents, and immigrant and migrant communities. Every issue area has an opportunity to center equity because the problems related to inequity are intersectional and universal. As a subcommittee consisting of individuals who focus on a wide variety of equity-related work, we recognize that equity and inclusion must be examined from a structural lens considering all systems of oppression and exploitation. Moving an equitable agenda means addressing differential needs and opportunities; that discussion is broader than a single "transition report."

The major landmarks in this nation’s history have race at the center: the arrival of European settlers and dispossession and destruction of racialized indigenous minorities, the institution of slavery that propelled the U.S. economy to greatness for some and to the detriment of others, the U.S. Constitution which celebrated liberty and made its peace with the denial of Black humanity in the 3/5 clause, and decades of racially biased immigration policies that facilitated the exploitation of Black, Brown and Asian labor. Even though all forms of oppression and injustice are not the same, it is useful to note that at various phases in U.S. history, policies and government-sanctioned programs vilified and racialized Jewish, Muslim, and some European workers who immigrated here.

While Mayor Johnson did not have a special plank of his platform on racial justice, the theme ran throughout his platform and his speeches, vision, and values. It is almost impossible to have a holistic view any of the issues facing the city without applying a racial justice lens. If there is an issue of import, race likely runs through it. At the same time, there are few issues that are solely about race, and few issues that do not have a racial component. Those most historically impacted have been people with intersectional oppression and marginalization. This includes but is not limited to: people with disabilities who have ‘invisible’ and/or undiagnosed disabilities, and those who are also low-income, unemployed, people of color, unhoused, undocumented, and/or have limited education; non-English speaking communities, senior citizens, young people, formerly incarcerated people, LGBTQ+ people, with particular vulnerability experienced by trans people, people living with HIV, people who are also Black, Indigenous, or people of color, intersex, involved in sex work, have experienced violence or homelessness, are young, are older, are not safe to come out, and/or are low-income or unemployed. The list of possible intersecting identities is impossible to enumerate exhaustively.

Some things have been working to support equity in LGBTQ+ and disabled communities. For example, the LGBTQ+ community has historically been engaged through an advisory council, task forces, a community liaison, contracts with CDPH, and public policy initiatives. MOPD sponsored the Home Mod program to provide home modifications for low-to-moderate homes for people with disabilities. But there is much more work to be done, and our report details some places where Chicago can grow into a more inclusive city for its LGBTQ+ and disabled neighbors.

Our big vision, in terms of Human Rights, Equity and Inclusion (HREI), is for a Chicago where we can all live freely and have the resources, mobility, access, and affirmation to do so. It is paramount that the new mayor’s administration deepens the conversation on human rights, equity, and inclusion and allows ample time to explore the depth of transformation needed in Chicago related to gender equity and racial equity. The mayor must work to create a unifying definition of equity that differentiates it from equality so that Chicago is known not only as a welcoming city but also as an equitable city. We strongly encourage the Johnson Administration to create a dedicated committee process for writing and refining a definition of equity aligned with Mayor Johnson’s values and transformative vision. Several members of this subcommittee have offered to be of further service in future processes related to city-wide equity work.
NUMBERS AND NARRATIVES

We cannot have an honest conversation about justice in the United States, the City of Chicago, or the world without discussing race and racism. They correlate to life and health outcomes, zip codes, income, college access, career paths, vulnerability to street violence, police violence, and incarceration. Other subcommittee reports share significant numbers and narratives on this issue and we endorse the racial justice highlights in all the other ten subcommittee reports.

Additionally, over 520,000 Chicagoland residents, approximately 10.1 percent of the total population, reported having a disability. Many people with disabilities lack access to receiving a medical diagnosis, which hinders their ability to qualify for a range of programs. Furthermore, disability can be highly stigmatized or not spoken of, resulting in a failure to meet a person's basic needs.

People with disabilities use many public benefits programs that require varying proofs of disability and income limits and may have baked-in work disincentives. Regardless of race, age, income, or home ownership, households with a disability are less likely to be fully banked and more likely to use cash. Disabled people are more likely to be unemployed or underemployed. According to the Center for American Progress, “disabled adults experience poverty at more than twice the rate of nondisabled adults; nearly half of the adults ages 25 to 61 who have lived in poverty for at least one year have a disability, while point-in-time counts suggest that nearly 25 percent of the more than 580,000 people experiencing homelessness on any given night in the United States have a disability.”

Students with disabilities face a wide array of inequitable circumstances, are less likely to graduate from high school, are even less likely to graduate college, and are more likely to enter the school-to-prison pipeline. For decades, the disability movement has demanded equality before the law, resulting in major gains such as the Americans with Disabilities Act. However, as we know, equality does not benefit marginalized communities the way it does white, non-disabled people. Disability equity needs to be at the forefront of community change to improve the lives of disabled people of color specifically.

On June 17, 2021, the Chicago Department of Public Health declared racism a public health crisis. On June 6, the Human Rights Campaign, a national civil rights organization, declared a state of emergency for LGBTQ+ people for the first time in its 40-year history, citing the threats of violence and threats from horrific legislation meant to limit the rights of LGBTQ+ people and their very existence. These two declarations illustrate the stress and existential crisis undergirding the lives of LGBTQ+ people, especially for BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) and other historically marginalized groups that also hold the identities.

Older LGBTQ+ adults have fewer financial resources and are more likely to be low-income than heterosexual older adults. Nearly one-third of LGBTQ+ older adults live at or below 200% of the federal poverty level, compared to a quarter of heterosexual people. Poverty rates are even higher for LGBTQ+ older adults of color, those aged 80 and older, bisexual older adults, and transgender older adults. It should be noted that the HIV epidemic is deeply connected to unstable housing and homelessness. AIDS Foundation Chicago has 1,000 people living with HIV on a waiting list for housing subsidies. Nationally, about 25% of people living with HIV have an unmet need for stable housing. People vulnerable to HIV or taking PrEP also need stable housing.

In an intersectional approach, we recognize that none of us are statistics in stand-alone categories. We are multidimensional people. Therefore, racial and gender justice, disability rights, and rights of the LGBTQ+ communities are connected to all other forms of bias, discrimination, and oppression. Simultaneously we are all impacted by not one identity or form of injustice or privilege but multiple ones. So, understanding the intersections between all these issues has the potential to unite rather than divide us. They are all connected, and so are we. These issues are deeply implicated in all the other sub-committee topics, from housing to immigration to economic vitality and equity to public safety and police accountability.
Goal #1: Establish Chicago as a Racially Just City

VISION:

Chicago’s government will be transparent in its equity and inclusion agenda and accountable to racialized and marginalized communities. Racialized and marginalized communities, across their intersectional identities, find Chicago a safe haven with ample and accessible opportunities for their economic, health, and educational growth.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Establish an exploratory committee or task force on reparations for the descendants of Black formerly enslaved people who have resided in Chicago. This is a necessary part of truth telling and racial healing. This task force can learn from the challenges in Evanston and must ensure that Black immigrants are included in discussions.

- Obtain data on racial discrimination in jobs and education and support corrective programs and incentives that disrupt patterns of racial privilege and exclusion.

- Adopt a clear, measurable definition of equity that reflects the reality of marginalized people in Chicago. The subcommittee strongly encourages the Johnson Administration to create a dedicated committee process for writing and refining a definition of equity aligned with the Mayor’s values and transformative vision for Chicago. This process will encourage a fuller assessment and set of proposals to address the breadth of issues that fall under the rubric of ‘equity’.

- Influence community power and bring back community relationships by ensuring representation of BIPOC individuals, connected to BIPOC communities, in all areas of government decision making.

- Support ongoing and create new initiatives to build BIPOC community wealth through support of BIPOC businesses, BIPOC-led coops, and community wealth building.

- Establish a task force to address Black and Brown solidarity that breaks down the silo and ends the narrative of multi-cultural division.

- Fully fund the Office of Racial Equity so that it is equipped and empowered to do what it is designed to do.

- Establish a working group to address a range of women’s issues, including domestic violence, gender-based violence, and inter-family violence.

- Establish an Office on Black Chicagoans to pinpoint those ways in which Black people in Chicago experience unique and acute forms of exclusion, violence, and discrimination. Black people are leaving Chicago in large numbers and are statistically worst off than most other Chicagoans by most quality-of-life indicators. We have other focused offices and task forces. This is another important focus area that resists treating all racial minority groups as a monolith with the same needs and challenges.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Issue an equity report that includes administrative summary data for each neighborhood across the different domains of equity, including qualitative data from neighborhood residents generated and focus groups.
• The city should consider the creation of a body with representatives from within and outside of government to track equity in an ongoing manner with real power (e.g. Chicago Plan Commission) that tracks every piece of legislation introduced (similar to the function of the Legislative Review Bureau in the Illinois State Capitol) and the impact of existing policies and practices on marginalized communities in Chicago; and the meetings, decisions, and data analyzed by/of this body should be open to public scrutiny.

• Empower the Chief Equity office to impact all areas of city government and create a continuum across city government that allows for interdepartmental coordination and ensures an equitable voice at the table for housing, disabilities, etc.

• Complete diversity, sensitivity, and cultural training for all government employees

• Build on the strong culture of the city to collect data on the disability community and report on the findings and intersections that affect the community

• Provide accommodations to address all faiths/work conflicts. For example, the city should consider prayer breaks for Muslim city employees

• Create a task force on symbols and monuments for the city to assess whether existing symbols and monuments reflect the city’s population and values, and whether new ones are needed to maximize inclusion and affirm the rights, history, and humanity of all.

**METRICS FOR SUCCESS**

• Establish a change management strategy within year one

• Create an equity tracking mechanism that regularly issues public reports across issue areas on all pertinent measures of equity

**STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE**

• Community-based organizations

• Office of Racial Equity
**BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD:**

With our efforts focused on the issue of Human Rights, Equity, and Inclusion, agreeing on an expansive and grounded definition of equity was an early concern for every subcommittee member. There are several issues or problems related to the concept of equity. First is the way the public confuses the idea of equity and equality. Mayor Johnson needs to explain what he means by equity and amplify the benefits to all Chicagoans when we move toward an equitable city.

**Goal #2: Establish Chicago as a premier city for gender justice**

**VISION:**

The Mayor has pledged to make structural changes necessary for all girls, women, transgender, gender nonconforming, and LGBTQ+ persons in Chicago to thrive. This includes freedom from the fear of violence and discrimination and full access to rights, resources, services, opportunities, and decision-making. All Chicagoans and people traveling to Chicago to seek abortion care are treated with compassion and receive care safely and efficiently. Chicago advances economic opportunities for women and girls. The Mayor’s Office is committed to becoming a national model for gender equity and reproductive rights. Our city is a leader in ending gender-based violence and sexual assault.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Fully fund the Office of Reproductive Health at CDPH to include:
  - Public information and education, including public awareness campaigns around Illinois and Chicago’s laws and regulations that ensure access to an abortion.
  - Promotion of insurance enrollment, including Medicaid, which in Illinois covers both surgical and medication abortions.
  - Policy advocacy at the local level to strengthen laws that protect abortion, birth control and contraception, reproductive healthcare, and gender affirming healthcare.
  - Continued support for the Justice for All Pledge, providing direct funding to abortion providers outside of CDPH and abortion support organizations such as Chicago Abortion Fund and Midwest Access Coalition that is consistent with the current and growing need.
  - Full staffing levels and professional development for staff across CDPH and other relevant city departments so that the professionals tasked with doing this work are trained in the latest developments in the reproductive healthcare space.
  - Support policies that would require CDPH to provide access to FDA-approved medicine for medication abortions, at no cost to patients, at health clinics operated by CDPH when the use of medication abortion is indicated and in accordance with the professional judgment of the patients’ medical providers.
- Create new public health clinics that have the resources they need to provide free and low cost community care
- Work to enforce Chicago’s “bubble zone” ordinance, which bars individuals from approaching within eight feet of a person within 50 feet of an abortion clinic if their purpose is to engage in counseling, education, leafleting, hand billing, or protest.
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- The Mayor’s Office should support policies that advance gender equity, such as the following initiatives:
  - Implement the 12-week paid family leave policy that is in place for the City of Chicago’s workforce across all sister agencies.
  - Address issues of pay disparity and economic discrimination, faced by women, trans, and gender-nonconforming people on the basis of their gender.
  - Explore policies that increase access to childcare.
  - Expansion of the city’s healthcare infrastructure to address the urgent public health issues faced by women, trans and gender nonconforming people including abortion and reproductive healthcare access, access to gender-affirming healthcare, access to mental healthcare, and gender-based violence and sexual assault.
  - Promote the implementation of comprehensive sexual health education in the Chicago Public Schools aligned with the National Sexuality Education Standards, age-appropriate and medically accurate, LGBTQ+ inclusive, and in accordance with Illinois law.
  - Request or require the Chicago Public Schools to report on implementing sexual health education across every classroom and every school.
  - End Gender-Based Violence and Sexual Assault
    - Appoint a citywide commission on domestic violence and sexual assault.
    - Establish a new missing Persons Initiative with a special focus on combating violence against Black women.
    - Fully fund an accessible and widely available violence hotline, ensuring it is shared on city websites and elsewhere in multiple languages.
    - Partner with schools to develop consistent policies around dating violence in consultation with local advocates and domestic violence organizations.
    - Incentivize businesses to keep survivors employed and to support community efforts such as match savings programs to combat domestic violence.
    - Create a domestic violence survivor priority list for public housing.
    - Developed a trained care professional unit to address domestic violence crisis calls.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

- Establish a change management strategy within year one
- Create a tracking mechanism that regularly issues public reports across issue areas on all pertinent measures of abortion care and gender-based violence.

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

- Community organizations that service women and girls, especially those engaging trans and gender non-conforming people.
• Chicago Department of Public Health
• Office of Racial Equity and Inclusion
• Family services organizations
• Survivors of domestic violence
• Experts in the field of gender-based violence

**Goal #3: Strengthen the Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities**

**VISION:**

People with disabilities across identities can use various public benefits programs regardless of varying proofs of disability, income limits, and lack of employment opportunities. Regardless of race, age, income, or home ownership, households with a person(s) with a disability have access to economic support and an affordable, accessible place to live. Disabled people are employed. Students with disabilities have the support systems needed in an inclusive and minimally restricted environment to be successful students graduating high school. All meetings, events, and future planning for the City of Chicago include communication and physical access. Homeownership and rental processes are easily accessible by people with all types of disabilities and people whose predominant communication style is not verbal and written English.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- The office of MOPD (Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities) should be the convener to amplify, connect, coordinate, and accelerate the work related to disabilities being done across different offices that support the citizens of Chicago.
  - **Hire a Deputy Mayor for People with Disabilities who can coordinate and support Chicagoans with disabilities.**
  - **Greater funding and capacity for the office to increase the public’s access to their services.**
  - **Streamline accommodation and other requests that people with disabilities need.**
- MOPD should use a cross-disability framework, particularly supporting invisible disabilities (such as Developmental and Intellectual Disabilities and neurodivergence).
  - **Collaborate with the appropriate stakeholders to bring more federal and state dollars to the city for the disability community.**
  - **Recommend establishing a mayor’s office for mental health (under MOPD or adjacent to it). This office must involve and ideally be led by stakeholders.**
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- MOPD should have an external outreach and education/awareness presence in the community.

- Support continuity of care and services for people aging out of certain offices and into others (such as young adults aging out of high school services).

- Comprehensive report of the current offices and services available to disabled people, including the weaknesses in current services (e.g., lack of phones being answered)

- MOPD should ensure that new housing units are built to comply with disability laws (i.e., built according to accessibility guidelines like the ADA, FHA, and Section 504)

- MOPD should locate and assess its affordable and accessible units and establish clear processes to connect people with disabilities to accessible units

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

- Create a stakeholder committee of disabled people and service experts. This committee will oversee a comprehensive review of existing offices and services available to disabled people.

- Complete an initial review of equity-related offices and services with a cross-disability and intersection framework. A more detailed review should be published each year, with weaknesses, suggestions for improvement, and timelines for improved services.

- Address the existing backlogs in services provided for disabled people.

- Create a Deputy Mayor for People with Disabilities who can coordinate and support Chicagoans with disabilities. Strategize amongst Deputy Mayor and MOPD for establishing MOPD as a convening office for issues and services related to disabled people. Create a quarterly work plan for the rest of Mayor Johnson's term for the rest of the recommendations related to this goal.

- Increased Chicago resident use of MOPD services by 15% each year of Johnson campaign. (This percentage can be modified in consultation with MOPD to make the goal realistic)

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

- People with lived experience of disability, including 'invisible' disabilities, with a focus on those with intersectional marginalization that are listed in the opening section (ex, BIPOC disabled people).

- “Mad” activists [this a reclaimed term] as the need for mental health services must also be addressed
• Neurodivergence activists

• Survivors of the medical-industrial complex

**Goal #4: Protect and Invest in our LGBTQ+ Community**

**VISION:**

When the LGBTQ+ community is equitably protected and invested in, Chicago will be a safe space for all people throughout the city and a sanctuary for LGBTQ+ people fleeing discrimination and harm in other states. Whether to live in one’s true identity or not would not require a risk assessment. All Chicagoans would enjoy culturally responsive, affirming, and affordable health care, including full sexual and gender-affirming health care; quality, affordable housing; and living wage employment without discrimination. People living with HIV would not be stigmatized and there would be zero new HIV transmissions by 2030.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

• Centralize LGBTQ+-focused work in one place and be informed by the LGBTQ+ Advisory Council.

• Ensure the Chicago Department of Public Health prioritizes ending the HIV epidemic initiatives, including but not limited to increasing PrEP usage.

• Collaborate with the appropriate stakeholders to bring more federal and state dollars to the city for LGBTQ+-related initiatives.

• Support the proposed South Side LGBTQ+ center while working with existing organizations serving the community.

• Address over-criminalization of queer people, particularly trans people, most experienced by trans women of color.

• Form a permanent Public Safety sub-committee of the LGBTQ+ Advisory Council

• 100% of police resources will go to targeted violence against, trafficking, coercion, and assault of sex workers, with no resources will go to surveilling, arresting, or fining adults for engaging in consensual non-harmful sex work.

• Produce an annual report on the diversity of senior staff, City Boards, and Commission appointments based on race, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability status, and veteran status.

**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

• Put more LGBTQ+ culturally responsive & accessible clinics in every community.

• Learn about models of service and community support in other cities.

• Develop and create cultural monuments related to LGBTQ+ culture and history across the city.
**METRICS FOR SUCCESS:**

- Understanding the impact of city policies and services on LGBTQ+ individuals and communities
- Committing fully to ending the HIV epidemic
- Decriminalizing LGBTQ+ identities
- Ensuring that LGBTQ+ people can fully participate in all that the city has to offer
- Increases in PrEP usage and HIV viral suppression rates (assign a percentage increase per year that is attainable and significant)
- Decrease in the number of LGBTQ+ youth experiencing homelessness through increased housing support (assign a percentage increase per year that is attainable and significant)
- No arrests or fines for consensual sex work
- Changes in policing: No disparity in arrests between LGBTQ+ and cisgender heterosexual populations, decreasing interactions with police, ending police harassment and neglect, increasing police responsiveness; investigating and pursuing cold cases and hate crimes aggressively
- Increase the number of employment placements for transpeople
- Increase LGBTQ+ cultural centers across all neighborhoods

**STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:**

- Community organizations serving diverse LGBTQ+ constituencies

**Goal #5: Increase Access and Affordability of Health Services and Housing for People with Disabilities**

**VISION:**

People with disabilities in Chicago have their essential needs met by having dignified, affordable, accessible housing and healthcare options in every neighborhood regardless of income, race, sexual orientation, gender, immigration status, language spoken, or disability. We have eliminated housing insecurity, homelessness, and inaccessibility by building accessible, affordable housing, expanding home rehabilitation programs, and supporting pathways to homeownership for people with disabilities. Chicago prioritizes supporting a robust healthcare network that meets the community’s needs by building public clinics that are physically, linguistically, and culturally accessible to all people. There are dedicated city department liaisons for programs and resources between community members and providers to ensure a holistic social safety net for all neighborhoods in need. ALL sidewalks, transportation hubs, clinics, and new housing developments are accessible to all people with all mobility needs.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- To best implement this goal, the administration should engage in a change management process through an equity lens with all department commissioners to ensure that they are briefed about the mayor’s vision and are best equipped to carry it out. The Mayor must get buy-in from all facets of city departments and bureaus to carry out his vision of human rights, equity, and inclusion for all communities.

- The Johnson Administration should build off of the work that the previous Chief Equity Officer began.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- The administration should explore modernizing and increasing the accessibility of the city’s IT systems and Department of Human Resources and Procurement to ensure that we properly staff the city government.

- Mayor Johnson should also bring in stakeholders and partners across the housing and medical fields, the Illinois Department of Public Health, County Department of Public Health, Chicago Housing Authority, Illinois Department of Human Services, etc., to coordinate an intergovernmental policy/program that increases access to care and housing.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS:

- The administration should conduct a report on the state of accessibility to all currently existing public health clinics that also identifies necessary improvements/investments to existing clinics and identifies neighborhoods where accessible clinics are needed.

- MOPD should issue a report to the administration detailing all requests relating to home/apartment improvement requests, including budget estimates detailing program expansion costs.
• An intergovernmental report should be conducted that identifies all currently existing programs, revenue sources, and services relating to housing and healthcare accessibility for people with disabilities.

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

• Disability rights organizations
• Nonprofit housing entities
• Grassroots organizing groups
• Tenant rights organizations
• City agencies like CDPH and CHA (Chicago Housing Authority)

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

In follow-up and implementation, we encourage a more rigorous discussion of who is impacted and how by practices and policies of exclusions and discrimination. We also are mindful that all forms of exclusion and discrimination are not the same or carry the same weight or impact. We don’t want to ‘rank oppressions’ or artificially conflate them. This type of over-simplification is dangerous and reductionist.
YOUTH AND ELDERLY

We want our city to be fully open to our young people whatever neighborhood they come from, or whatever music they listen to. We must address unhoused youth, system-impacted youth, and freedom of movement for youth. Youth must be active partners in shaping the culture and future of this city. They must be included in decision-making that will impact them.

Similarly, we want all Chicagoans to be able to age and retire with grace and dignity. We honor our elders and want them to have maximum security, safety, and mobility. A special commission(s) to address needs of youth and elderly is in order.

FAITH COMMUNITIES

Faith communities, and secular values-based communities, are vital parts of our moral and cultural fabric. We want to affirm them and include them without imposing any belief system on any other person. Dietary restrictions, holidays, and worship practices should be respected and acknowledged in public spaces, at public institutions (like CPS) and at city events.

Exclusion and Curtailment of Rights based on Class or Income is a large category of which we should be mindful. Requiring prohibitive fees for access or dress codes that make events inaccessible are all forms of exclusion for low-income, unemployed, and many working-class families.

OTHER NOTES FROM OUR DISCUSSIONS INCLUDE:

- The emergency response services often leave devices (wheelchairs) on the side of the road, neglected, and unaccounted for; this must be addressed
- Protect promises made by past administrations around migrant housing being built
- Ensure equitable access to water for all, barring privatization in Chicago
- Address CPS (Chicago Public Schools) map inequities
Immigration
IMMIGRATION

What does Chicago look like if goals are achieved?

Chicago leads the nation in ensuring that all immigrants, regardless of race, language, gender, status, or disability, feel safe, invested in, and cared for. Through deep collaboration, alignment, and relationship building across communities, the city, and other layers of government, Chicagoans are able to live in abundance by having all their needs met REGARDLESS OF THEIR IMMIGRATION STATUS.

GOAL

Strengthen and invest in Chicago’s infrastructure for immigrant support and services to make Chicago a true SANCTUARY CITY!

GOAL

Expand multilingual education and services and integrate sanctuary policies into Chicago Public Schools policies and practices.

WHAT IS OUR VISION IF WE ACCOMPLISHED EVERYTHING?

EVERYONE BELONGS

WE INVEST IN EVERYONE

DREAMS FULFILLED

NO ONE IS TURNED AWAY...

THERE IS SOMEONE FOR YOU

FEELING FREE

NOT AFRAID
OUR GOALS

GOAL #1: Strengthen and invest in infrastructure for immigrant support & services to make Chicago a true Sanctuary City.

Framework is organized into 4 buckets with near-term and long-term goals:

- Migrant/Asylee Crisis
- Supporting Immigrant Communities
- Build Infrastructure
- Narrative

GOAL #2: Expand multilingual education and services and integrate sanctuary policies into Chicago Public School’s Policies & Practices.

Framework is organized into 5 buckets with near-term and long-term goals:

- Investing in Student Safety & Education
- Language Access & Supports
- Ongoing Education for Older Immigrant Youth & Parents
- Parental Involvement
- Support School Staff
Immigration

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The city of Chicago is located on land that is the home of indigenous communities that have been removed, excluded, and ignored. Chicago was founded by a Haitian migrant. As we advocate for support for migrant communities, it is important we continue to name the wrongs done to indigenous communities and Black Chicagoans.

Historically, disabled, Black, and trans/queer undocumented people of color have been harmed by policies that create barriers due to their immigration status. We recognize that even among immigrants, Black immigrants are more likely to be arrested, detained and deported. City policies have historically limited access to housing, education, jobs, privacy, and safety based on race and immigration status. In 1985, former mayor, Harold Washington, through executive order declared Chicago a “sanctuary city”. This prohibited city employees from enforcing federal immigration laws. The Welcoming City Ordinance was passed in 2006 and further changes championed by community activists in 2022 codified local policies to help ensure undocumented residents are not prosecuted solely due to their immigration status. However, we recognize that declaring Chicago a sanctuary city does not go far enough because undocumented individuals and asylum seekers continue to face barriers to accessing city services and are criminalized due to their immigration status. Directly impacted stakeholders aim to create safe and inclusive spaces that eliminate the questioning of an individual’s status, expand language access, and ensure city programs and services are provided without regard to immigration status. We recognize that no human being is illegal, being undocumented is not a crime and seeking asylum is a human right.

Undocumented individuals and allies continue to advocate for expanded protections that offer housing, education, language access, legal support, and community investments that help foster a safe and inclusive Chicago for all. In order to accomplish this, the Chicago government must create inclusive and equitable spaces that center those directly impacted to help inform policies that would affect them.

**Goal #1:** Strengthen and invest in Chicago’s infrastructure to be inclusive of migrant and refugee communities to make Chicago a true Welcoming City.

**VISION:**

Chicago leads the nation in ensuring that all immigrants regardless of race, color, language, gender, status, or disability feel safe, invested in, and cared for. Through deep collaboration, alignment, and relationship building across communities, the city, and other layers of government, Chicagoans are able to live in abundance by having all their needs met regardless of their language, race, color, gender, or immigration status.

**DE-SILOING IMMIGRATION FROM AN ISSUE ONLY FOR LATINE COMMUNITIES.**
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATION:

Appoint diverse stakeholders from African, Arab, Asian, and European communities on task forces and workgroups tasked with addressing immigrant and refugee communities.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

Ensure that all policies and practices have an equity lens, combat anti-Blackness, and are inclusive of migrants and refugees from around the world.

DEVELOP A HUMANE AND RAPID RESPONSE TO MIGRANTS/ASYLUM SEEKERS NEW ARRIVALS

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Leverage the collective brain trust of migrant support networks, community-based organizations, and city and state agencies to develop a comprehensive city plan.
- Create a formal mechanism to receive and review feedback from community members.
- Create a consistent communication medium for new arrivals, volunteers, and stakeholders to access policy updates, keep them safe from scams, and answer frequently asked questions.
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Partner with religious, philanthropic, and mutual aid groups to build and sustain resources and networks of care.
- Ensure that resources created to support the new arrivals are preserved.
- Communicate with state and federal partners to insist that new arrivals be allowed to work with authorization.

INVEST IN HERITAGE MIGRANT AND REFUGEE COMMUNITIES

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Strengthen Chicago’s CityKey program with sensitivity around immigration status.
- Create youth and anti-violence programs that are inclusive of migrant youth.
- Ensure that residents of immigrant backgrounds are not excluded from life-saving city programs such as rental assistance, financial assistance, health, and social services.
- Ensure law enforcement does not cooperate with immigration authorities to harm communities and instead increase city resources that allow law enforcement agencies to timely respond to U- and T-Visa requests.
- Dismantle surveillance tools such as the Criminal Enterprise Information System (CEIS) aka “Gang Database”. This puts heritage migrant and refugee communities at risk by criminalizing these communities, impacting their access to employment, housing, and education.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Invest in innovative economic activities such as worker cooperatives, small business development, street vendors, shared kitchens, and opportunities for local artisans.
- Ensure that any new technology, surveillance, and policing infrastructure does not jeopardize immigrant communities.
- Invest in large-scale affordable housing efforts to ensure that immigrant communities can afford to live in Chicago.

REVAMP AND RETOOL THE OFFICE OF NEW AMERICANS INTO AN OFFICE THAT CAN PROVIDE THOUGHT LEADERSHIP AND SUPPORT TO CITY OFFICES AND AGENCIES
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Ensure the new office will coordinate efforts between the Mayor’s office, City Council, and other city agencies to support migrant and immigrant families.

• Restore trust by communicating honestly and regularly to community-based organizations, mutual aid groups, and stakeholders.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Increase dedicated funding to immigrant inclusion programs, including the Immigrant Legal Protection Fund.

• Adequately staff the Office with culturally competent bilingual/multilingual staff to coordinate between governmental agencies and conduct outreach to make city programs, benefits, and services inclusive for migrants.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS

• New migrants/asylum seekers can easily understand the infrastructure of support and gain access to that support in order to build their lives in Chicago.

• Long-time immigrants and refugees are included in all facets of city life regardless of language and immigration status.

• Ensure migrant communities can afford to live and thrive in Chicago.
Chicago is seen as a model of inclusiveness and equity.

**NEAR TERM**

- Fully resource and staff the Office of Immigrant, Migrant, and Refugee Rights (formerly known as the Office of New Americans).
- Establish a welcoming website and social media accounts to provide information.
- Hold weekly community meetings to report on the progress of migrant arrival response efforts.
- Establish a grievance process for those that have been excluded and/or harmed by city services due to language or immigration status.
- Conduct a review of city programs and services and make recommendations to ensure services are provided regardless of language and immigration status across city services.

**LONG TERM**

- Investigate the possibility of opening up city employment to immigrant communities that are excluded by federal work rules.
- Interrupt gentrification and the displacement of low-income immigrant communities by directing city resources and aligning policies to support housing cooperatives, land trusts, and non-profit and mission-driven developers.

**STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE**

- Community-Based organizations and advocates led by immigrants and refugees.
- Black-led organizations and advocates.
- Elected officials that have immigrant and refugee backgrounds.
- Unions with large immigrant and refugee membership.
- Philanthropy leaders that focus on supporting immigrant and refugee services.
- Bilingual educators, immigration lawyers, health and mental health professionals that work with immigrant and refugee communities.
- Religious organizations that minister to immigrant and refugee communities.

**GOAL:**

**Goal #2:** Expand multilingual education and services and integrate sanctuary policies into Chicago Public Schools policies and practices.
VISION:
All students attending CPS feel safe, welcome, and supported by the curriculum, programs, staff, and abundant resources. Older immigrant youth are supported in transitioning out of CPS and onto their chosen path. Parents are resourced to be full participants in their children’s education and with opportunities to further their own. CPS staff reflect the diverse experiences of the city’s students.

ENSURE THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF MIGRANT AND REFUGEE STUDENTS

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Consider policies that would address concerns with ICE and Homeland Security entering school grounds.
• Allow for an excused absence for CPS employees and students to attend immigration appointments.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Ensure all CPS policies are inclusive of immigrant and refugee students.

DEVELOP CULTURALLY COMPETENT APPROACHES TO EDUCATION ROOTED IN THE REALITIES OF MIGRATION

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Identify displaced migrant families living in shelters.
• Provide unhoused immigrant Students in Temporary Living Situation (STLS) status so they receive the benefits all unhoused students deserve such as transcript waivers and microgrants to help meet their needs.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Realign curriculum, activities, daily practices, and services around the linguistic and cultural assets that migrant and refugee students bring to the classroom.
• Invest in fully funded ethnic studies where students learn native histories and cultures.
• Move away from transitional bilingual education and towards dual language programs that preserve and value heritage languages.

IMPROVE LANGUAGE ACCESS & SUPPORTS
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Ensure that every school has meaningful access to English Language Learner (ELL) resources and a bilingual coordinator.
- Conduct regular surveys to identify schools newly receiving small numbers of ELL students that may need ELL support and access to a bilingual coordinator.
- Coordinate with CPS, community partners, and educators to identify schools receiving newly arriving families.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Enact a new city funding formula that accounts for language needs and the needs of migrant and refugee students.
- Recruit and train enough teachers and clinicians to provide the capacity to support migrant and immigrant children, including bilingual professionals.
- Create a pipeline for multilingual educators, clinicians, and school support staff.

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Work with CPS to coordinate seamlessly with local community-based agencies and government at all levels to triage support, provide translation and housing placement, and connect students and families with all available services.
- Ensure parents receive multilingual information about their children’s education so they can be fully engaged.
- Ensure that migrant and refugee parents and families have a voice in their children’s education by appointing members to a Chicago Board of Education Non-Citizen Advisory Board.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Engage with appropriate elected officials to ensure equity and inclusion for parents and taxpayers in school board elections, regardless of citizen status.
- Revise volunteer policy that requires a background check and fingerprints to ensure it is not unfairly prohibiting immigrant parents from participating in their children’s education. Provide a grievance process to address situations on a case-by-case basis.
- Review employment policies to ensure E-Verify is not used as a tool to exclude undocumented immigrant parents from school employment.
- Ongoing Education for Older Immigrant Youth and Parents.
METRICS FOR SUCCESS

• Increased access to dual language and ELL supports that meet demand.
• The number of teachers, counselors, and support staff increases every year until every ELL student’s needs are met.
• Parent involvement and programming increases yearly.
• Retention rates increase on a yearly basis due to improved working environment for multilingual teachers, counselors, and support staff.

STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE:

• Immigrant and refugee students/young people
• Immigrant and refugee CPS Parents
• Teachers
• Counselors and Mental Health professionals
• Community organizations that interact with CPS
• Disability justice organizations
• Unions who represent staff in educational settings
• Unions with large immigrant and refugee membership who have children in public schools
• Scholars that investigate the intersection of migration and education
• Religious Institutions
ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

During our conversations, the Subcommittee illustrated the intersectional nature of immigration issues. The group surfaced numerous examples of intersectional issues around access to affordable housing for immigrant communities, labor issues impacting immigrant workers, educational support for immigrant youth as well as ongoing educational opportunities for their parents, services for immigrants with disabilities across the spectrum of government interactions, and challenges surrounding information about and access to government services. There were additional concerns around public safety, particularly policies, and practices related to T visa and U visa certifications, as well as data sharing with federal agencies through the presence of surveillance technologies in immigrant communities. Many of these issues require nuanced attention to the disparate impacts created by the breadth of immigration statuses held across the immigrant community— including permanent residents, undocumented individuals, refugees, asylum seekers, as well as other statuses in between.

Furthermore, themes around race and class add to the differential ways in which policies impact immigrant communities across Chicago. This also points to the need for responsive and broad access to services in languages represented in the broad tapestry of Chicago’s immigrant communities. Attention to immigration as an issue not solely affecting Latine communities is a critical component to devising policies and plans that account for impacts across identities and builds a foundation for collaboration to better ensure all immigrants across the city find safety and inclusion within Chicago.

As immigration is itself an intersectional issue, so too are the recommendations for moving forward. The Subcommittee highlighted the importance of collaboration and coordination between the City and community groups to build upon what is working and deliver resources to where they will have the most impact. This will help to build relationships and grow trust between immigrant communities and the City, better-aligning efforts to support immigrant Chicagoans. The Subcommittee also recognized that immigration issues also call for cross-governmental collaboration involving the city, state, and federal government to address the root causes of issues impacting immigrant communities.
Public Safety
GOAL #1: Improve systems, staffing, and administration to reinforce confidence in our public safety programs

- It's hard to trust people who don't look like you
- Homicide rate decrease if clearance rate for violent crimes is addressed; use best practices in reporting clearance rates
- Use non-CPD civilian positions to address non-violent call
- Connect to non-CPD resources

GOAL #2: Strengthen accountability through transparency & collaboration

- Re-envision the role of a police officer
- End ShotSpotter
- Erase gang database
- Reimagine what policing is and how it is done, and ensuring public safety by meeting the needs of people in their communities
- Implement a community policing strategy in every district

GOAL #3: Ensure safety & support for marginalized communities

- Call out those most harmed: Black & Brown communities
- Understand clearance rates for crimes against LGBTQ people
- Expand access to services in schools
- Communities have a shared understanding of each other
“DO NO ADDITIONAL HARM”

**GOAL #4** Expand support for victims and survivors

- More inclusive of a full spectrum of harm & survival
- Trauma-responsive care for all survivors of violence
- Remove systemic barriers and have flexible funding

**MUTUAL AID ~ COMMUNITIES OF CARE AND SUPPORT**

**GOAL #5** Ensure safety of over-policed communities

- Publicly fund accessible mental health services
- Stabilize communities by increasing resources

- Expand Cares Program city-wide
- Invest in Peace Book and treatment, not trauma

PEACE Book
Public Safety

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

American history is characterized by its exceptional levels of violence. Founded by colonial occupation and massive loss of life and land for Indigenous people and sustained by a brutal and inhumane economy of enslaved people from Africa. Collective violence continued against Indigenous and African Americans, in addition to racist and oppressive policies that continued to keep them as second-class citizens. Chicago exercised these policies including Jim Crow, Redlining, and Urban Renewal. The results of such racist policies continue to have an impact and are directly responsible for disenfranchising Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) people, causing historical disinvestment in communities of color, and a century-long wealth gap that was designed to keep power and resources solely within the context of white America.

While Chicago is 29.2% Black and 29.8% Hispanic, it also has one of the largest urban Indigenous communities in the country. Diverse Asian (including East Asian, Southeast Asian, South Asian, Central Asian) and MENA (Middle East and North African) residents are growing Chicago communities and represent some of the largest numbers of their residents in the nation. Infrastructure and resources will need to be strengthened to help Chicago continue to be a sanctuary city in all aspects, to those who already live here as well as to those seeking a new home. Tensions between communities must be addressed - Chicago has room for all of us.

Acknowledging that the Government played a role and is directly responsible for the state of violence in our city is the first step. Addressing violence as a public health issue requires this administration to ensure all of its residents have equitable access to resources and public safety services. It is also true that public safety gains will only be achieved by giving most impacted communities a meaningful voice in the creation of public policies and investing in historically under-resourced communities.
**NUMBERS & NARRATIVES**

- Black Chicagoans are disproportionately impacted by violence. While they constitute 29.2% of the population, they represent 76.6% of the fatal and non-fatal shooting victims in Chicago in 2022.  
- Similarly, predominantly Black neighborhoods in Chicago present the largest safety gap in the city. The highest rate of fatal and non-fatal shooting victimizations occur in Chicago’s predominantly Black neighborhoods (West Garfield Park had 98.1 shootings per 10K residents, East Garfield Park had 65.4 shootings per 10K residents in 2022).  
- Hospitalization rates for violence-related injuries were highest in communities with low social, educational, and economic opportunities. These rates were five times higher for Black youth compared to White youth [3] Longitudinal analysis of violent crime data in Chicago demonstrates persistent racial and spatial disparities  
- It is important to contextualize these statistics to acknowledge manifestations of racialized structural violence that have fueled and sustained these disparities over time.

The public safety committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals; they are as follows:

**Goal #1: Improve systems, staffing, and administration to reinforce public confidence in our public safety programs**

**VISION:**

Rather than relying on the same failed approaches that have brought trauma to communities across the city, we must chart a new path to public safety that includes working with police and first responders to invest in the community-based interventions that de-escalate conflict, reduce violence, and make our neighborhoods safer.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

**ESTABLISH A NEW MAYOR’S OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SAFETY:**

This office will partner with law enforcement, city agencies, and community organizations to coordinate anti-gun violence initiatives, amplify community-based violence interventions, and research new approaches to stop the cycle of violence. The Office of Community Safety should support efforts to ensure police accountability and rebuild police-community trust and support comprehensive justice system reform. The Deputy Mayor of Community Safety should centralize activities and programs with transparency and specific measures and metrics in the office. This involves defining clear outcomes, goals, and objectives of this office. It is recommended that the Office perform a community-level resident assessments/survey (city services) to define the problems of public safety and address the root causes of harm in each community neighborhood. The Office should implement strategies that reflect the root causes of harm (e.g., trauma-informed care, workforce development, youth violence prevention.). Finally, the Office should leverage community voice and past plans and be resourced with adequate staff, funding, and decision-making authority to equitably engage all 77 Chicago community areas.
RECRUIT, TRAIN, AND PROMOTE 200 NEW DETECTIVES FROM EXISTING RANK AND FILE:

In 2021, there were 800 homicides. The clearance rate by prosecution was 21.7% in predominantly Black neighborhoods, yet 45.6% in predominantly White neighborhoods. The study also found that since 2001, the rate of unsolved homicides for Black women is at 35% compared to 23% for White women. Both a lack of trust between communities and law enforcement and a lack of care given to Black communities from law enforcement when dealing with homicides are to blame. Candidate backgrounds should be carefully considered. Candidates should be hired to reflect the demographic of the communities that make up Chicago.

CONDUCT A WORKFORCE ALLOCATION ASSESSMENT OF CPD:

Perform data-driven staffing analysis and workforce allocation assessment. Use the results to inform the City’s negotiations with the police union to include measures to diversify the force. Evaluate the merit promotion process and eliminate barriers to hiring Black police officers.

LAUNCH CTA/RTA VIOLENCE INTERVENTION PROGRAM:

Launch CTA/RTA Violence Intervention Program that partners with community-based organizations to connect and coordinate persons experiencing a crisis with proper treatment and care. Due to the homeless issue and lack of mental health clinics in Chicago, we have an increased number of our most vulnerable residents utilizing the CTA and RTA as shelter. These trauma survivors need housing, mental health, and support services, not police intervention.

USE NON-CPD CIVILIAN POSITIONS TO ADDRESS NON-VIOLENT CALLS/CRISES:

Create training and awareness for the community to respond by connecting to services and non-CPD resources, and coordination and interaction with other city agencies as a non-CPD response.
LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

INVEST IN A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO PUBLIC SAFETY THAT DOES NOT RELY ON THE POLICE:

Having a non-CPD response team who can be quickly activated through calling 9-1-1 or 2-8-8. Coordinated team should be representative of crisis workers, social service workers, and mental health clinicians.

METRICS & MILESTONES

1. Measure # new detectives per quarter (Target 50/quarter)
2. Prioritize a workforce that reflects the communities in which they work
   - Demographic make-up of the city-funded workforce
   - Demographic make-up of the Fire and Police Departments (should reflect the demographics of the community where stationed)
3. Measure # of Crisis Intervention Teams working the CTA and streets that include the following: Psychologists/social workers, pastors, police, community activists, career counselors, and system survivors.
   - Amount of funding allocated
   - Reductions in incidents on CTA and Communities with Crisis Teams
4. Establishment of Office year 1
   - Number Staff hired in proposed organizational plan for the office
   - Amount of Funding allocated for CBOs; Crisis Response
   - Number/Amount funds distributed for services to address public safety
   - Number of people serviced/treated
   - Number diverted from jails/prisons

BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD

Change Agents within CPD: Trace data can be used to identify gun dealers who sell a disproportionate number of crime guns, allowing law enforcement to focus heightened scrutiny towards them. Select change agents for key public safety leadership roles, including CPD Superintendent.

Intentionally develop the type of leaders we need to guide us forward: (1) Leadership development has been severely neglected in public safety professionals. Major investments in people are a prerequisite to successfully accomplishing those missions. (2) Reimagine the role of the police supervisor from that of a manager to a culture keeper. The Chicago Police Department must immediately reinstitute and scale the Executive Development Program for Sergeant. (3) The Mayor’s Office must also commit to making investments in the development of leaders with lived experience. It has been a failure that people with lived experiences are not adequately represented in executive leadership positions that serve their own communities.
Goal #2: *Strengthen accountability through transparency and community collaboration*

The City of Chicago should acknowledge and repair the historical harms from traditional policing, reimagine what policing is and how policing is done to ensure the development of community led approaches to co-creating public safety, which will result in the needs of people in communities being met.

**EXPEDITE CONSENT DEGREE COMPLIANCE**

**NEAR AND LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**
CREATING A CULTURE OF ACCOUNTABILITY:

• Ensure that the superintendent uses their discretion to suspend from duty with pay members of the department whose alleged actions demonstrate that they are a threat to the community or the department.

• Ensure that all CPD officers who fail to report misconduct committed by other CPD officers are investigated and disciplined as appropriate, and that CPD seeks removal of officers with sustained Rule 14 violations.

• Ensure that CPD Supervisors randomly review body cameras and other sources of video footage to evaluate officer community interactions.

• End the practice of using arrests, stops, tickets, citations, positive community interactions or investigatory stop reports to evaluate an officer’s productivity.

PRE-ARREST DIVERSION EXPANSION:

• During his campaign, Mayor Brandon Johnson committed to exploring the expansion of pre-arrest diversion programs, investing in community mediation programs that will allow community members to address disputes without relying on police, and exploring the development of citation programs that allow officers to give tickets for minor offenses such as quality of life issues. Mayor Johnson committed to request that the federal court modify the consent decree to include these provisions. An overwhelming majority of Committee members agreed with the Mayor that the City should seek to modify the Consent Decree. Some members disagreed and believe that these diversion programs should be developed outside of the Consent Decree Process.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN POLICING STRATEGIES:

• Ensure that district policing plans are informed by community need and build on community strengths and are completed collaboratively with the District Councils and other stakeholders to reimagine the role of patrol officers. Develop incentives for officers who address community concerns without stops, arrests, or force. Support efforts to educate the public on the role of the CCPSA and District Council.

• Incorporate community voice in policy development and develop and implement meaningful, transparent community engagement in all efforts to transform CPD.

FIRST RESPONDER WELLNESS:

• Develop, support, and streamline access to mental health care among all first responders, including police officers, firefighters, 911 dispatch workers, employees of OEMC, and community violence intervention workers

• Within CPD, ensure the full implementation of the Department’s Officer Support System, which is designed to intervene in potentially risky officer behavior.
**WORKFORCE ALLOCATION:**

- Conduct a workforce allocation study for CPD that: 1) addresses consent decree staffing requirements; 2) incorporates meaningful community voice; 3) identifies opportunities for alternative, civilian response that could relieve demands on CPD time/resources; 4) incorporates an analysis of 911 calls to evaluate demands on officer time; 5) develops a mathematical model for staffing determinations. The completed study (and any subsequent updates to the study) must be publicly released.

**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:**

**FAIR HIRING:**

- Make clear pathways for people who are part of the community to become firefighters, police officers, 911 dispatch workers. In addition, make sure hiring and promotion practices are transparent and equitable.

**CPD DATA TRANSPARENCY & SURVEILLANCE**

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

**DATA TRANSPARENCY:**

- Robust transparency is critical to public accountability, trust, and monitoring of CPD and its oversight entities. Ensure CPD makes publicly available all data needed to inform the public and inform public safety accountability discussions.

**SURVEILLANCE TOOL REVIEW:**

- Conduct a full inventory and assessment of surveillance tools and technologies used and shared by CPD, including 1) identifying the goals of the technology 2) measures and evidence of effectiveness, including increase in community safety 3) Transparency of use and evaluation of effectiveness 4) community input on use of existing and new technology, and 5) best practice and constitutional uses of the tools to limit any potential violations of civil liberties and civil rights.

**OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS:**

**ELIMINATE THE SHOTSPOTTER CONTRACT:**

- In 2021, the Chicago Inspector General (OIG) concluded Shotspotter had no demonstrative benefit in combating violent crime. Mayor Brandon Johnson committed to ending the ShotSpotter contract because of studies finding that it is unreliable and overly susceptible to human error. An overwhelming majority of the committee agreed and felt strongly that the Shotspotter contract should be phased out in year one.

- Others disagreed with the Mayor and the OIG study and felt that prior to eliminating any one tool or facility utilized by CPD that another fulsome review occur. Technology, tools and infrastructure (including surveillance technology) should be reviewed to determine whether there are proper internal controls in place to sufficiently balance the right to privacy against the need to utilize technology to prevent and solve crime.
ERASE THE GANG DATABASE:

- In 2019 and 2021, the OIG reported that Chicago’s gang database was inaccurate, filled with racial disparities and had no demonstrable public safety benefit. Informed by these studies, Mayor Brandon Johnson committed to end the gang database. The gang database is a source of racial profiling that leads to frequent, unproductive police interactions and harms residents’ ability to find housing and jobs. In addition, the sharing of gang intelligence for non-law enforcement related purposes and sharing gang intelligence with other law enforcement entities for purposes unrelated to investigations should be prohibited. An overwhelming majority of Committee members agreed with Mayor Johnson’s commitment.

- Others disagreed with the Mayor and suggested that a more deliberate approach should be taken prior to making any decision on the gang database. Specifically, the process for placing an individual on the gang database needs to be reviewed and another determination needs to be made as to whether this process has any law enforcement utility.
CLOSE HOMAN SQUARE:

- Mayor Brandon Johnson pledged to close the Homan Square CPD site—the site of disappearances and other forms of abuse. An overwhelming majority of Committee members agreed with Mayor Johnson's commitment.

- Others disagreed with the Mayor and suggested that a more deliberate approach should be taken prior to making any decision on Homan Square.

METRICS & MILESTONES

1. Measure community perception of and experiences with CPD by neighborhood on an ongoing basis.

2. Develop aggressive goals around reducing police violence and misconduct thus reducing harm in our communities and the number of lawsuits the city is forced to defend.

3. Measure decreases of harm and violence in communities, while also decreasing arrests and use of force incidents

4. Develop one goal around public safety for the city, such as Chicago being the safest large city in the US

5. Develop aggressive goals around shooting and homicide reduction over the next 5 and 10 year periods

ADDITIONAL IDEAS/RECOMMENDATIONS

- Enforce the National Firearms Act to ensure updated firearm technology and accessories like “switches” and extended magazines are regulated effectively.

- Invest in frontline non-policing services and infrastructure, buildings programs, systems, mental health clinics, access to affordable housing, outreach workers, jobs and employment; programs (parks, libraries), food access.

Goal #3: Ensure safety and support for marginalized communities

VISION:

Public health and public safety are essential for all Chicagoans to feel protected and cared for as individuals and as a cohesive community. Acknowledging and dismantling racial and systemic inequities will ensure historically marginalized communities are safe and thriving.

PROTECT MARGINALIZED COMMUNITIES (E.G. STREET VENDORS IN LITTLE VILLAGE AND PILSEN, HIGH VIOLENT BLACK AND BROWN COMMUNITIES ON SOUTH AND WEST SIDES) FROM VIOLENCE BY ENGAGING DIRECTLY WITH RESIDENTS TO UNDERSTAND THEIR NEEDS.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Acknowledge historical harm to Black and Hispanic Communities through ordinance or declaration.

• Prioritize investing in public spaces in the communities and parks, make sure they are well lit and resourced with park staff to maintain a clean park, have equipment and programs happening in those spaces and make sure field houses are open for bathroom use or provide city-maintained porta potties and hand washing stations. Allow communities to develop vacant lots as such spaces.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

• Invest in community-driven housing and business development on the South and West Sides.

NEAR AND LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

• Invest in language access and other supports to fully engage and support marginalized communities, especially among Asian and MENA immigrants and refugees.
EXPAND ACCESS TO TRAUMA RESPONSIVE, CULTURALLY RELEVANT BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CARE WITHIN COMMUNITIES DISPROPORTIONATELY BURDENED WITH VIOLENCE

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Provide resources for mental health and access to resources in Black and Brown communities. Call upon community-based stakeholders to offer trauma-informed programs for youth and families in their community. Expand investment in public mental health infrastructure and programs, including public mental health centers and crisis response systems.

- Engage young people and parents of teenagers to expand summer jobs programs year-round and include conflict-resolution and violence prevention in schools. Expand access to services in school to meet the needs of neighborhoods (programs, youth work, anti-racist work, after school programs, etc.) Creating programs for ages 7-18 to have other opportunities that can keep them away from violence.

WORK TO PREVENT VIOLENCE AGAINST LGBTQ PEOPLE IN CHICAGO

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATION

Create a strategy for the Community to work with CPD to improve clearance rates of murdered transgender persons. Use data and analysis to understand the clearance rates for crimes against LGBTQ, reasons why closure rates for murders against Trans individuals are so low.

Identify strategies to invest in preventative measures to create safety for the LGBTQ community, including equitable access to healthcare, housing, and employment

METRICS & MILESTONES

1. Measure resources and funds across the city for prevention and intervention – where is the city lacking on available resources? Are resources accessible (e.g. not privatized)? How is money being used?

2. Numbers of jobs that exist for violence reduction and for teens

3. Create a centralized online portal for resources available to Chicago residents with transparency about the accessibility of the resources.
BRIDGES LEFT TO BUILD

The committee disagreed on the use of Ring cameras to help police with closing crimes, with some believing the City should pay for community members to have Ring cameras on their property, and others concerned about the harms of surveillance technologies and the historical misuse of these technologies against Black and Brown communities.

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

Fully fund victim and domestic violence intervention services to reduce the prison population and increase restorative justice programs

Goal #4: Expand support for victims and survivors

All survivors of violence in Chicago will receive equal recognition and comprehensive support regardless of their identity, citizenship status, systems involvement, insurance coverage, and income status.

Note: Transition committee members used both the term “survivor” and “victim” in their discussion of this section. Members note that individuals impacted by violence both directly and indirectly may prefer to be identified with one term over the other. Some members stated that “survivor” is a more strength-based framing of their experience, whereas “victim” may be received as less empowering term. However, the City’s current funding and programmatic efforts to support individuals impacted by violence use the term “victim,” as does most state and federal legislation. To reflect the diversity of perspectives, both terms are used in this section.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Comprehensively map out victim service funding and programming across all city agencies in Chicago. Victim services are situated in different city departments, reach different populations, are based in different communities, and provide varying programmatic supports. Without an understanding of the current breadth of victim services it is not possible to coordinate additional investments in a way that reaches marginalized survivors and disrupts cycles of harm.

- Identify barriers to accessing existing services among various survivor groups in Chicago. To understand where the gaps in services exist, it is necessary to access capacity and access issues among existing providers. These barriers may include cost, childcare, language access, stigma around receiving help, safety concerns, systems involvement, transportation issues, etc.

- Convene victim services providers and coalitions to identify most pressing program and policy issues facing groups supporting and advocating on behalf of survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault, community violence, human trafficking, hate crimes, police violence, and other manifestations of violence in Chicago. The goal would be to identify population and community-specific program and policy agendas as well as to identify cross-cutting themes across survivor groups.

- Appoint a citywide commission on domestic violence and sexual assault.

- Establish a committee for the Black community made up of experts who can directly advise the mayor on harm caused and solutions for equity for the Black community in Chicago.

- Fully fund the Office of Domestic Violence and ensure the DFSS Office on Domestic Violence has the resources it needs across the city. Prioritize and address gender-based violence, missing black women and girls, and domestic violence through adequate funding of DV programs and organizations that provide victim services.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Expand the survivor response network by training youth and peer specialists: Survivors of violence possess experiential wisdom as to how to establish safety and heal after experiencing violence. Similarly, youth can be trained as peer specialists to identify and support young people affected by violence in their communities.

- Activate shuttered and neglected buildings in communities to create safe havens for survivors of violence: Survivors of violence need safe spaces for recreation, housing, and accessing services in their own communities.

- Expand wraparound trauma recovery services through Chicago: The Trauma Recovery Center (TRC) model includes psychiatric care, case management, legal aid, peer support, and both individual and group-based therapeutic care.

- Increase emergency housing options for survivors of violence: Survivors of violence need flexible emergency housing options to provide safety and stability while navigating subsequent housing decisions.

- Assess for trauma among first responders who support survivors of violence in Chicago: Community violence intervention workers, advocates, organizers, police, firefighters, social workers, and other first responders may experience violence both
directly and indirectly as part of their responses to violence in Chicago communities. This should be examined and attended to through assessing existing supports, identifying gaps in these services, and developing new interventions where needed. It is also necessary to develop programs and policies to protect victims of violence inflicted by a first responder, including but not limited to: intimate partners and children of police, firefighters, community violence intervention workers, emergency technicians, and other professionals.

• Develop and launch a comprehensive public education campaign on the effects of violence exposure with information on how to access community-based services. Both structural barriers to accessing services as well as stigma have been identified as preventing survivors from seeking services.

• Invest in the police-community relationship by enlisting community leaders to carry-out agreed-upon projects for crime prevention and closures

METRICS & MILESTONES

1. More efficient coordination of the City’s existing resources to support survivors of violence in Chicago:
   • Conduct an internal audit of victim services to identify needs, gaps, strengths, etc.
   • Establish the infrastructure (meetings, regular contact points, coordination) for collaboration among victim services providers within the city
   • Establish referral protocols between CPD, CFD, and other departments to connect survivors of violence into existing city-funded services
   • Develop a comprehensive policy agenda for survivor of violence in Chicago
   • Convene an annual survivor’s advocacy conference

2. Equitable access to victim services across all Chicago neighborhoods
   • Publish a digital survivor services manual that is Chicago-based and comprehensively attends to all forms and experiences of victimization
   • Identifying funding opportunities to increase service access: funding organizations to pay for Uber/ Lyft for clients to access services, on-site childcare, telehealth technology needs, funding 24/7 crisis workers and crisis lines, funding for emergency housing and relocation services

3. Disruption of the cyclical aspect of violence (“hurt people hurt people”)
   • A reduction of incidents of repeat victimization (i.e. violent injury recidivism), a reduction in systems contact (arrest, incarceration rates, probation/ parole revocation) among survivors of violence and their intimate partners and family members.

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

Comprehensive support for survivors of violence in Chicago necessitates a collaboration with the Public Health Department, specifically around matters of behavioral health. Trauma responsive care is a core component of many of the recommendations in this section.
Goal #5: Ensure safety of over-policed communities

The city is ensuring that there are equitable investments in neighborhoods across Chicago, with a targeted deep investment in communities that have historically experienced the trauma of racialized over-policing. All Chicagoans feel safe in their communities and are deeply respected by the public servants that work in their neighborhoods, as we are building an ecosystem that ensures continuity between residents and a holistic approach to public safety that seeks to focus on the root causes of intra-communal harm and violence.

**STRATEGY:**

Develop a community engagement committee to ensure that community members are at the forefront of determining public safety strategies, investments, public policies and other initiatives directly impacting their communities.

**STRATEGY:**

Invest in communities as both a means of repair and harm-reduction.

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Provide 24-hour walk-in service in all 3 currently open mental health centers
- Create community support teams to patrol neighborhoods to prevent mental health crises
- Create targeted public-sector employment opportunities to under-resourced communities (i.e. “Public Jobs for Public Good”)
- Work with the business community, philanthropy, and other critical partners to coordinate a unified approach to job creation and economic development on the south and west sides of Chicago
- Increased education about city job opportunities

**LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Focus economic investment and job development in communities most impacted by violence
- Increase access to affordable housing, free and affordable healthcare, and free public programs
- Fully fund public schools and libraries
- Re-open public mental health clinics and expand access to trauma and mental healthcare
- Expand employment opportunities for youth and adults
- Investment in public infrastructure, parks, and outdoor community spaces
- Create a process to ensure there is an equitable distribution of city jobs to each ward
STRATEGY:

Reduce the over-reliance on and shift the role of police and give more power to impacted communities by investing in alternative response models that create a different approach to public safety.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Adequately train 911 call dispatchers to accurately assess whether the caller needs the fire department, police, EMS, or mental-health services
- Fully commit existing budgeted CVI resources and provide sustained public dollars to support evidence-based and community-driven violence reduction strategies focused on community violence intervention

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Invest in trauma-informed, neighborhood commissions that promote peace and safety (i.e. the Peace Book)
- Deploy a city-wide, non-police mobile crisis response units, prioritizing neighborhoods where there has been a high influx of mental health/behavioral calls to 911 (i.e. Treatment Not Trauma)
- Expand CVI resources with a focus on hiring individuals from within the communities
- Expand the alternative teams of the CARES program and eliminate the co-responder team
- Increase access to restorative justice programs and community-led peace circles

STRATEGY:

Robustly invest in, support, and expand community violence intervention practice in Chicago

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Fill in the vacancy of Director of Violence Reduction in City Office
- Convene all major CVI groups and coalitions to identify programmatic gaps and necessary supports to sustain and expand CVI programming
STRATEGY:
Ensure residents are empowered to speak to local police district council members about police misconduct and/or abuse and remove barriers to reporting police misconduct.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Work closely with Police District Council Members to ensure they have adequate resources to carry out their mission and serve their districts
- Ensure residents are adequately informed about the role of Police District Council

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Review the process for residents to report police misconduct
- Hold officers accountable for retaliating against residents for reporting police misconduct
- Hold officers accountable when their record demonstrates a pattern of racism, gender-based violence, excessive force or misconduct
- Provide on-going professional development for Police District Council Members

STRATEGY:
Ensure reparations for survivors of police violence, torture, and false confessions

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Expand investment in police torture survivor support centers Provide free access to City Colleges to police torture survivors and exonerees connected to the Chicago Police Department
- Fully fund the Chicago Police Survivor Torture Memorial

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Provide monetary compensation, access to free mental health services, free and affordable housing, job readiness training and job placement supports to police torture survivors, exonerees connected to the Chicago Police Department, and those included on the gang database
- Create public-sector employment opportunities for police torture survivors and exonerees connected to the Chicago Police Department
STRATEGY:
Increase opportunities for individuals returning from incarceration

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Expand job readiness training and job placement for individuals returning from incarceration
• Ensure access to free mental health services and counseling for individuals returning from incarceration

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Remove housing and employment restrictions for those returning from incarceration
• Develop policies and programs to formalize processes for individuals returning from incarceration to engage in restorative dialogue, seek forgiveness of individuals and families involved in their case, and apply for clemency.

METRICS & MILESTONES
• All people scheduled to be released from prison and jail are released to sustainable housing
• No formerly incarcerated person is returned to incarceration for the lack of the ability to obtain housing
• All formerly incarcerated people in Chicago who want employment can obtain employment
• Robust funding for returning peoples is secured thereby increasing reentry support services and organizations
• Reparations is extended for survivors of police torture beyond Jon Burge (1991-present)
• Reports of retaliation for whistleblowers and survivors of police violence decreases
• Number of people killed by police decreases and remains in the single digits
• Number of people shot by police decreases
• Number of people who died in police custody decreases
• Number of police misconduct complaints decreases
• Number of police interactions decrease
ADDITIONAL IDEAS/RECOMMENDATIONS

- It was raised that “addressing roots causes and investing in communities” should be its own goal for the Johnson Administration in creating a concrete public safety plan.

ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS & MEASURING PROGRESS

ACROSS ALL GOALS IN PUBLIC SAFETY, THE FOLLOWING GROUPS OF STAKEHOLDERS SHOULD BE ENGAGED:

- Survivors of Violence
- Individuals impacted by police violence
- Police torture survivors and exonerees
- Community Leaders and Organizers
- Individuals who have been formerly incarcerated
- Youth
- Restorative Justice Practitioners
- Community organizations, block clubs, and advocacy groups, including organizations designing alternative, trauma-informed approaches to community safety, groups doing police accountability work, organizations providing support services to those impacted by police violence, and community violence intervention organizations
- Workforce preparation organizations who can help train and subsidize the workers that small business owners need
- Police District Council Members
- All Government Public Safety Stakeholders at the City, County, State
- City Departments, such as Police, CTA, CDPH, DFSS and more
- Mental Health Practitioners
- Local Hospitals
- CBOs that provide treatment
- Trauma Resource Centers/Trauma Recovery Centers
- The philanthropic community
- The business community
- Academic institutions
Transportation
TRANSPORTATION

*PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION THAT SERVES EVERYONE*

**GOAL #1**
Stabilize CTA service delivery & reliability

- Accountability
- Sustainable funding
- Collaboration & coordination
- Holistic approach to safety
- Invest in reliability

**GOAL #2**
Increase equitable access to existing transportation

- Reduce cost and accessibility barriers
- Accessible capital projects
- Affordable and integrated Divvy
- Center people with disabilities
TRANSPORTATION

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION THAT SERVES EVERYONE

GOAL #3
Grow investments in equitable transportation

- Integrated and multi-modal planning
- Equitable Transit-Oriented Development (ETOD)
- Clear & intentional equity lens
- Long-term, sustainable funding
- Address adverse health & environmental impacts

GOAL #4
Prioritize infrastructure that reinforces safe movement

- Make safe & accessible street design the default
- Equitable traffic enforcement
- Develop rapid response teams
- Calm vehicular traffic
- Multi-modal options within and between neighborhoods

Equitable transit is possible for everyone!
Transportation

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Transportation has played a key role in the history of Chicago. Rapid development of transportation infrastructure spurred growth in roadway, transit, aviation, and port sectors. Chicago's world-class transportation assets have fostered culture, promoted connectivity, and advanced economic development – not only within the city but also as an international transportation hub.

At the same time, Chicagoans experience mobility differently depending on their race, ethnicity, age, gender, sexual orientation, ability, or socioeconomic status, and the benefits and burdens of transportation have not been equally distributed to all residents. In low-income neighborhoods and communities of color, there has been persistent disinvestment in transportation assets such as transit stations and protected pedestrian infrastructure, underinvestment in economic development, and overinvestment in polluting highways that erased and divided vibrant neighborhoods, dangerous streets, and freight facilities. Transportation associated with industry that was pushed toward disinvested areas created disproportionate environmental and health risks. Furthermore, insufficient infrastructure for people with disabilities has severely restricted their ability to move throughout the city. As a result, historically marginalized communities have faced inequitable access to transportation, which has limited their connections to education, employment, recreation, and essentials such as housing, healthcare, and groceries.

Furthermore, transportation has been one of the main ways that law enforcement has interacted with residents. Historically, communities of color have been disproportionately targeted through traffic stops. They have also faced discrimination and scrutiny for simply being present in public spaces, such as waiting at transit stations and walking on sidewalks. Additionally, low-income communities have been disproportionately burdened by transportation-related fees and ticketing.

Within the historical dynamic of prosperity and inequity in Chicago, a culture of activism has flourished and grown. Coalitions dedicated to advancing accessibility, racial justice, climate resilience, equitable transit-oriented development (ETOD), and more have achieved progress in making the transportation sector more beneficial for all Chicagoans. Today, this advocacy has led government officials to reprioritize their work through an equity lens. While historical disparities continue today, incremental
progress has been made institutionalizing priorities such as accessibility, climate resilience, ETOD, and community-led visioning in current government practices. Efforts aimed at remedying longstanding transportation inequities should be a priority for residents and government officials.

Transportation faces new challenges today, however. The COVID-19 pandemic has strongly affected the transportation sector. Following a pandemic-related decrease in ridership, transit has faced sharp decreases in revenue, workforce shortages, and challenges with reliability, safety, and cleanliness. The pandemic has also caused people to develop new travel patterns that transportation agencies are working to understand and accommodate. The increasing impact of climate change has brought attention to the high emissions from transportation and forced a re-evaluation of how we get around and the need for government action.

Due in part to the pandemic and longstanding challenges, the regional transit system is projected to face a budget shortfall of $730 million by 2026. Transportation officials must act today to ensure that transit does not face devastating cuts in the future. In addition to preventing a fiscal cliff, future work must include reforms to ensure that transit is sustainably funded in the long-term. As governments discuss solutions, residents want to see a future that prioritizes the following:

- Safe multimodal transportation options in all communities
- Intermodal comprehensive mobility planning throughout Chicago
- Equity and racial justice, in processes and in outcomes
- Emission reduction and climate resilience
- Intersectional collaboration with departments that affect transportation, such as planning, housing, and economic development.

Therefore, the transportation committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals; they are as follows:

**Goal #1: Stabilize service delivery and reliability of the CTA (Chicago Transit Authority).**

**VISION:**

We envision a regional transit system that sets achievable expectations for service frequency driven by community needs, racial equity, and justice and consistently meets them. Trust in transit is restored and Chicagoans feel proud of their public transportation. CTA, Metra, and Pace trips are competitive with private cars and ride-hailing apps in terms of speed and convenience.
SET UP SYSTEMS TO HOLD LEADERSHIP ACCOUNTABLE TO THE PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF OUR MOBILITY NETWORK. CHICAGOANS HAVE HEARD THE SAME COMMITMENTS AND PROMISES REPEATED OVER SEVERAL ADMINISTRATIONS WITHOUT SUFFICIENT PROGRESS. ESTABLISHING ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS WILL BE CRITICAL TO STABILIZING THE CTA IN THE NEAR TERM AND FOR IMPLEMENTING THE BROADER VISION ARTICULATED IN THIS DOCUMENT. SPECIFIC ACTIONS WE RECOMMEND INCLUDE:

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Establish a deputy mayor of transportation position to coordinate across departments and agencies to ensure transportation investments advance policy goals and address intersectionality of transportation, housing, land use, community facilities, parks, and open space objectives.

- Establish a comprehensive report card for progress towards transportation goals, with scheduled updates and the development of key metrics to measure the overall health and direction of the network.

- Appoint CTA leadership and RTA, Metra, and Pace board members committed to the administration’s policy priorities.

- Help CTA leadership be more transparent and accountable by establishing a regular cadence of reports by CTA leadership to City Council.

- Ensure CTA makes reliable, accurate service information available to the public.

HELP TRANSIT AGENCIES NAVIGATE THE IMMEDIATE FISCAL CRISIS BY SECURING SUSTAINABLE FUNDING TO STAVE OFF LOOMING SHORTFALLS. NONE OF WHAT IS ENVISIONED FOR THE FUTURE OF CHICAGO’S TRANSIT SYSTEM IS POSSIBLE WITHOUT STRONGER AND MORE CONSISTENT FUNDING FOR PUBLIC TRANSIT AT THE LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL LEVELS.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATION:

- Work with state and federal partners to close the RTA’s projected $730 million operating budget gap and prevent fare increases and service cuts for CTA, Metra, and Pace.

- Ensure any new revenues will come with improvements to service, increased efficiency, and greater transparency.

DEVELOP FRAMEWORKS FOR IMPROVED COLLABORATION AND COORDINATION AMONG TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES. ALL THE REGION’S TRANSIT AND TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES SHOULD BE WORKING TOGETHER TO MAKE RIDING TRANSIT THE MOST CONVENIENT AND AFFORDABLE TRANSPORTATION OPTION. IN YEAR ONE, THE ADMINISTRATION SHOULD CONVENE REGIONAL STAKEHOLDERS AND DEVELOP A REGULAR CADENS FOR COORDINATION ON PRIORITY AREAS, INCLUDING:
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Coordinate advocacy with regional partners to state and federal officials for increases in transit operating funding to prevent fare hikes and service cuts.

- Create a joint task force comprised of the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT), Cook County Department of Transportation, and the Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities (MOPD) for more efficient workflow on transit, bike, and pedestrian projects to ensure collaboration and sufficient capacity.

- Improve coordination on planning and cooperation between the transportation departments who design and maintain Chicago’s roadway network and the transit agencies who operate service. Integrate service planning and investment between transit agencies and transportation departments, as well as housing and land use organizations to maximize the system’s impact.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

- Improve coordination on fares and scheduling among CTA, Metra, and Pace for their bus, train, and paratransit services.

IMPLEMENT A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO IMPROVING SAFETY ON TRANSIT. EVERYONE SHOULD FEEL SAFE RIDING PUBLIC TRANSIT IN CHICAGO, PARTICULARLY THE CITY’S MOST VULNERABLE RIDERS.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Enhance safety, security, and cleanliness at stations and on buses and trains with new programs and personnel, such as a transit ambassador initiative.

• Partner with RTA and transit operators to host a cross-sector safety summit that includes social service providers and identifies holistic solutions to safety, security, and cleanliness issues.

• Respond to non-violent emergencies and mental health crises on public transportation through humane, “treatment-not-trauma” responses.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

• Publish transparent performance measures to evaluate the effectiveness of investments to improve safety and security on the transit system.

INVEST IN IMPROVEMENTS TO SERVICE AND RELIABILITY. ALL CHICAGOANS DESERVE ACCESS TO FAST AND RELIABLE TRANSIT SERVICE, PARTICULARLY THE MOST VULNERABLE RESIDENTS WHO RELY ON THE SYSTEM THE MOST.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATION:

• Prioritize the development of a citywide network of bus rapid transit (BRT) and dedicated bus lanes that gives buses priority over car and truck traffic.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Achieve full staffing by using new operating funding and partnerships with labor and community groups to achieve full staffing levels and provide enhanced pay and benefits to public transit workers.

• Enhance service outside of rush hours to make the system more useful throughout the day, particularly for shift workers overnight.

• Advance projects that improve reliability where transit service is unreliable or infrequent, such as the Blue Line to and from Forest Park – currently the slowest segment of the rail network.

METRICS & MILESTONES

• CTA ridership
Goal #2: Increase equitable access to our existing transit systems.

While many aspects of existing transportation systems sustain the lives of Chicagoans, not all residents experience the same level of access or connectivity. Our vision is a Chicago in which one’s age, physical capacity, or ability to pay are no longer barriers to mobility. Our transportation system should promote inclusion, advancement and opportunity for all, growing Chicago’s prosperity and world-class status. All neighborhoods should be safe, walkable, and connected.

**REDUCE COST BARRIERS TO TRANSIT.**

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Advocate for state funding to implement free fares for CPS students, seniors, and people with disabilities and expand reduced fares for people with lower incomes.
- Coordinate with other service providers to develop more affordable and integrated fare passes.
ADDRESS BARRIERS TO TRANSPORTATION FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Establish coordination with all levels of government to ensure integrated mobility planning centers people of different physical abilities.
- Make snow clearance a municipal responsibility by working towards full implementation of a Plow the Sidewalks program, standing up a rapid-response team in the meantime to ensure sidewalks are passable and accessible to all people throughout the City.
- Pilot services and programs that center the accessibility needs of people with disabilities, such as improved audio-visual announcements in select CTA transit stations and enhanced training for CTA staff on assisting people with disabilities.
- Prioritize projects that improve sidewalk accessibility, including curb ramps and sidewalk repair.
- Advocate for increased state investments in paratransit services and streamline the paratransit experience through ridesharing and Taxi Access Program, including developing an app.
- Encourage CPS to plan transit for special education students and families earlier to improve mobility for students with disabilities.

ADVANCE MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS THAT IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATION:

- Through a combination of local, state, and federal funding, including extending the Red Line south to 130th Street and CTA’s All Stations Accessibility Plan (ASAP).

EXPLORE STRATEGIES TO MAKE DIVVY AFFORDABLE AND INTEGRATED WITH OUR TRANSIT NETWORK.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATION:

- Make it a more attractive choice for last-mile access.

METRICS & MILESTONES

- Percentage of household income spent on transit and overall transportation costs.
- Percentage of accessible CTA stations

Goal #3: Grow investments in equitable transportation.

Investments in transportation infrastructure, programs and services must focus on populations that have been traditionally disadvantaged. New service and infrastructure must prioritize the south, southwest and west sides, reducing environmental, health and economic disparities.
GROW CAPACITY FOR INTEGRATED, MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Increase City planning and engineering staff capacity to facilitate implementation of projects that improve the speed and reliability of bus service and other multimodal transportation projects that prioritize moving people, not cars, especially on the south and west sides.
- Develop a framework for collaboration, like the Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency (CREATE) program, to develop and advance complex priority projects (Amtrak’s Chicago Hub Improvement Program (CHIP), I-290/Blue Line corridor, BRT routes, etc.).
- Address congestion by prioritizing intelligent transportation systems (ITS), transportation demand management (TDM), and shifts to transit and active modes.
- Ensure the City’s transportation workforce, at all levels, is representative of the communities it serves.
- Strengthen transit agency partnerships with City Colleges and high schools to build the transit workforce of the future.

ADOPT A PARADIGM FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND PROJECT SELECTION THAT WILL ENSURE THESE DECISIONS ARE MADE THROUGH A CLEAR AND INTENTIONAL EQUITY LENS.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Adopt methods for authentic, consistent, and effective engagement with residents and communities – particularly historically marginalized communities – making decisions not only in and for communities, but also with them.
- Require that transportation agencies work with community-based organizations in the planning and implementation of improvements, compensating them when appropriate.
- Adopt a justice-oriented framework for project prioritization that incorporates and ensures equity-based criteria for transportation project prioritization and prioritizes projects designed to affirmatively remedy historical inequities.
- Require the use of sustainable design guidelines and the use of renewable and sustainable materials in transportation and infrastructure projects.

SUPPORT AND GROW EQUITABLE TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (ETOD) AROUND TRANSIT HUBS AND CORRIDORS. CHICAGO MUST INVEST EQUITABLY NOT ONLY IN TRANSPORTATION, BUT ALSO AROUND IT. TRANSIT HUBS AND CORRIDORS SURROUNDED BY VACANT LAND AND PROPERTIES IN DISINVESTED AREAS MUST BE REDEVELOPED WITH QUALITY HOMES, SPACE FOR LOCAL BUSINESSES, HEALTH CLINICS, GROCERY STORES, AND COMMUNITY CENTERS. IN WEALTHIER AND GENTRIFYING TRANSIT-RICH AREAS, NEW DEVELOPMENT MUST AVOID DISPLACEMENT AND PROMOTE AFFORDABILITY FOR RENTERS, HOMEOWNERS, SMALL BUSINESSES, AND COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Fully implement and track the impact of the City’s ETOD Policy Plan and the Connected Communities ordinance.
- Grow the Mayor’s Office’s capacity to coordinate the departments of Planning and Development, Housing, and Transportation with CTA and other transit agencies, by sustaining the City’s ETOD Working Group and creating a well-funded Office of ETOD.
- Continue prioritizing affordable housing near transit and identify opportunities to strengthen and create new links between transit and City-directed investments.
- Ensure the successful implementation and growth of the City’s ETOD portfolio, including local businesses, community centers, grocery stores, health clinics, and spaces for art and culture, connected to transit.

ENSURE LONG-TERM, SUSTAINABLE FUNDING FOR TRANSPORTATION. DECADES OF UNDERINVESTMENT HAVE CREATED A SIGNIFICANT BACKLOG OF PROJECTS TO REACH A STATE OF GOOD REPAIR. TRADITIONAL TRANSPORTATION REVENUE SOURCES CAN NO LONGER KEEP UP WITH INCREASING COSTS. WITHOUT ADDITIONAL, SUSTAINABLE REVENUES, THE CITY WILL BE UNABLE TO MAINTAIN THE SYSTEM IN ITS CURRENT STATE OF REPAIR, LET ALONE IMPLEMENT NEEDED MULTIMODAL ENHANCEMENTS OR EXPANSIONS.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Pursue new and enhanced funding sources at all levels of government, including progressive municipal revenue sources, that modernize and improve our existing funding structure. New revenues must avoid undue burdens on lower income residents — who may drive older, less efficient vehicles, depend on transit, or travel farther to work.
- Support the flexible use of revenues generated from automobile user fees to ensure they can be used to fund multimodal transportation solutions to address mobility issues.
- Continue to work with regional partners and stakeholders to improve regional competitiveness through coordination around discretionary funding opportunities.

ADDRESS THE ADVERSE HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF OUR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATION:

- Center environmental justice and climate resilience in transportation planning — prioritize communities most burdened and most in need of new investments.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Advance a comprehensive approach to full electrification of CTA bus service to strengthen transit’s place as the center of a sustainable transportation network, focusing on communities suffering from the worst air quality and diesel pollution. With more than 1 million transit trips per day, transit vehicles currently make up less than two percent of transportation emissions in the region.
• Accelerate the electrification of the freight transportation system.
• Develop a comprehensive freight plan that improves the movement of goods, addresses freight-efficient land use, grows the economy, and eliminates disproportionate burdens on vulnerable communities.

ADVOCATE FOR INVESTMENTS AND UPGRADES TO REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION ASSETS.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Advocate for federal and state funding for continued upgrades to Chicago’s Union Station to improve capacity and reliability and while strengthening walking, biking, and public transit connections to nearby neighborhoods.
• Continue to support updating and implementing the CREATE program.
• Support the implementation of existing initiatives, including O’Hare 21, Amtrak’s CHIP (Chicago Hub Improvement Program), and the Illinois International Port District (IIPD) Master Plan.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Ensure transportation systems provide equitable and affordable access to Chicago’s world class airports, including enhanced Blue Line and Metra express service to O’Hare.
• Encourage Skyway’s tolling modernization efforts, including a potential conversion to open road tolling to improve mobility and help provide an alternative for congestion on Chicago’s arterial streets and expressways, especially freight traffic.

METRICS & MILESTONES

• Transit mode share
• Number of ETOD (Equitable Transit Oriented Development) projects completed.
• Share of new building and affordable housing permits within 1/2 mile of quality transit
• Investments in transportation improvements by community area
Goal #4: Prioritize infrastructure that reinforces safe movement for all users, regardless of mode, age, ability, or income.

Our vision is transportation networks that promote and support greater connectivity by active and sustainable options such as walking, public transit, biking and other methods that do not require car ownership. To achieve this, our system must be made safe for all people, especially those more likely to die or be critically injured by cars.

MAKE SAFE, UNIVERSALLY ACCESSIBLE, MULTIMODAL STREET DESIGN THE DEFAULT.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Implement the Complete Streets Ordinance and expand it to include all streets.
- Adopt National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) design guidelines and apply them to all city projects.
- Continue to collaborate with state partners to bring safety features under City control.
- Create and fund a crash rapid response team that makes immediate changes to intersections where fatal crashes occurred.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATION:

- Improve multimodal connections between neighborhoods, such as walking and biking trails along the river corridor, especially in neighborhoods that lack greenspace.

CALM VEHICULAR TRAFFIC.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Socialize traffic calming measures through demonstration projects and by enabling temporary, tactical interventions.
- Improve safety on residential streets by creating car-free zones in residential streets to promote safe walkability and recreation for children.
- Lower the default citywide speed limit to 20 mph generally and 10 mph on residential streets.
- Improve pedestrian and cyclist safety by restricting right turns on red.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Limit commercial traffic on residential streets.
- Create a citywide curb management program that addresses needs for deliveries, drop-offs, and accessibility.

MAKE TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT MORE EFFICIENT AND MORE EQUITABLE.
NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Address and stop inequitable policing, traffic stops and ticketing of Black and Brown Chicagoans.
- Implement scaled fines and educational alternatives to fines to reduce the burden on low-income violators.
- Reinvest revenues from speeding fines on self-enforcing safety infrastructure at locations where the most citations are issued.
- Incorporate self-enforcing design to reduce reliance on police enforcement.

EXPAND PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT NON-AUTOMOTIVE MOBILITY.

NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Develop a comprehensive network of neighborhood slow streets to facilitate multimodal transportation within and between neighborhoods.
- Prioritize the movement of people, not cars, on DuSable Lake Shore Drive by investing in infrastructure that improves bus travel times and reliability.
- Accelerate the infrastructure implementation of Vision Zero high crash corridors.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Improve safety and access to the Lakefront Trail, parks, and Lake Michigan by investing in pedestrian and bike connectivity improvements along DuSable Lake Shore Drive.
- Begin implementation of a citywide network of connected protected bike lanes.

METRICS & MILESTONES

- Car crashes by community area
- Pedestrians and bicyclists killed or seriously injured by community area.
- Number of dangerous intersections reviewed and assessed for safety interventions.
- Percentage of trips taken by transit or active transportation.

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

The transportation subcommittee is proud to have achieved unanimous consensus on almost all the recommendations included in this report. While a shift from our car-centric system is necessary, we acknowledge that a lot of Chicagoans still rely on cars. There is a tension between taking a slower, softer approach to encouraging mode shifts vs. taking a more direct, even punitive approach that may harm more people in the short run. To achieve the mayor’s goals and maintain trust with constituencies, it will be important to provide bold, visionary leadership while not creating false expectations for what can be achieved. It will also be important to remember that improvements to the transportation system must consider intersectionality with other issue areas including, but not limited to those listed below.
**Education and workforce development:** To access the public education system, students must get to school safely and on time, and be ready to learn. As such, transportation is vitally important to school systems, with implications for equity, student success, and well-being. To achieve the capacity necessary to achieve the mayor’s transportation goals, it will also be critical that the City ensures workers are equipped to participate successfully in the transportation construction and operations workforce and that education partners and the public workforce system understand employers’ talent needs.

**Economic development:** Transportation investments that improve access and connectivity, both within the city and interregionally, will improve mobility and, in turn, will improve the City’s economic well-being. O’Hare and Midway airports are critical economic engines for the Chicago region, and the transition committee supports the need to retain O’Hare’s position as a leading transportation hub and international gateway. The airport is essential to retaining and recruiting major employers and generates billions in economic activity and thousands of jobs in and around the airport. Regional rail is also critically important to the City’s economic success. Amtrak’s CHIP aims to transform high-speed regional and intercity passenger rail service, connect job centers, reduce our carbon footprint and more.

**Housing:** Housing and transportation costs are the two largest expenditures for most households. Combined housing and transportation costs strongly reflect aspects of the built environment such as density, land use mix, and overall accessibility, which influence public health through physical activity and access to basic amenities. The burden of high housing and transportation costs affects people’s ability to accumulate savings and create wealth and keeps low- and moderate-income workers from finding housing well connected to their jobs, further exacerbating the negative impacts of high housing and transportation costs.

**Safety and public health:** Transportation decisions play a vital role in determining public safety and health outcomes. The City’s transportation system is necessary for people to get to work or school, to get medical attention, to access healthy foods at a grocery store and to participate in countless other activities every day. However, too many Chicagans are negatively impacted by transportation decisions that are detrimental to public safety and health. This can be measured by roadway fatalities and injuries, compounding pollution impacts, opportunities for physical activity, among others.

**Climate and environmental justice:** The transportation system provides numerous benefits to the traveling public, particularly sustainable and active modes like walking, biking, and transit. However, vehicle infrastructure and emissions generate significant environmental burdens which often have a more detrimental and compounding effect on vulnerable populations and can disproportionately impact communities of color and low-income communities. It is crucial that we make our transportation system more able to withstand the shocks that a changing climate will bring and make investments that work toward eliminating disparities.
Workers’ Rights & Labor
WORKERS’ RIGHTS

**OUR COLLECTIVE VISION**

**MAKE NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT... CHICAGO IS A UNION Town.**

**WORKFORCE Development & Employment Opportunities**
- Enable public sector for job creation and support organizing
- Access info on workers' rights and protections
- Strengthen the Soul of Chicago through community orgs, schools, and places of worship

**WORKERS’ RIGHTS AND EQUITY**
- Where all workers are treated with dignity
- Worker organization and unionization
- Strong infrastructure that supports workers
- Eliminate occupational segregation
- Close gender & racial wage gap
- Employers become equal partners in creating equitable, inclusive, safe workplaces

**POLICY & GOVERNANCE**
- Aim for a future where Chicago sets gold standard for labor policy
- Office of Labor Standards become a robust entity
- Make strategic, equitable decisions on funding allocation for workers’ rights & workforce development

**WORKER SAFETY & HEALTH**
- Where all workers operate in safe, health-conscious environments
- Worker safety is a non-negotiable standard across all sectors!!!
- City proactively addresses health concerns tied to various industries, ensuring comprehensive healthcare to all workers

**WE ENVISION AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE CITY POLICIES SUPPORT & PROTECT WORKERS, PROMOTE EDUCATION, PROVIDE ACCESSIBLE AVENUES FOR REPORTING ABUSE**

**WE ASPIRE TO CREATE A SYSTEM WHERE WORKER PROTECTIONS ARE PROACTIVE, PREVENTATIVE & ACCESSIBLE!**
OVERVIEW & REFLECTION OF THE LAST MEETING

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

★ We need to be more explicit on our goals and focus on driving employment toward marginalized communities in a systematic way
★ Strong training starting from a young age, even elementary/pre-high school
★ Lots of funding at all levels of government right now, CAPITALIZE!

WORKERS' RIGHTS AND EQUITY

★ Important that workers can access several forms of representation aside from unions
★ Increasing wages and reducing gender wage gap should be their own category

POLICY & GOVERNANCE

★ Youth Employment
★ Competitive Employment
★ Bring contractors back in
★ Keep migrants in mind

HEALTH & SAFETY

★ Center being proactive rather than reactive
★ How do we ensure we're prepared for the next pandemic?
★ How do we close the gap in healthcare access?
★ Where does protection from gender-based violence lie?
Workers’ Rights and Labor

CONTEXT & HISTORICAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The Workers’ Rights and Labor Subcommittee has embarked on the crucial task of addressing the long-standing challenges faced by workers in Chicago. To understand the depth of the problem, it is important to recognize the historical impacts and systemic inequities that have perpetuated these issues.

Chicago’s history is marked by a legacy of labor struggles, fights for economic opportunity, and movements that have sought to improve working conditions, wages, access to work, and the rights of workers. However, despite progress made over the years, workers in Chicago continue to face significant barriers, including inadequate wages, wage theft, limited job security, discriminatory practices, insufficient access to benefits, and lack of workforce development opportunities.

These challenges disproportionately affect marginalized communities, perpetuating socioeconomic inequalities and hindering upward mobility. Historical and systemic factors have contributed to the perpetuation of these disparities, such as racial discrimination, exploitative labor practices, and limited representation of workers’ interests in policy making. Historical tensions between some labor groups and environmental movements have fractured our common agenda to realize a just transition.

The historical engagement of impacted groups by the Chicago government has been inconsistent and insufficient, failing to adequately address their specific needs and concerns. Recognizing this historical context is crucial in understanding the urgency and necessity of comprehensive reforms to protect workers’ rights and promote labor equity in Chicago.
VISION:

The Workers’ Rights and Labor Subcommittee envisions a Chicago where workers’ rights are safeguarded, labor standards are upheld, and every individual has equal access to fair and dignified employment opportunities. This vision necessitates the cultivation of inclusive workplaces, the promotion of economic justice, and the dismantling of systemic barriers that perpetuate inequality.

Goal #1: Create a Comprehensive and Accessible Workforce Development Ecosystem

Our shared aspiration is a Chicago where individuals, irrespective of their immigration status or background with the criminal legal system, gender identity, ability, or race, can access high-quality employment, training, protection, and support for success. We aim to build a city where all residents can access information about workers’ rights, protections, and opportunities in a centralized and accessible manner. The public sector will play a vital role in job creation, including supporting organizing at private sector companies. By empowering and actively involving community organizations, schools, and places of worship, we aim to strengthen the “Soul of Chicago,” nourishing its economic and emotional vibrancy.

Goal #2: Build a Dignified and Empowered Workforce

Our vision is a model city where today’s workers and the workers of the future are supported, treated with dignity, and enabled to thrive. We aspire to uphold workers’ rights fearlessly, increase worker organization and Unions for all, and provide a robust infrastructure that supports workers’ needs such as universal childcare, reliable and affordable transportation, paid leave, and healthcare for all. Our vision is to eliminate occupational segregation, ensure fair wages for full-time, part-time, and informal work, and close gender and racial wage gaps. Employers will be partners and held accountable in creating equitable, inclusive, and safe workplaces, free of discrimination, intimidation, harassment, and violence.

Goal #3: Establish Chicago as the Gold Standard in Labor Policy and Governance

We aspire to a future where Chicago becomes the gold standard in labor policy. Aligning with the duties of the Office of Labor Standards to promote and enforce Chicago labor standards, we envision a city that prioritizes labor, creates platforms for worker voice, and enables the Office of Labor Standards to ensure fair treatment and wages for all workers. Strategic and equitable decisions will govern funding allocation for workers’ rights and workforce development. City policies will support and protect workers, promote workers’ rights education, and provide safe and accessible avenues for reporting abuses, free of intimidation, harassment, or retaliation.

Goal #4: Forge a Safe and Healthy Chicago
Our shared vision is a Chicago where all workers operate in safe, health-conscious environments across all sectors. The city will actively address specific occupational health and safety concerns related to various industries, ensuring comprehensive healthcare and occupational safety access for all workers. We strive for a proactive, preventative, and universally accessible system of worker protections, where worker safety is a non-negotiable standard.

To achieve these visions, this committee has compiled a list of recommendations that could assist the new administration in furthering its policy goals; they are as follows:

**NEAR TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:**

- Promoting the City of Chicago as a Good Employer: Create a task force to establish new hiring practices so that city employees proportionately reflect the population. Eliminate all gender gaps in pay. End outsourcing of City work and bring positions back into being performed by city employees. Establish a task force to examine and report on problems with recruitment and retention of City employees including length of time to onboard, entry level pay, vacation and insurance coverage for new employees. New hires should be onboarded in 2-4 weeks, not 6 months.

- Workforce Development and Equity Initiative: Deepen the work with Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership to expand training and apprenticeship opportunities in marginalized communities, including for residents with ITIN numbers, ensuring access to skill development and job placement programs, including construction, public sector, green and technology jobs of the future. Further, analyze diversity and equity data of city employees and project labor agreements, as well as create outreach pipelines to historically excluded populations for hiring.

- Labor Standards Enforcement: Allocate sufficient resources to fully fund and empower the Office of Labor Standards for effective, complaint-driven and strategic enforcement of worker protections, including increased staffing and budget to enhance monitoring, education, and investigation capabilities.
• Promoting Workforce Diversity: Collaborate with community organizations, labor unions, and businesses to remove hiring barriers, promote workforce diversity, and implement targeted recruitment strategies to address underrepresentation in various industries, including creating job training and readiness program pipelines for Chicago Public Schools and City Colleges students.

• Workplace Safety Task Force: Prioritize worker safety by establishing a Mayor’s Task Force on Workplace Safety to proactively identify hazards, enforce safety regulations, and promote a culture of safety in workplaces.

• Universal Childcare: Advocate for a comprehensive universal childcare system that ensures affordable, high-quality, and accessible childcare services for all families in Chicago. This initiative will support working parents, promote economic stability, and foster the healthy development of children.

• Rideshare Living Wages and Safety: Protect rideshare driver safety, create a transparent system for handling driver deactivations, and raise driver wages.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Equitable Development Policies: Champion the adoption of an equitable development policy to ensure community benefits and transparency in development projects, prioritizing affordable housing, local hiring, and environmental sustainability.

• Responsible Contracting Policies: Establish responsible contracting standards for all agencies holding service delivery contracts with the City, including childcare, early learning, cleaning and sanitation services, to ensure living wages, high-quality benefits, and job stability for workers. Where possible, contracts should include employer neutrality clauses for when workers seek union representation.

• City-Level Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA): Establish a city-level Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), or comparable office, to enforce occupational safety standards, conduct inspections, and provide additional protection to workers.

To measure progress, the Johnson Administration should collaborate with stakeholders and gather data in key areas such as workforce development, workplace violations, representation, and safety. By working together with impacted communities, labor unions, businesses, and relevant government agencies, the administration can establish meaningful and impactful goals that address the specific needs and challenges of workers in Chicago.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FURTHER ACTION

During discussions, several recommendations were raised that align with the values of the Johnson Administration but the committee ran out of time to develop comprehensive strategies. These recommendations include:

• Establishing a pilot program in collaboration with Alderpersons and the Deputy Mayor of Labor to train residents in two wards as Workers’ Rights Community Navigators. These navigators will empower nonunion ward residents by providing training on workers’ rights and supporting them in taking protected concerted actions against exploitative workplace practices. Transforming ward offices into community hubs will cultivate worker power, making Chicago the most worker-friendly city with strong business ethics. Expand the program to all wards within three years, ensure widespread access to resources and support for protecting workers’ rights and fostering a more equitable and empowered workforce.
Environment and Public Health: When workplaces are being established or expanded, the environmental and public health impacts on the community must be analyzed and addressed.

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

While the above recommendations align with the focus of the Workers’ Rights and Labor Subcommittee, additional insights were raised during discussions that complement the Johnson Administration’s values. These insights include:

- Further dialogue and engagement with stakeholders are needed to build consensus and identify feasible pathways for implementing recommendations in this report, including introducing worker-friendly policies related to scheduling stability and paid sick leave, strengthening anti-retaliation measures to protect whistleblowers reporting labor violations, and working collaboratively with unions and community organizations to advocate for workers’ rights and labor protections.

- Supporting small businesses in complying with labor regulations through education, financial and technical assistance.

- Strengthening language access services in government programs and outreach efforts to ensure equitable access for workers with limited English proficiency.

- Exploring opportunities for partnerships to create job opportunities and foster economic vitality in marginalized communities.
- Creating a dedicated office for comprehensive analysis of Tax Increment Financing (TIF) funds to ensure transparency, equitable distribution, and redirect surplus funds to address community needs and promote economic development as outlined in this report.

Considering these additional insights can enhance the overall strategy for addressing workers’ rights and labor challenges, fostering a more inclusive and equitable Chicago.

In conclusion, the Workers’ Rights and Labor Subcommittee recognizes the urgency of addressing the persistent challenges faced by workers in Chicago. By implementing the recommended initiatives and engaging stakeholders, the Johnson Administration can create a city that upholds workers’ rights, promotes labor equity, and fosters economic prosperity for all. It is through these collective efforts that Chicago can realize its full potential as a city that values and supports its workers and their contributions to its vibrant and thriving communities.
Glossary
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GOVERNMENTAL ACRONYMS & DEFINITIONS

- City of Chicago Acronyms
  - BACP: Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection
  - CDOT: Chicago Department of Transportation
  - CDPH: Chicago Department of Public Health
  - CFD: Chicago Fire Department
  - CHA: Chicago Housing Authority
  - CPD: Chicago Police Department
  - CPS: Chicago Public Schools
  - CTA: Chicago Transit Authority
  - DCASE: Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
  - DFSS: Department of Family and Support Services
  - DOB: Department of Buildings
  - DOE: Department of Environment
  - DOH: Department of Housing
  - DOL: Department of Law
  - DPD: Department of Planning and Development
  - DWM: Department of Water Management
  - MOPD: Mayor's Office for People with Disabilities
  - OCEE: Office of Climate and Environment Equity
  - OEMC: Office of Emergency Management and Communications
  - OERJ: Office of Equity and Racial Justice
  - OIG: Office of the Inspector General

- State of Illinois Acronyms
  - DCEO: Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
  - IHDA: Illinois Housing Development Authority
  - IDPH: Illinois Department of Public Health
  - IGA: Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
  - IIPD: Illinois International Port District
  - ILGA: Illinois General Assembly
• Federal Government Acronyms
  • CDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
  • HRSA: Health Resources & Services Administration
  • HUD: US Department of Housing and Urban Development
  • ICE: US Immigration and Customs Enforcement

• Programmatic Acronyms & Definitions
  • CBO: Community Based Organization
  • City of Chicago and Chicagoland Programs
    • CARE Program: the Crisis Assistance Response & Engagement (CARE) Program seeks to ensure that individuals experiencing a mental health crisis are assisted by teams of behavioral health professionals, with resources to address their unmet health and social needs.
    • CREATE: the Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency (CREATE) Program is a first-of-its-kind partnership between the U.S. DOT, State of Illinois, Cook County, City of Chicago, Metra, Amtrak and the nation’s freight railroads. CREATE will invest billions in critically needed improvements to increase the efficiency of the region’s passenger and freight rail infrastructure.
    • Delegate Agency: City contracted community based organizations tasked with delivering services to communities as an extension of work implemented by City departments.
    • TIF: Tax Increment Financing
    • NOF: Neighborhood Opportunity Fund (NOF) is a targeted investment program for commercial corridors on the South, Southwest, and West sides.
    • Invest S/W: Invest South/West is a targeted investment program for neighborhood development in select community areas on the South and West sides.
    • Vision Zero: Vision Zero Chicago is the commitment and approach to eliminating fatalities and serious injuries from traffic crashes.
  • State of Illinois Programs
    • R3: Restore, Reinvest Renew (R3) is a State of Illinois program that funds programs in Illinois communities that have been harmed by violence, excessive incarceration, and economic disinvestment.
  • Federal Programs
    • ARPA: The American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) provides emergency funds to state and local governments as a direct result of the pandemic.
    • CDBG: The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program is a federal program that provides municipalities with block grants that are used to provide communities with resources to address a wide range of unique community needs. These funds are distributed by multiple City departments including CDPH, DFSS, DPD, MOPD, and the Commission on Human Relations.

• IDENTITY BASED ACRONYMS & DEFINITIONS

• Descriptive Identity Acronyms & Definitions
  • BIPOC: Black, Indigenous, and People of Color
    • Black: throughout the report, the ‘B’ in Black is capitalized to recognize being Black as both a racial and ethnic identifier.
    • Intersectionality: Intersectionality is an analytical framework for understanding how a person’s various social and political identities combine to create unique experiences and different modes of discrimination and privilege
    • Latine/x/o and Hispanic: throughout the report, readers may note mixed usage of terms like Latine, Latinx, Latino, or Hispanic, and the varied usage reflects how individuals within the subcommittees chose to identify across the diasporic community.
• LGBT/Q+/QIA/QIA+: LGBTQIA+ stands for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer (or Questioning), Intersex, Asexual (or Ally), and the plus holds space for how identities evolve. Throughout the report, readers may note mixed usage of LGBT+ acronyms and the varied usage reflects how individuals within the subcommittees chose to identify across the LGBT+ community.

• Marginalized/Special/Vulnerable Populations: Throughout this report there are references to marginalized, vulnerable, and special populations. We recognize that these groups are made vulnerable by our current socio-political structure and the way that interlocking systems of oppression produce structural violence that marginalizes their experiences. These conditions require that those most impacted receive ‘special’ consideration to ensure quality of life for all Chicagoans. We examined these experiences throughout this report recognizing the margins as a place of power. Those most marginalized include, but are not limited to, people who identify within the LGBTQIA+ populations, older adults, disabled Chicagoans, people racialized as Black and other racial/ethnic groups, people who only speak a language other than English, immigrant and refugee groups, formerly incarcerated people, and people experiencing poverty.

• MENA: Middle Eastern and North African

• Returning Citizen / FIP: Formerly incarcerated people

• System Survivor: language referencing those who have survived trauma from criminal legal systems, incarceration, and/or police brutality

• ISSUE BASED ACRONYMS & DEFINITIONS

  • **Arts & Culture Focused Acronyms**
    - IATSE: International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
    - IMLS: Institute of Museum and Library Services

  • **Economic Development Focused Acronyms & Definitions**
    - Baby Bonds: universal, publicly funded child trust accounts.
    - CBD: Central Business District
    - CDFI: Community Development Financial Institution
    - ETOD: Equitable Transit Oriented Development (ETOD) is development that enables all people regardless of income, race, ethnicity, age, gender, immigration status or ability to experience the benefits of dense, mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented development near transit hubs.
    - HBCU: Historically Black Colleges and Universities

  • **Education Focused Acronyms & Definitions**
    - CAC: Community Action Councils (CACs) consist of 25 to 30 voting members who are directly involved in developing a strategic plan for educational success within their communities.
    - CTE: Career & Technical Education
    - EFMP: Educational Facilities Master Plan
    - ELL/ESL: English Language Learner / English as a Second Language
    - LSC: Local School Councils (LSCs) serve as a governing body for each district-managed school in CPS. Local School Councils are responsible for approving the school based academic plan (CIWP), approving the alignment of budgetary resources to the CIWP, engaging in the annual evaluation of contract principal’s professional practices, and selecting or renewing contract principals.
    - SCS: the Sustainable Community Schools (SCS) model promotes community hubs that are designed to provide wraparound academic, health, and social support for the entire community beyond the traditional 9 am – 3 pm school day.
    - SPED: Special Education
    - STLS: Students in Temporary Living Situation

  • **Environmental Justice Focused Acronyms & Definitions**
    - Sacrifice Zones: a geographic area that has been permanently impaired by environmental damage or economic disinvestment.
• CEJA: Illinois Climate and Equitable Jobs Act
• CIA: Chicago's Cumulative Impact Assessment (CIA) is a citywide project that will provide data on how environmental burdens and other stressors vary across Chicago.
• EEWG: Environmental Equity Working Group
• EV: Electric Vehicle
• GND: Green New Deal
• IIJA: Illinois Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act
• IRA: Illinois Inflation Reduction Act
• LSL/LSLR: Lead Service Lines / Lead Service Line Replacement
• MWRDGC: Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago
• UBR: Utility Billing Relief

• **Health Focused Acronyms**
  • CHW: Community Health Workers
  • NIPHCC: Northern Illinois Public Health Consortium

• **Housing Focused Acronyms & Definitions**
  • ADU: Accessory Dwelling Unit (aka Coach Houses)
  • AM/AMI/MI: Area Median / Area Median Income / Median Income
  • ARO: Chicago Affordable Requirements Ordinance
  • CBA: Community Benefits Agreement
  • CLT: a Community Land Trust (CLT) is a community development model meant to expand affordable housing, community land ownership, and community wealth building through a locally governed entity.
  • HSCRT: Housing Stability Community Response Team
  • LAC: Local Advisory Committees
  • LIHTC: Low Income Housing Tax Credits
  • PFT: Chicago Transit Authority’s Plan for Transformation
  • Sleeping Rough: to sleep outdoors due to lack of shelter.
  • SRO: Single Room Occupancy
  • TOPA: Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act

• **Labor Focused Acronyms**
  • COLA: Cost of Living Adjustment
  • FTE: Full Time Employee
  • ITIN Number: Individual Taxpayer Identification Number

• **Public Safety Focused Acronyms**
• CCPSA: Community Commission for Public Safety and Accountability
• CEIS: Criminal Enterprise Information System (aka “Gang Database”)
• CVI: Community Violence Intervention
• TRC: Trauma Recovery/Resource Centers

• **Transportation Focused Acronyms**
  • BRT: Bus Rapid Transit
  • CHIP: Amtrak’s Chicago Hub Improvement Program
  • ITS: Intelligent Transportation Systems
  • NACTO: National Association of City Transportation Officials
  • RTA: Regional Transit Authority
  • TDM: Transportation Demand Management
  • TSD for RLE: Transit Supportive Development for the Red Line Extension
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